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Country-specific recommendations: 
An overview - August 2018 
This note provides an overview of the country-specific recommendations issued under the European Semester to EU Member 
States. It looks how these recommendations evolved over time, including from the legal base perspective. Finally, it discusses 
how recommendations were implemented over the 2012-2017 European Semester cycles. 

Country-specific recommendations (CSRs) provide guidance to EU Member States on macro-economic, 
budgetary and structural policies in accordance with Articles 121 and 148 of the Treaty on the Functioning 
of the European Union (TFEU). These recommendations, issued within the framework of the European 
Semester since 2011, are aimed at boosting economic growth and job creation, while maintaining sound 
public finances and preventing excessive macroeconomic imbalances. They provide guidance for national 
reforms over the next 12-18 months. As to the process, they are proposed by the Commission (COM) and 
discussed by the various Council formations. As a rule, the Council is expected to follow the Commission 
proposal or explain its position publicly (“comply or explain” principle). After being endorsed by the 
European Council and formally adopted by the ECOFIN Council, CSRs are to be taken into account by 
Member States in the process of national decision making. The COM also proposes policy recommendations 
on the economic policy of the euro area based on Article 136 of the TFEU1. The Council and the COM closely 
monitor the implementation of CSRs and take further actions as appropriate.  

1. How have country-specific recommendations evolved over time? 

CSRs, typically proposed by the COM in May, build, inter alia, on (1) the COM´s Country Reports which 
include, where applicable, In-Depth Reviews under the Macroeconomic Imbalance Procedure (MIP)2, (2) the 
longer-term vision outlined in the Europe 2020 Strategy, (3)  an assessment of Member States' Stability or 
Convergence Programmes (SCPs) and National Reform Programmes (NRPs) and (4) the outcome of 
dialogues with Member States and other key stakeholders.  

Since the 2015 Semester cycle, CSRs have been prepared in line with the so-called streamlined 
Semester - an approach that is characterised, in particular, by fewer and refocused CSRs3; an earlier 
publication of the recommendations on the economic policy of the euro area (i.e. at the very beginning of 
the cycle, along the publication of the AGS); an earlier assessment of the implementation of CSRs adopted 
under the previous cycle; inclusion of in-depth reviews under the MIP into the Country Reports (where 

                                                             
1  Since the 2016 European Semester, the Commission proposes its recommendations on the economic policy of the euro area at the start of the 

cycle (in November) to better integrate the euro area dimension into CSRs (issued in May) - see a separate EGOV note for more details. 
2  The European Semester was introduced in 2010 and first ever recommendations were issued in spring 2011 (2011 cycle). The MIP has been part 

of the Semester from the 2012 cycle onwards. 
3  In this regard, the COM indicated that that it will continue to monitor policy areas not covered directly by CSRs in the Country reports and take 

them up via other policy processes, e.g. Energy Union, Single Market, European Research Area and the Innovation Union (the COM 
Communication of 13 May 2015, p. 10). 

hhttps://ec.europa.eu/info/strategy/european-semester/european-semester-timeline/eu-country-specific-recommendations_en
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/GA/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:12012E/TXT&from=EN
https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/2017-european-semester-recommendation-euro-area_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/2017-european-semester-recommendation-euro-area_en
http://ec.europa.eu/europe2020/europe-2020-in-a-nutshell/index_en.htm
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/IDAN/2018/542682/IPOL_IDA(2018)542682_EN.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/europe2020/pdf/csr2015/eccom2015_en.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/europe2020/pdf/csr2015/eccom2015_en.pdf
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applicable); and finally an intensified dialogue between the COM and Member States as well as other 
European institutions. Under the streamlined Semester, the recommendations also put greater emphasis on 
the objective to achieve, while largely leaving definition of the measures needed to attain it to the discretion 
of national authorities. The intended goal of all these refinements was to increase the political ownership of 
CSRs and accountability, and thereby improve their unsatisfactory and declining rate of implementation 
(see Section 3). 

Table 1: CSRs - some stylized facts 

European 
Semester 

Total number 
of CSRs 

Number of 
Member States 

Minimum number of CSRs per 
Member State 

Maximum number of CSRs per 
Member State 

2012 138 23 4 DE, SE 8 ES 

2013 141 23 3 DK 9 ES, SI 

2014 157 26 3 DK 8 ES, HR, IT, PT, RO, SI 

2015 102 26 1 SE 6 FR, HR, IT 

2016 89 27 1 SE 5 FR, HR, IT, CY, PT 

2017 78 27 1 DK, SE 5 HR, CY 

2018 73 27 1 DK, SE 5 CY 

Source:  EGOV based on the European Commission. All data is available in an EGOV database. 

Table 1 depicts some stylized facts on CSRs: 

1. The number of Member States taking part in the twelve-monthly cycle of economic and 
fiscal policy coordination in the framework of the European Semester has gradually increased 
as Member States receiving financial assistance successfully exited from the related 
programmes (Ireland, Portugal and Cyprus)4.  

2. The total number of CSRs issued to Member States was more than halved under the 
streamlined Semester (from a peak of 157 recommendations in 2014 to 73 in 2018). This 
reduction largely reflect two elements: 1) new focus and prioritisation of the Semester - i.e. 
the fact that some policy area are no longer covered as from the 2015 Semester cycle5 and 
2) the fact that some policy areas that were covered separately in one Semester cycle have 
been merged during the next cycle - as a result, one recommendation may cover several 
policy areas that were previously addressed in separate recommendations. While the first 
phenomenon has been the main driving force behind the drop in the number of CSRs 
between the 2014 and 2015 cycles, the relative importance of the second approach has 
gradually increased to the point that it has become the predominant explanatory factor in the 
observed decline of the number of CSRs between the 2017 and 2018 Semesters (see Annex)6. 
In this context, the ECB pointed out in its Economic Bulletin (issue 5/2018, p. 41) that ‘...efforts 
made in recent years to contain the number of CSRs which have streamlined the process, are by no 
means a reflection of improved or strong structural reform momentum’. 

                                                             
4  See a dedicated ESM webpage for more information: https://www.esm.europa.eu/financial-assistance.  
5  The COM indicated in its Chapeau Communication for the 2015 European Semester (p. 10) that it will continue to monitor the areas that are no 

longer covered in CSRs in its country reports and/or take them up via other policy processes, e.g. Energy Union,  Single Market, European 
Research Area and the Innovation Union. 

6  The decrease in number of CSRs observed between 2017 and 2018 is predominantly due to changes in presentation rather than substance. Out 
of the five recommendations that were discontinued, one was fully dropped (BG 2017 CSR 4), while the other four were included in other CSRs 
during the 2018 Semester cycle (FR 2017 CSR 3 is now part of FR 2018 CSR 2; HR 2017 CSR 3 of HR 2018 CSR 2; PT 2017 CSR 4 of PT 2018 CSR 3; 
and finally, SI 2017 CSR 2 of SI 2018 CSR 1. 

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/committees/en/econ/economic-governance.html
https://www.ecb.europa.eu/pub/pdf/ecbu/eb201805.en.pdf?cf0d79521f2ebf831be86a8e836715ff
https://www.esm.europa.eu/financial-assistance
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:52015DC0250&from=en
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3. The minimum and maximum numbers of CSRs addressed to Member States were gradually 
reduced to stabilise at one and five, respectively, over the 2016-2018 cycles.  

Note that in its Communication on the 2018 European Semester: Country-specific recommendations, 
against the backdrop of the improved economic and social climate, the COM called on Member States to 
‘step up efforts in the pursuit of greater macro-economic resilience and growth-enhancing reforms’ - a call made 
in line with President Juncker’s appeal during his 2017 State of the Union Address: “Europe needs to fix its 
roof while the sun is shining”. 

2. What is the legal basis for country-specific recommendations? 

From the legal perspective, the CSRs are underpinned by the EU primary legislation (Articles 121 and 148 of 
the TFEU) as well as the EU secondary legislation, namely: 

1) Council Regulation (EC) 1466/97 on the strengthening of the surveillance of budgetary 
positions and the surveillance and coordination of economic policies for CSRs referring to the 
Stability and Growth Pact (SGP); 

2) Regulation (EU) 1176/2011 on the prevention and correction of macroeconomic imbalances 
for CSRs referring to the Macroeconomic Imbalance procedure (MIP); 

3) Integrated guidelines for implementing the Europe 2020 strategy – these guidelines consist 
of two legislative documents:  (1) a Council recommendation on broad guidelines for the 
economic policies of the Member States and of the Union and (2) a Council decision on 
guidelines for the employment policies of the Member States.    

Furthermore, the CSRs are politically binding insofar they are endorsed by the European Council and 
formally adopted by the Council. The Council is expected to, as a rule, adopt the recommendations 
proposed by the Commission or publicly explain its position.  

A failure to implement the recommendations might result in further procedural steps under the relevant EU 
law and ultimately in sanctions under the SGP and the MIP. These sanctions might include fines and/or 
suspension of up to five European Funds, namely the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF), the 
European Social Fund (ESF), the Cohesion Fund (CF), the European Agricultural Fund for Rural Development 
(EAFRD) and the European Maritime & Fisheries Fund (EMFF). 

Table 2: Distribution of CSRs from legal perspective 

European 
Semester 

Exclusively SGP Exclusively MIP Jointly SGP and 
MIP 

Integrated 
Guidelines Total 

2012 18 (13%) 31 (22%) 5 (4%) 84 (61%) 138 (100%) 

2013 18 (13%) 50 (35%) 6 (4%) 67 (48%) 141 (100%) 

2014 19 (12%) 58 (37%) 8 (5%) 72 (46%) 157 (100%) 

2015 11 (11%) 48 (47%) 10 (10%) 33 (32%) 102 (100%) 

2016 13 (15%) 36 (40%) 9 (10%) 31 (35%) 89 (100%) 

2017 12 (15%) 27 (35%) 8 (10%) 31 (40%) 78 (100%) 

2018 11 (15%) 27 (37%) 5 (7%) 30 (41%) 73 (100%) 

Source:  EGOV calculations based on the European Commission. All data is available in an EGOV database. 
Note:  Share of CSRs by secondary legal base for a given Semester cycle in brackets. The 2018 CSRs are yet to be adopted by the 

Council. 

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:52018DC0400&from=EN
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:01997R1466-20111213&from=EN
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:2011:306:0025:0032:EN:PDF
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/ATAG/2015/542652/IPOL_ATA(2015)542652_EN.pdf
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/committees/en/econ/economic-governance.html
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Table 2 disentangles CSRs according to the EU legal base, showing that: 

1. A single recommendation is typically underpinned by a single instrument of the EU secondary 
law. However, CSRs related to public finances might be devised based on both the SGP and 
the MIP. 

2. Most of the recommendations have been underpinned by the SGP and/or MIP legal bases 
(with the exception of the 2012 cycle).  Changes in relative proportions reflect shifts in policy 
challenges over time, noting that the introduction of streamlined Semester as from the 2015 
cycle, with fewer recommendations, has led to an increase in the proportion of 
recommendations based on SGP and/or MIP legal bases. 

3. While during the 2014 Semester all 26 MS received a fiscal recommendation based either on 
SGP or joint SGP/MIP legal bases, no specific recommendation on public finances was 
addressed in 2015 to some MS which were considered by the COM to be in line with the 
commitments under the preventive arm of the SGP at that time (DE, LU, NL, SK and SE). The 
COM has broadly maintained this approach since then. It is also interesting to point out that 
SI (which was at that time under the corrective arm of the SGP) received in 2015 a 
recommendation on public finances based solely on the MIP legal basis (not on the SGP or 
joint SGP/MIP legal bases7); 

4. As to the 2018 Semester cycle, nearly 6 out of 10 recommendations were underpinned either 
by the SGP or MIP legal bases or both. Out of 11 countries that are considered as experiencing 
either “imbalances” or “excessive imbalances” following the in-depth reviews published 
within the 2018 Country Reports in March 2018, ten received all of their recommendations 
underpinned by either exclusively MIP legal basis (DE, HR, CY, NL and SE) or MIP/SGP legal 
bases (IE, ES, FR, IT and PT). The remaining Member State (BG) received most of its 2018 CSRs 
based on the MIP legal basis. Finally, five Member States received all of their respective draft 
2018 CSRs based solely on Integrated guidelines: CZ (2 CSRs), DK (1 CSR), LT (3 CSRs), LU (2 
CSRs) and MT (2 CSRs) - i.e. countries under the preventive arm of the SGP and for which no 
imbalances were identified under the MIP8. 

3. How has CSRs Implementation evolved over time? 

Based on the regular annual assessment published by the COM in its Country Reports, more than half 
of CSRs (53%) were implemented, on average, with at least some progress over the period 2012-2017.  

The CSRs implementation record followed a downward trend over the period 2012-2016 before 
showing first signs of improvement in 20179: the proportion of recommendations on which Member 
States made at least some progress declined from 71% in 2012 (the highest value on record) to 45% in 2016 
(the lowest value on record) before rising to 50% in 2017 (see Figure 1). At the same time, the part of 
recommendations with full/substantial progress has gradually decreased from 11% in 2012 to mere 

                                                             
7  The particular case of SI mentioned in the previous paragraph illustrates the following observation: there are cases where similar 

recommendations, in terms of policy area and wording, are given to countries under different legal bases. For example, during the 2015 cycle, 
the recommendation to broaden the tax base on consumption is underpinned by the Integrated Guidelines in the case of LU (CSR1). However, 
it is based on the MIP in the case of FR (CSR5). 

8  The reverse is not necessarily true: a country that is under the preventive arm of SGP and not at risk of imbalances, in the sense of the MIP, will 
not automatically receive all its recommendations based on “Integrated guidelines”. 

9  As Deroose and Griesse (2014) already pointed out, the observed downward trend in CSRs implementation is partly embedded in the European 
Semester process to the extent that “recommendations implemented during the previous round will not be repeated in the next vintage of CSRs. Thus, 
Member States that have ‘picked the low-hanging fruit’ first may effectively be facing a more challenging set of CSRs in subsequent rounds of the 
European Semester, even without an active intention by the Commission or the Council to ‘get tougher’.” This line of reasoning seems to be valid, in 
particular, from a medium-term perspective. Yet, in the long run, Member States will have some new ‘low-hanging fruit’ to harvest again. It 
remains to be seen to what extent this particular factor might explain the slight improvement in CSRs implementation record during the 2017 
Semester cycle. 

https://ec.europa.eu/info/strategy/european-semester/european-semester-timeline/analysis-phase_en
http://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwitz5q3r5LUAhXKORQKHWr7Dq0QFggmMAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fec.europa.eu%2Feconomy_finance%2Fpublications%2Feconomic_briefs%2F2014%2Fpdf%2Feb37_en.pdf&usg=AFQjCNF89lRnEo8KBg1trWPH_JxWm5CbYw
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1% in 2017. Note that these results are based on the assessment provided at the level of CSRs as a whole 
(and not on the assessment at sub-recommendations level10) and exclude the compliance with the 
provisions of SGP11. Furthermore, the analysis assigns identical weights to each and every CSR within and 
across Member States as well as across time. It also abstracts from difficulties linked to implementation of 
various types of reforms, including the electoral cycle.  

Figure 1: CSRs implementation over the period 2012-2017 (annual perspective) 

 
Source: EGOV calculations based on the European Commission assessment provided in Country Reports. All data is available in an 
EGOV database. 
Notes: (1) Based on the COM assessment of actions taken (rather than outcomes that may materialise with a lag), assigning identical 
weights to all recommendations, within and across Member States, irrespective of their institutional and political sensitivities. (2) 
Data for 2015 exclude CSRs related to the compliance with the SGP for seven Member States (DK, EE, LV, HU, MT, FI and UK), assessed 
separately in the COM assessments of the 2016 Stability and Convergence Programmes of 26 May 2016. (3) Data for 2016 exclude 
CSRs related to the compliance with the SGP for three Member States (DK, HU and UK), assessed separately in the COM assessments 
of the 2017 Stability and Convergence Programmes. (4) Data for 2017 exclude CSRs related to the compliance with the SGP for two 
Member States (HU and UK), assessed separately in the COM assessments of the 2018 Stability and Convergence Programmes. 

Implementation record has been uneven across policy areas and countries. This unequal CSRs 
implementation ‘often reflects the urgency of progress in specific areas, but also reveals the need for consensus 
building, notably where reform benefits are not uniformly spread’12. Overall, Member States made most 
progress in the area of financial sector reform and public finances in response to the economic and financial 
crisis (see a separate EGOV thematic briefing on CSRs in the area of banking). However, only a limited 
progress has been made on reforms of tax regimes. The COM observes that ‘the current economic 
environment provides a favourable window of opportunity to step up reform implementation’.  

Recognising that a number of CSRs relate to long-term structural issues, the COM presents in its Chapeau 
Communication on the 2018 European Semester an assessment of CSRs implementation from both 
yearly and multiannual perspective. The latter approach has been introduced in 2017 and according to 
                                                             
10  One recommendation often tackles policy challenges in several areas (sub-recommendations). 
11   This has been the case since 2015 (assessment of the 2014 CSRs) due to an earlier publication of Country Reports (February/March) - that is 

before pubic finance data (for the preceding year) become available in April (see EDP notification). The compliance with the provisions of the 
SGP is assessed separately in the COM Assessment of Convergence and Stability Programmes published in May. However, the COM does not 
subsequently present an overview table with updated summary assessment for each and every Member State despite the fact that the outcome 
of assessment of compliance with the SGP feeds, in an un-transparent manner, into its multiannual assessment of CSRs implementation. 

12  The COM Communication on the 2018 European Semester: Country-specific recommendations of 23 May 2018, p.3.  

Full/Substantial progress Some progress No/Limited progress

11%

60%

29%

2012
9%

45%

46%

2013
6%

45%
49%

2014

4%

44%52%

2015
2%

43%
55%

2016
1%

49%50%

2017

https://ec.europa.eu/info/strategy/european-semester/european-semester-timeline/analysis-phase_en
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/committees/en/econ/economic-governance.html
https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/economic-and-fiscal-policy-coordination/eu-economic-governance-monitoring-prevention-correction/stability-and-growth-pact/stability-and-convergence-programmes_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/economic-and-fiscal-policy-coordination/eu-economic-governance-monitoring-prevention-correction/stability-and-growth-pact/stability-and-convergence-programmes_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/economic-and-fiscal-policy-coordination/eu-economic-governance-monitoring-prevention-correction/stability-and-growth-pact/stability-and-convergence-programmes_en
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/BRIE/2018/614516/IPOL_BRI(2018)614516_EN.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/2018-european-semester-country-specific-recommendation-commission-recommendation-communication-en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/2018-european-semester-country-specific-recommendation-commission-recommendation-communication-en.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/web/government-finance-statistics/excessive-deficit-procedure/edp-notification-tables
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this yardstick ‘more two thirds of CSRs have been implemented with at least ‘some progress’’ over the period 
2011-2017, leading therefore to somewhat more favourable picture of CSRs implementation record 
compared with year-by-year assessment. This element confirms, according to the COM, that ‘important 
reforms are eventually being carried out, though in many cases the process takes time’. However, it may be 
noticed that the COM has not published the methodology underlying its multiannual assessment13. 

The COM has repeatedly stressed that CSRs are focused on reform steps that can be implemented within 
12-18 months. Under the current setup of the European Semester, they are proposed by the COM in May, 
before being adopted by the Council in July (of year t). However, their implementation is assessed already 
in February (of year t+1), namely after a period of eight months only. This is one of the factors that currently 
generates, ceteris paribus, a downward bias in the yearly assessment of CSRs implementation and is a reason 
why the multiannual approach might seem more appropriate. Yet on the other hand, the multiannual 
approach may introduce an upward bias in the results (i.e. reforms are assessed over variable time periods14).   

 

                                                             
13  In June 2018 Bruegel also published a Policy contribution “Is the European Semester effective and useful?” covering CSRs implementation from 

various perspectives, including assessment based on a multiannual approach.  
14  One would expect that some action is taken on a majority of recommendations over a sufficiently long period - the rationale behind the 

coordination of macroeconomic policies under the European Semester.  Furthermore, it remains unclear whether recommendations that were 
given during only one Semester Cycle and subsequently dropped despite no or limited progress are included in this multiannual analysis or not. 

Box 1: Committee of Regions - Territorial analysis of the 2018 Country Reports 
The Committee of Regions shows in its analysis of the 2018 COM Country Reports that the number of recommendations that 
involve and address directly local and regional authorities (LRAs) has further increased from 24% in 2017 to 36% in 2018. 
However, viewed from a larger perspective (i.e. taking into account all CSR involving LRAs directly or indirectly as well as those 
CSRs not involving LRAs but having a territorial impact), the territory-related recommendations accounted for 83% of all 
CSRs in 2018 (as compared with 76% a year earlier).  

These 2018 territory-related recommendations predominantly address three policy challenges, namely: 
(1) Building administrative capacity (17 EU Member States);  
(2) Removing obstacles to investment at local and regional level (24 EU Member States); and  
(3) Implementing the European Pillar of Social Rights (24 EU Member States). 

This analysis suggests that - given the differentiated territorial impacts of such reforms and the current division of powers and 
competences across levels of government - involving the LRAs as partners since the beginning of the Semester is crucial to 
ensure ownership of structural reforms.  

To this end, at the Plenary Session of 11 May 2017, the Committee of Regions issued its opinion on improving the governance 
of the European Semester, proposing a Code of Conduct on the involvement of the local and regional authorities in the 
European Semester. 

http://bruegel.org/2018/06/is-the-european-semester-effective-and-useful/
https://portal.cor.europa.eu/europe2020/Documents/publi-file/2018-Territorial-Analysis-of-CSRs/2018_CSRs_draft_final.pdf
http://cor.europa.eu/en/activities/opinions/pages/opinion-factsheet.aspx?OpinionNumber=CDR%205386/2016
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Box 2: ECOFIN conclusions on in-depth reviews and implementation of the 2017 CSRs 
At its meeting of 23 May 2018, the Council discussed, among others, (i) in-depth reviews of macroeconomic imbalances in 12 
Member States and (ii) implementation of the 2017 CSRs. 

Regarding the implementation of the 2017 CSRs, inter alia, the Council: 
• NOTES the similar implementation record of the 2017 CSRs compared to previous years with at least some progress 

recorded for around half of the CSRs. TAKES NOTE that reform implementation continue to be uneven across policy 
areas and countries; 

• WELCOMES the results in the Commission`s multiannual assessment of CSR implementation that show at least 'some 
progress' with regard to more than two-thirds of the recommendations since the start of the European Semester in 
2011, but NOTES this has been uneven across policy areas, countries and over time. RECALLS that the multiannual 
assessment by the Commission illustrates that a number of CSRs relate to long-term structural issues that take time to 
be addressed and that tangible results take time to materialise;  

• STRESSES that in the current favourable macroeconomic environment, reform implementation needs to be stepped 
up significantly to address the pending reform challenges outlined below, guarding against reform fatigue and 
overcoming political economy challenges; 

• WELCOMES how the Commission has incorporated the European Pillar of Social Rights within the country reports to 
keep track of employment and social performances, which allowed for the focus on macroeconomic imbalances and 
the main economic reform priorities to be maintained. 

Disclaimer and copyright. The opinions expressed in this document are the sole responsibility of the authors and do not necessarily represent 
the official position of the European Parliament. Reproduction and translation for non-commercial purposes are authorised, provided the 
source is acknowledged and the European Parliament is given prior notice and sent a copy. © European Union, 2018.  
 
Contact: egov@ep.europa.eu 

 
This document is available on the internet at: www.europarl.europa.eu/supporting-analyses 

 
 

http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9354-2018-INIT/en/pdf
mailto:egov@ep.europa.eu
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/supporting-analyses
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Annex:  Where does the reduction in the number of CSRs between the 2017 and 2018 cycles come from? 

Member 
State 

2017 Country-specific Recommendations  
not continued as independent recommendations in 2018 

(Total number of 2017 CSRs = 78) 

2018 Country-specific Recommendations  
 (Total number of draft 2018 CSRs = 73) 

Legal Base CSR Legal Base CSR 

BG Integrated 
Guidelines 

CSR 4: 
Ensure efficient implementation of the 2014-2020 National Public Procurement 
Strategy.  

Fully dropped 

FR MIP 

CSR 3:  
Improve access to the labour market for jobseekers, in particular less-qualified 
workers and people with a migrant background, including by revising the system of 
vocational education and training. Ensure that minimum wage developments are 
consistent with job creation and competitiveness. 

MIP 

Included in CSR 2: 
Pursue the reforms of the vocational education and training system, to strengthen its 
labour market relevance and improve access to training, in particular for low qualified 
workers and jobseekers. Foster equal opportunities and access to the labour 
market, including for people with a migrant background and people living in 
deprived areas. Ensure that minimum wage developments are consistent with 
job creation and competitiveness.   

HR MIP 
CSR 3:  
Improve adult education, in particular for older workers, the low-skilled and the long-
term unemployed. Accelerate the reform of the education system. 

MIP 

Included in CSR 2: 
Discourage early retirement, accelerate the transition to a higher statutory retirement 
age and align pension provisions for specific categories with the rules of the general 
scheme. Deliver on the reform of the education and training system to improve 
its quality and labour market relevance for both young people and adults. 
Consolidate social benefits and improve their poverty reduction capacity. 

PT MIP 

CSR 4: 
Implement a roadmap to further reduce the administrative burden and tackle 
regulatory barriers in construction and business services by the end of 2017. Increase 
the efficiency of insolvency and tax proceedings. 

MIP 

Included in CSR 3: 
Increase the efficiency of insolvency and recovery proceedings and reduce 
impediments to the secondary market for non-performing loans. Improve access to 
finance for businesses. Reduce the administrative burden by shortening procedural 
deadlines, using more tacit approval and reducing document submission 
requirements. Remove persistent regulatory restrictions by ensuring a proper 
implementation of the framework law for highly regulated professions. Increase the 
efficiency of administrative courts, inter alia by decreasing the length of 
proceedings. 

SI Integrated 
Guidelines 

CSR 2: 
Intensify efforts to increase the employability of low-skilled and older workers, 
particularly through targeted lifelong learning and activation measures. 

SGP 

Included in CSR 1: 
Ensure that the nominal growth rate of net primary government expenditure does 
not exceed 3.1 % in 2019, corresponding to an annual structural adjustment of 0.65 
% of GDP. Adopt and implement the healthcare and health insurance act and the 
planned reform of long-term care. Ensure the long-term sustainability and adequacy 
of the pension system, including by increasing the statutory retirement age and by 
restricting early retirement. Increase the employability of low-skilled and older 
workers through lifelong learning and activation measures. 

Source: EGOV note “Country-Specific Recommendations for 2017 and 2018: A tabular comparison and an overview of implementation”.

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/STUD/2018/614522/IPOL_STU(2018)614522_EN.pdf
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This document gives an overview of key developments under the preventive and corrective arms of the 
Stability and Growth Pact (SGP) on the basis of (1) the latest Council decisions and recommendations in the 
framework of the SGP: (2) the latest European Commission (COM) economic forecasts; and (3) the latest COM 
opinions on the Draft Budgetary Plans (DBPs) of euro area Member States. The document is regularly 
updated. 
 
This document provides first a succinct summary of the situation relating to the compliance with 
the SGP, then tables on key public finance indicators (budget balances, fiscal effort and gross debt) 
in relation to the current Council recommendations and finally a chronology of the latest 
developments.  

 

Summary 
• Spain is the only remaining Member State subject to an Excessive Deficit Procedure (EDP), 

compared to 24 Member States in 2011. In 2017 and 2018, the following five Member States 
exited their EDP: France (June 2018), the United Kingdom (December 2017), Greece 
(September 2017), as well as Croatia and Portugal (both June 2017). 

• According to the COM spring 2018 forecast, 2018 is expected to be the first year in the Economic 
and Monetary Union in which all governments achieve a nominal budget deficits of less than 
3% of GDP. The euro area's debt-GDP ratio is also forecast to fall to 84.1% in 2019, with 
declines in many Member States. However, Belgium and Italy comply with the debt criterion of 
the SGP only after a consideration of all relevant factors; they would not comply on the basis of 
the debt figures and structural balance figures alone. 

• In 2017, 15 Member States (in the euro area: DE, IE, CY, LV, LT, LU, MT, NL, AT, FI; in the non-euro 
area: BG, CZ, DK, HR and SE) were close, at or above their medium-term budgetary objectives 
(MTOs) and 12 countries (in the euro area; BE, EE, ES, FR, IT, PT, SI, SK; in the non-euro area: HU, 
PL, RO and UK) had not yet reached their MTO. Please see separate EGOV briefing for more 
information on the concept of MTOs. While, in 2017, the structural budget position improved 
in 16 Member States, it is expected not to improve in any Member State in 2018; against the 
background of these forecasts, less Member States might be close or at the MTO in 2018. See 
overleaf Figure 1 (and corresponding indicators in the overleaf tables) for an overview of 
country specific MTOs and developments of the structural balance in 2018. 

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CONSLEG:1997R1466:20111213:EN:PDF
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CONSLEG:1997R1467:20111213:EN:PDF
https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/economic-performance-and-forecasts/economic-forecasts/spring-2018-economic-forecast-expansion-continue-amid-new-risks_en
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/BRIE/2017/587388/IPOL_BRI(2017)587388_EN.pdf
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• The 2018 Country Specific Recommendations (CSRs), incl. the recommendations under the 
preventive arm of the SGP (“fiscal CSRs”) have been adopted by the Council in July 2018. In 
contrast to 2017, the 2018 fiscal CSRs contain not only in their recitals but in the 
recommendations themselves concrete targets on both the required structural effort and the 
expenditure benchmark (which is derived from the medium-term potential economic growth 
rate and is set to maintain or reach the structural balance at the MTO).  
 
Figure 1: Comparison of structural balances in 2018 with the MTOs and their target years 

 
Note: The structural balances and the MTOs are measured and presented as % of potential GDP.  Greece is not 
included in the Figure, since the country was until 20 August 2018 subject to a macro-economic adjustment 
programme, so that the country was exempted from submitting a 2018 SP and being subject to 2018 CSRs.  

Sources: Country Specific Recommendations 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018 and Stability and 
Convergence Programmes 2012-2018.   

 
 

Current Council recommendations and key public finance 
indicators 
The overleaf tables provide an overview of key public finance indicators (budget balances, fiscal 
effort and gross debt) in relation to the current Council recommendations under the SGP.  

In contrast to 2017, the 2018 fiscal CSRs pertaining to the SGP contain not only in their recitals but 
in the recommendations themselves concrete targets on both the required structural effort and the 
expenditure benchmark per Member State; however, data on net primary government expenditure 
(which is the indicator used to assess compliance with the expenditure benchmark) is only 
published in background documents by the COM (in the COM assessments of the 2018 SCPs) and 
only for those countries which do not comply with their MTO or with the adjustment path towards 
it.  

While Greece belongs since September 2017 to the preventive arm, it is not yet subject to CSRs, 
since the country was (until 20 August 2018) subject to an macro-economic adjustment 
programme; therefore, the overleaf tables do not yet include Greece. 
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http://ec.europa.eu/europe2020/making-it-happen/country-specific-recommendations/2012/index_en.htm
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=OJ:C:2013:217:FULL&from=EN
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=OJ:C:2014:247:FULL&from=EN
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=OJ:C:2015:272:FULL&from=EN
https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/2016-european-semester-country-specific-recommendations-council-recommendations_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/2017-european-semester-country-specific-recommendations-council-recommendations_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/2018-european-semester-country-specific-recommendations-council-recommendations_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/economic-and-fiscal-policy-coordination/eu-economic-governance-monitoring-prevention-correction/stability-and-growth-pact/stability-and-convergence-programmes_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/economic-and-fiscal-policy-coordination/eu-economic-governance-monitoring-prevention-correction/stability-and-growth-pact/stability-and-convergence-programmes_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/economic-and-fiscal-policy-coordination/eu-economic-governance-monitoring-prevention-correction/stability-and-growth-pact/stability-and-convergence-programmes/assessment-programmes-2018_en
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Excessive Deficit Procedure - Corrective arm of SGP 
 COUNCIL RECOMMENDATIONS DATA RELATING TO COMPLIANCE 

Compliance 
of 2018 DBP 

with the 
SGP  

(COM opinion 
on the 

updated DBP 
of May 2018) M

EM
BE

R 
ST

A
TE

 

Reference 
year 

which 
triggered 
the EDP1 

 

Current 
deadline 

for 
correction 

of 
nominal 

deficit 
(latest 

EDP-re-
commen-
dations) 

Fiscal effort in 
structural terms 
(% of GDP) as re-
quested by  the 

Council 2 and CSR 
2018 for the 
expenditure 
benchmark 

REQUIREMENT 
(A) 

 
COM forecast - spring 20183 

(under no policy change scenario)4 

COM  
assessments of 

2018 SCPs  

Year 
 

Structural budget 
Balance5 (% of 
potential GDP) 
 In brackets and 

italics:  y-o-y change: 
to be compared to 
REQUIREMENT (A) 

Debt 
(% of 
GDP) 

GDP 
growth 

(% 
change) 

Net primary 
government 

expenditure (% 
change) 6 

ES 2008 

2018  
(Aug. 
2016) 

Under Art. 
126(9) 

-0.4 in 2016 
0.5 in 2017 
0.5 in 2018 

0.65 in 2019 (if 
under preventive 
arm, CSR 2018). 

 
Expenditure 

benchmark of 
0.6 in 2019, if 

under preventive 
arm (CSR 2018)  

2008 - (-) 39.5 1.1 - 

Broadly 
compliant 

2009 - (-) 52.8 -3.6 - 

2010 -7.0 (-) 60.1 0.0 - 

2011 -6.3 (0.7) 69.5 -1.0 - 

2012 -3.1 (3.2) 85.7 -2.9 - 

2013 -1.7 (1.4) 95.5 -1.7 - 

2014 -1.5 (0.2) 100.4 1.4 - 

2015 -2.4 (-0.9) 99.4 3.4 - 

2016 -3.3 (-0.9) 99.0 3.3 - 

2017 -3.0 (0.3) 98.3 3.1 - 

2018 -3.3 (-0.3) 97.6 2.9 - 

2019 -3.2 (0.1) 95.9 2.4 2.0 

 

  

https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/economy-finance/2018-05-22_updated_es_2018_dbp_-_co_0.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/economy-finance/2018-05-22_updated_es_2018_dbp_-_co_0.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/economy-finance/2018-05-22_updated_es_2018_dbp_-_co_0.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/economy-finance/2018-05-22_updated_es_2018_dbp_-_co_0.pdf
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-11552-2016-INIT/en/pdf
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-11552-2016-INIT/en/pdf
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9451-2018-INIT/en/pdf
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9451-2018-INIT/en/pdf
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Progress towards the Medium-Term Objectives (MTOs) - 
Preventive arm of the SGP 

 

 COUNCIL RECOMMENDATIONS LATEST DATA RELATING TO COMPLIANCE 

Compliance 
of 2018 DBP 
with the SGP 

(COM 
Opinions of 
November 
2017 and 

March 2018, 
based on 

COM 
autumn 

2017 
forecast) 

M
EM

BE
R 

ST
A

TE
 

Requirements included in the final Country Specific 
Recommendations (CSRs) 2016, 2017 and 2018, if 
available, either in the enacting part or in their recitals  

 
 
 
 

Level of 
MTO   

(structural 
budget bal-
ance) and 

Target year 
for MTO7 

 

REQUIRE-
MENT  

(C) 

COM forecast - spring 20183 
(under no policy change scenario)4 

(% of GDP) 

COM  
assessments 

of 2018 
SCPs  

 

 
Fiscal- 

structural 
adjustment 
(% of GDP) 

 
REQUIRE-

MENT  
(A) 

 
Expen-
diture 

Benchmark 
(% growth) 

 
 

REQUIRE-
MENT  

(B) 

Year 
 

Structural budget 
balance5: To be 

compared to   
REQUIREMENT  

(C) 

In brackets and 
italics: y-o-y 

change: To be 
compared to   

REQUIREMENT  
(A) 

Debt 
 

GDP 
growth 

Net primary 
government 
expenditure 
(% change) 6 

 
To be 

compared to   
REQUIRE-

MENT  
(B)  

BE 

“Ensure that the nominal growth rate of net primary 
government expenditure does not exceed 1,8 % in 
2019, corresponding to an annual structural 
adjustment of 0,6 % of GDP. Use windfall gains to ac-
celerate the reduction of the general government debt 
ratio. Pursue the envisaged pension reforms and contain 
the projected increase in long-term care expenditure. (...)” 
[CSR 2018]. 

Postponed 
from 0.0 
in 2019 

(recital 6 of 
CSR 2017  
and  p. 18 

of  SP 2017) 
Towards 

0.0 in 2020 
(recital 6 of 
CSR 2018) 
and p. 2 of 

SP 2018) 

2014 -2.9 (0.2) 107.0 1.4 - 

Risk of non-
compliance 

2015 -2.2 (0.7) 106.1 1.4 - 

2016 [CSR 2016] 0.6 - 2016 -2.1 (0.1) 105.9 1.5 - 

2017 [CSR 2016] 0.6 - 2017 -1.3 (0.8) 103.1 1.7 0.5 

2018 [recital 10 of CSR 2017] 0.6 1.6 2018 -1.4 (-0.1) 101.5 1.8 2.4 

2019 [CSR 2018]. 0.6 1.8 2019 -1.7 (-0.3) 100.2 1.7 3.2 

DE 

“While respecting the MTO, use fiscal and structural 
policies to achieve a sustained upward trend in public and 
private investment, and in particular on education, 
research and innovation at all levels of government (..).” 
[CSR 2018]. -0.5  

2012 
onwards 
(CSR 2012, 
pp. 5/ 8 of 

SP 2012) 

2012 -0.1 (1.0) 79.8 0.7 - 

Compliant 

2013 0.3 (0.4) 77.4 0.5 - 

2014 1.1 (0.8) 74.7 1.9 - 

2015 1.1 (0.0) 71.0 1.7 - 

2016 [CSR 2016, recital 5] 
No fiscal target [MTO 

achieved] 2016 1.1 (0.0) 68.2 1.9 
- 

2017 [CSR 2017,  
incl. recitals 6/7] 

No fiscal target [MTO 
achieved] 2017 1.5 (0.4) 64.1 2.2 

- 

2018 [CSR 2017, 
 incl. recitals 6/7] 

No fiscal target [MTO 
achieved] 2018 1.2 (-0.3) 60.2 2.3 

- 

2019 [CSR 2018, incl. recital 6) 
No fiscal target [MTO 

achieved] 2019 1.0 (-0.2) 56.3 2.1 
- 

https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/economic-and-fiscal-policy-coordination/eu-economic-governance-monitoring-prevention-correction/stability-and-growth-pact/annual-draft-budgetary-plans-dbps-euro-area-countries/draft-budgetary-plans-2018_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/economic-and-fiscal-policy-coordination/eu-economic-governance-monitoring-prevention-correction/stability-and-growth-pact/annual-draft-budgetary-plans-dbps-euro-area-countries/draft-budgetary-plans-2018_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/european-semester/european-semester-timeline/eu-country-specific-recommendations/2016-european_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/2017-european-semester-country-specific-recommendations-council-recommendations_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/2018-european-semester-country-specific-recommendations-council-recommendations_en
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9428-2018-INIT/en/pdf
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX%3A32017H0809%2801%29&rid=4
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/2017-european-semester-stability-programme-belgique-en_0.pdf
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9428-2018-INIT/en/pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/2018-european-semester-stability-programme-belgium-fr.pdf
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9190-2016-INIT/en/pdf
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9190-2016-INIT/en/pdf
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX%3A32017H0809%2801%29&rid=4
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9428-2018-INIT/en/pdf
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9437-2018-INIT/en/pdf
http://register.consilium.europa.eu/doc/srv?l=EN&f=ST%2011255%202012%20INIT
http://ec.europa.eu/europe2020/pdf/nd/sp2012_germany_en.pdf
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32016H0818(05)&from=EN
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX%3A32017H0809%2805%29&rid=17
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX%3A32017H0809%2805%29&rid=17
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9428-2018-INIT/en/pdf
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 COUNCIL RECOMMENDATIONS LATEST DATA RELATING TO COMPLIANCE 

Compliance 
of 2018 DBP 
with the SGP 

(COM 
Opinions of 
November 
2017 and 

March 2018, 
based on 

COM 
autumn 

2017 
forecast) 

M
EM

BE
R 

ST
A

TE
 

Requirements included in the final Country Specific 
Recommendations (CSRs) 2016, 2017 and 2018, if 
available, either in the enacting part or in their recitals  

 
 
 
 

Level of 
MTO   

(structural 
budget bal-
ance) and 

Target year 
for MTO7 

 

REQUIRE-
MENT  

(C) 

COM forecast - spring 20183 
(under no policy change scenario)4 

(% of GDP) 

COM  
assessments 

of 2018 
SCPs  

 

 
Fiscal- 

structural 
adjustment 
(% of GDP) 

 
REQUIRE-

MENT  
(A) 

 
Expen-
diture 

Benchmark 
(% growth) 

 
 

REQUIRE-
MENT  

(B) 

Year 
 

Structural budget 
balance5: To be 

compared to   
REQUIREMENT  

(C) 

In brackets and 
italics: y-o-y 

change: To be 
compared to   

REQUIREMENT  
(A) 

Debt 
 

GDP 
growth 

Net primary 
government 
expenditure 
(% change) 6 

 
To be 

compared to   
REQUIRE-

MENT  
(B)  

EE 

“Ensure that the nominal growth rate of net primary 
government expenditure does not exceed 4,1 % in 
2019, corresponding to an annual structural 
adjustment of 0,6 % of GDP (...).” [CSR 2018]. -0.5 

2017 
(recital 7 of 

CSR 2017 
and CSR 

2018) 

2014 -0.0 (0.6) 10.7 2.9 - 

Broadly 
compliant 

2015 -0.0 (0.0) 10.0 1.7 - 

2016 [CSR 2016, including 
recital 5] 

No fiscal target [MTO 
achieved] 2016 -0.4 (-0.4) 9.4 2.1 - 

2017 [CSR 2017, including 
recital 7] 

“Remain at MTO” 2017 -1.2 (-0.8) 9.0 4.9 - 

2018 [recital 7 of CSR 2018]. -0.2 6.1 2018 -1.3 (-0.1) 8.8 3.7 6.2 

2019 [CSR 2018]. 0.6 4.1 2019 -0.9 (0.4) 8.4 2.8 4.4 

IE 

“Achieve the MTO in 2019. Use windfall gains to 
accelerate the reduction of the general government debt 
ratio (...)” [CSR 2018]. -0.5, 

postponed 
from  
2018  

(recital 5 of 
CSR 2016) 

to  
2019 [CSR 

2018]. 

2014 -3.6 (0.8) 104.5 8.3 - 

Broadly 
compliant 

2015 -1.5 (2.1) 76.9 25.6 - 

2016 [CSR 2016] 0.6 - 2016 -0.8 (0.7) 72.8 5.1 
- 

2017 [CSR 2016] 0.6 - 2017 -0.1 (0.7) 68.0 7.8 
- 

2018 [CSR 2017, incl. recital 9] 0.6 2.4 2018 -0.6 (-0.5) 65.6 5.7 2.7 

2019 [recital 8 of CSR 2018] 0.1 5.3 2019 -0.4 (0.2) 63.2 4.1 - 

FR 

“Ensure that the nominal growth rate of net primary 
government expenditure does not exceed 1,4 % in 
2019, corresponding to an annual structural 
adjustment of 0,6 % of GDP. Use windfall gains to 
accelerate the reduction of the general government debt 
ratio (...)” [CSR 2018]. 

-0.4 
After 2022 
(recital 6 of 

CSR 2018 
and 

Pp 38/39 of 
2018 SP)  

 

2014 -3.0 (0.4) 60.2 0.9 - 

Risk of non-
compliance 

2015 -2.7 (0.3) 94.9 1.1 - 

2016 [EDP rec.2015] 0.8  - 2016 -2.6 (0.1) 95.6 1.2 
- 

2017 [EDP rec.2015] 0.9  - 2017 -2.1 (0.5) 96.6 1.8 
- 

2018 [recital 8 of CSR 2017] 0.6 1.2 2018 -2.1 (0.0) 97.0 2.0 1.8 

2019 [CSR 2018] 0.6 1.4 2019 -3.1 (-1.0) 96.4 1.8 2.9 

https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/economic-and-fiscal-policy-coordination/eu-economic-governance-monitoring-prevention-correction/stability-and-growth-pact/annual-draft-budgetary-plans-dbps-euro-area-countries/draft-budgetary-plans-2018_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/economic-and-fiscal-policy-coordination/eu-economic-governance-monitoring-prevention-correction/stability-and-growth-pact/annual-draft-budgetary-plans-dbps-euro-area-countries/draft-budgetary-plans-2018_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/european-semester/european-semester-timeline/eu-country-specific-recommendations/2016-european_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/2017-european-semester-country-specific-recommendations-council-recommendations_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/2018-european-semester-country-specific-recommendations-council-recommendations_en
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9434-2018-INIT/en/pdf
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX%3A32017H0809%2806%29&rid=16
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9434-2018-INIT/en/pdf
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9434-2018-INIT/en/pdf
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=uriserv%3AOJ.C_.2016.299.01.0045.01.ENG&toc=OJ%3AC%3A2016%3A299%3ATOC
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX%3A32017H0809%2806%29&rid=16
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9434-2018-INIT/en/pdf
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9434-2018-INIT/en/pdf
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9439-2018-INIT/en/pdf
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32016H0818(16)&from=EN
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9439-2018-INIT/en/pdf
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9439-2018-INIT/en/pdf
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32016H0818(01)&from=EN
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32016H0818(01)&from=EN
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX%3A32017H0809%2807%29&rid=26
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9439-2018-INIT/en/pdf
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9436-2018-INIT/en/pdf
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9436-2018-INIT/en/pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/2018-european-semester-stability-programme-france-fr.pdf
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-6704-2015-INIT/en/pdf
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-6704-2015-INIT/en/pdf
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A32017H0809%2809%29
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9436-2018-INIT/en/pdf
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 COUNCIL RECOMMENDATIONS LATEST DATA RELATING TO COMPLIANCE 

Compliance 
of 2018 DBP 
with the SGP 

(COM 
Opinions of 
November 
2017 and 

March 2018, 
based on 

COM 
autumn 

2017 
forecast) 

M
EM

BE
R 

ST
A

TE
 

Requirements included in the final Country Specific 
Recommendations (CSRs) 2016, 2017 and 2018, if 
available, either in the enacting part or in their recitals  

 
 
 
 

Level of 
MTO   

(structural 
budget bal-
ance) and 

Target year 
for MTO7 

 

REQUIRE-
MENT  

(C) 

COM forecast - spring 20183 
(under no policy change scenario)4 

(% of GDP) 

COM  
assessments 

of 2018 
SCPs  

 

 
Fiscal- 

structural 
adjustment 
(% of GDP) 

 
REQUIRE-

MENT  
(A) 

 
Expen-
diture 

Benchmark 
(% growth) 

 
 

REQUIRE-
MENT  

(B) 

Year 
 

Structural budget 
balance5: To be 

compared to   
REQUIREMENT  

(C) 

In brackets and 
italics: y-o-y 

change: To be 
compared to   

REQUIREMENT  
(A) 

Debt 
 

GDP 
growth 

Net primary 
government 
expenditure 
(% change) 6 

 
To be 

compared to   
REQUIRE-

MENT  
(B)  

IT 

“Ensure that the nominal growth rate of net primary 
government expenditure does not exceed 0,1 % in 
2019, corresponding to an annual structural 
adjustment of 0,6 % of GDP. Use windfall gains to 
accelerate the reduction of the general government debt 
ratio. (...) ”  [CSR 2018] 

0.0  
2019  

(earliest) 
according 
to recital 6 

of  
CSR 2017) 

and  
2020 

according 
to 

recital 6 of 
CSR 2018   

2014 -0.8 (-0.1) 131.8 0.1 - 

Risk of non-
compliance 

2015 -0.6 (0.2) 131.5 1.0 - 

2016 [CSR 2016] 0.6 - 2016 -1.4 (-0.8) 132.0 0.9 - 

2017 [CSR 2016] 0.6 - 2017 -1.7 (-0.3) 131.8 1.5 - 

2018 [CSR 2017, incl.  recital 
10] 

0.6 -0.2 2018 -1.7 (0.0) 130.7 1.5 0.8 

2019 [CSR 2018] 0.6 0.1 2019 -2.0 (-0.3) 129.7 1.2 1.1 

CY 

No SGP related CSR 2018 

0.0  
2017  

(recitals 6 of 
CSR 2017 
and CSR 

2018) 

2014 3.3 (4.0) 107.5 -1.4 - 

Broadly 
compliant 

2015 1.7 (-1.6) 107.5 2.0 - 

2016 [CSR2016] Respect MTO 2016 1.2 (-0.5) 106.6 3.4 - 

2017 [CSR2016] Respect MTO 2017 1.4 (0.2) 97.5 3.9 - 

2018 [recital 7 of CSR 2018] -0.4 1.9 2018 0.8 (-0.6) 105.7 3.6 - 

2019 [CSR 2018] 
No fiscal target [MTO 

achieved] 2019 0.5 (-0.3) 99.5 3.3 - 

LV 

“Achieve the MTO in 2019, taking into account the 
allowances linked to the implementation of the structural 
reforms for which a temporary deviation is granted (...)” 
[CSR 2018] 

-1.0  
Postponed 

from 
2018 

(recital 6 of 
CSR 2017) 
to 2019 

(CSR 2018, 
including 
recitals 6 

and 7) 

2014 -1.1 (-0.2) 40.9 1.9 - 

Compliant 

2015 -1.5 (-0.4) 36.8 3.0 - 

2016 [CSR 2016, incl. recital 5] 
“Limit the deviation from 

the  MTO” 2016 -0.3 (1.2) 40.5 2.2 - 

2017 [CSR 2017, incl. recital 7] 
No fiscal target [MTO 

achieved] 2017 -1.2 (-0.9) 40.1 4.5 - 

2018 [CSR 2017, incl. recital 7] -0.3 6.0 2018 -1.9 (-0.7) 37.0 3.3 6.7 

2019 [CSR 2018, incl. recital 8] 0.4 4.3 2019 -1.9 (0.0) 37.3 3.3 5.3 

https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/economic-and-fiscal-policy-coordination/eu-economic-governance-monitoring-prevention-correction/stability-and-growth-pact/annual-draft-budgetary-plans-dbps-euro-area-countries/draft-budgetary-plans-2018_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/economic-and-fiscal-policy-coordination/eu-economic-governance-monitoring-prevention-correction/stability-and-growth-pact/annual-draft-budgetary-plans-dbps-euro-area-countries/draft-budgetary-plans-2018_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/european-semester/european-semester-timeline/eu-country-specific-recommendations/2016-european_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/2017-european-semester-country-specific-recommendations-council-recommendations_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/2018-european-semester-country-specific-recommendations-council-recommendations_en
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9440-2018-INIT/en/pdf
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX%3A32017H0809%2811%29&rid=25
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9440-2018-INIT/en/pdf
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32016H0818(16)&from=EN
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32016H0818(16)&from=EN
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX%3A32017H0809%2811%29&rid=25
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9440-2018-INIT/en/pdf
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9431-2018-INIT/en/pdf
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX%3A32017H0809%2812%29&rid=6
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9431-2018-INIT/en/pdf
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9431-2018-INIT/en/pdf
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32016H0818(07)&from=EN
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32016H0818(07)&from=EN
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9431-2018-INIT/en/pdf
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9431-2018-INIT/en/pdf
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9441-2018-INIT/en/pdf
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32017H0809(13)&from=EN
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9441-2018-INIT/en/pdf
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32016H0818(20)&from=EN
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32017H0809(13)&from=EN
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32017H0809(13)&from=EN
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9441-2018-INIT/en/pdf
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 COUNCIL RECOMMENDATIONS LATEST DATA RELATING TO COMPLIANCE 

Compliance 
of 2018 DBP 
with the SGP 

(COM 
Opinions of 
November 
2017 and 

March 2018, 
based on 

COM 
autumn 

2017 
forecast) 

M
EM

BE
R 

ST
A

TE
 

Requirements included in the final Country Specific 
Recommendations (CSRs) 2016, 2017 and 2018, if 
available, either in the enacting part or in their recitals  

 
 
 
 

Level of 
MTO   

(structural 
budget bal-
ance) and 

Target year 
for MTO7 

 

REQUIRE-
MENT  

(C) 

COM forecast - spring 20183 
(under no policy change scenario)4 

(% of GDP) 

COM  
assessments 

of 2018 
SCPs  

 

 
Fiscal- 

structural 
adjustment 
(% of GDP) 

 
REQUIRE-

MENT  
(A) 

 
Expen-
diture 

Benchmark 
(% growth) 

 
 

REQUIRE-
MENT  

(B) 

Year 
 

Structural budget 
balance5: To be 

compared to   
REQUIREMENT  

(C) 

In brackets and 
italics: y-o-y 

change: To be 
compared to   

REQUIREMENT  
(A) 

Debt 
 

GDP 
growth 

Net primary 
government 
expenditure 
(% change) 6 

 
To be 

compared to   
REQUIRE-

MENT  
(B)  

LT 

No numerical fiscal effort in CSR 2018, , but “Improve tax 
compliance and broaden the tax base to sources less 
detrimental to growth. Ensure the long-term sustainability 
of the pension system while addressing the adequacy of 
pensions.”  -1.0  

2015 
(onwards)  
(recital 8 of 
CSR 2014 
and p.3 of  
CP 2014) 

2014 -1.4 (0.5) 40.5 3.5 - 

Compliant 

2015 -0.7 (0.7) 42.6 2.0 - 

2016 [CSR 2016, incl. recital 6] 
No fiscal target [MTO 

achieved] 2016 -0.3 (0.4) 40.1 2.3 - 

2017 [CSR 2017, incl. recital 8] 
No fiscal target [MTO 

achieved] 2017 -0.6 (-0.3) 39.7 3.8 - 

2018 [CSR 2018, incl. recital 7] -0.6 6.4 2018 -0.7 (-0.1) 36.0 3.1 - 

2019 [CSR 2018, incl. recital 7] 
No fiscal target [MTO 

achieved] 2019 -0.6 (0.1) 38.2 2.7 - 

LU 

No numerical fiscal effort in CSR 2018, but: “Increase the 
employment rate of older people by enhancing their 
employment opportunities and employability while 
further limiting early retirement, with a view to also 
improving the long-term sustainability of the pension 
system.” 

-0.5  
2017 

(recital 5 of 
CSR 2016 
and pp. 

4/6/10 of 
SP 2016 and 
recital 6 of 
CSR 2018) 

2014 1.9 (0.9) 22.7 5.8 - 

Compliant 

2015 1.6 (-0.3) 22.0 2.9 - 

2016 [CSR 2016, incl. recital 5] 
No fiscal target [MTO 

achieved] 2016 1.8 (0.2) 20.8 3.1 - 

2017 [CSR 2017, incl. recital 6] 
No fiscal target [MTO 

achieved] 2017 1.8 (0.0) 23.0 2.3 - 

2018 [CSR 2017, incl. recital 6] 
No fiscal target [MTO 

achieved] 2018 0.8 (-1.0) 22.6 3.7 - 

2019 [CSR 2018, incl. recital 6] No fiscal target [MTO 
achieved] 2019 0.3 (0.5) 22.5 3.5 - 

MT 

No SGP related CSR 2018 

0.0 
2019  

(recital 5 of  
CSR 2016 

and p. 34 of 
SP 2016) 

2014 -2.6 (-0.9) 63.8 8.1 - 

Broadly 
compliant 

2015 -2.5 (0.1) 58.7 9.9 - 

2016 [CSR 2016] 0.6 - 2016 0.5 (3.0) 56.2 5.5 - 

2017 [CSR 2016] 0.6 - 2017 3.5 (3.0) 50.8 6.6 - 

2018 [CSR 2017, incl. recital 7) 
No fiscal target [MTO 

achieved] 2018 0.6 (-2.9) 47.1 5.8 - 

2019 [CSR 2018, incl. recital 7] No fiscal target [MTO 
achieved] 2019 1.1 (0.5) 43.4 5.1 - 

https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/economic-and-fiscal-policy-coordination/eu-economic-governance-monitoring-prevention-correction/stability-and-growth-pact/annual-draft-budgetary-plans-dbps-euro-area-countries/draft-budgetary-plans-2018_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/economic-and-fiscal-policy-coordination/eu-economic-governance-monitoring-prevention-correction/stability-and-growth-pact/annual-draft-budgetary-plans-dbps-euro-area-countries/draft-budgetary-plans-2018_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/european-semester/european-semester-timeline/eu-country-specific-recommendations/2016-european_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/2017-european-semester-country-specific-recommendations-council-recommendations_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/2018-european-semester-country-specific-recommendations-council-recommendations_en
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9442-2018-INIT/en/pdf
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:32014H0729(13)
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/file_import/cp2014_lithuania_en_0.pdf
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32016H0818(17)&from=EN
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX%3A32017H0809%2814%29&rid=2
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9442-2018-INIT/en/pdf
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9442-2018-INIT/en/pdf
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9443-2018-INIT/en/pdf
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32016H0818(24)&from=EN
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/european-semester-stability-programme_luxembourg_2016_en.pdf
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9443-2018-INIT/en/pdf
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32016H0818(24)&from=EN
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32017H0809(15)&from=EN
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32017H0809(15)&from=EN
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9443-2018-INIT/en/pdf
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9444-2018-INIT/en/pdf
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32016H0818(25)&from=EN
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/european-semester-stability-programme_malta_2016_en.pdf
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32016H0818(25)&from=EN
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32016H0818(25)&from=EN
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32017H0809(17)&from=EN
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9444-2018-INIT/en/pdf
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 COUNCIL RECOMMENDATIONS LATEST DATA RELATING TO COMPLIANCE 

Compliance 
of 2018 DBP 
with the SGP 

(COM 
Opinions of 
November 
2017 and 

March 2018, 
based on 

COM 
autumn 

2017 
forecast) 

M
EM

BE
R 

ST
A

TE
 

Requirements included in the final Country Specific 
Recommendations (CSRs) 2016, 2017 and 2018, if 
available, either in the enacting part or in their recitals  

 
 
 
 

Level of 
MTO   

(structural 
budget bal-
ance) and 

Target year 
for MTO7 

 

REQUIRE-
MENT  

(C) 

COM forecast - spring 20183 
(under no policy change scenario)4 

(% of GDP) 

COM  
assessments 

of 2018 
SCPs  

 

 
Fiscal- 

structural 
adjustment 
(% of GDP) 

 
REQUIRE-

MENT  
(A) 

 
Expen-
diture 

Benchmark 
(% growth) 

 
 

REQUIRE-
MENT  

(B) 

Year 
 

Structural budget 
balance5: To be 

compared to   
REQUIREMENT  

(C) 

In brackets and 
italics: y-o-y 

change: To be 
compared to   

REQUIREMENT  
(A) 

Debt 
 

GDP 
growth 

Net primary 
government 
expenditure 
(% change) 6 

 
To be 

compared to   
REQUIRE-

MENT  
(B)  

NL 

No numerical fiscal effort, but “While respecting the 
MTO, use fiscal and structural policies to raise public and 
private investment in research, development and 
innovation (...)” [CSR 2018] -0.5  

2018 
(recital 5 of  
CSR 2016) 

and SP 2015 
pp. 3/15) 

 

2014 -0.4 (-0.3) 68.0 1.4 - 

Compliant 

2015 -0.9 (-0.5) 64.6 2.3 - 

2016 [CSR 2016] 
“Limit the deviation from 

the  MTO” 2016 0.8 (1.7) 61.8 2.2 - 

2017 [CSR 2016] 0.6 - 2017 0.5 (-0.3) 56.7 3.2 - 

2018 [CSR 2017, incl. recital 6] 
No fiscal target [MTO 

achieved] 2018 -0.1 (-0.6) 53.5 3.0 - 

2019 [CSR 2018, incl. recital 6) 
No fiscal target [MTO 

achieved] 2019 -0.3 (-0.2) 50.1 2.6 - 

AT 

“Achieve the MTO in 2019, taking into account the 
allowance linked to unusual events for which a temporary 
deviation is granted. Ensure the sustainability of the health 
and long-term care and the pension systems, including by 
increasing the statutory retirement age and by restricting 
early retirement (...).” [CSR 2018] 

-0.5 
2019 

(recital 6 of 
CSR 2017 
and CSR 

2018 
including 

recitals 6, 8 
and 9) 

2014 -0.7 (1.0) 84.0 0.8 - 

Broadly 
compliant 

2015 -0.1 (0.6) 84.6 1.1 - 

2016 [CSR 2016,  
incl. recital 6] 

No fiscal target [but 
“further measures 

needed”] 
2016 -0.9 (-0.8) 83.6 1.5 - 

2017 [CSR 2016] 0.3 2017 -0.6 (0.3) 78.4 2.9 - 

2018 [recital 8 of CSR 2018] -0.2 3.3 2018 -0.8 (-0.2) 74.8 2.8 3.7 

2019 [CSR 2018, incl recital 9] 0.3 2.9 2019 -0.6 (0.2) 71.7 2.2 3.1 

PT 

“Ensure that the nominal growth rate of net primary 
government expenditure does not exceed 0,7 % in 
2019, corresponding to an annual structural 
adjustment of 0,6 % of GDP. Use windfall gains to 
accelerate the reduction of the general government debt 
ratio (...)” [CSR 2018] 

0.25 
Advanced 
from 2021 
(Recital 6 of  
CSR 2017) to 

2020 
(recital 6 of 
CSR 2018] 

 

2014 -1.8 (1.3) 130.6 0.9 - 

Risk of non-
compliance 

2015 -2.3 (-0.5) 128.8 1.8 - 

2016 [CSR 2016,  
incl. recital 6] 

0.6 - 2016 -2.0 (0.3) 129.9 1.6 - 

2017 [CSR 2016] 0.6 - 2017 -1.1 (0.9) 125.7 2.7 - 

2018 [CSR 2017,  
incl. recital 8] 

0.6 0.1 2018 -1.1 (0.0) 122.5 2.3 1.5 

2019 [CSR 2018] 0.6 0.7 2019 -1.1 (0.0) 119.5 2.0 1.7 

https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/economic-and-fiscal-policy-coordination/eu-economic-governance-monitoring-prevention-correction/stability-and-growth-pact/annual-draft-budgetary-plans-dbps-euro-area-countries/draft-budgetary-plans-2018_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/economic-and-fiscal-policy-coordination/eu-economic-governance-monitoring-prevention-correction/stability-and-growth-pact/annual-draft-budgetary-plans-dbps-euro-area-countries/draft-budgetary-plans-2018_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/european-semester/european-semester-timeline/eu-country-specific-recommendations/2016-european_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/2017-european-semester-country-specific-recommendations-council-recommendations_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/2018-european-semester-country-specific-recommendations-council-recommendations_en
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9445-2018-INIT/en/pdf
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32016H0818(10)&from=EN
http://ec.europa.eu/europe2020/pdf/csr2014/sp2014_netherlands_en.pdf
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32016H0818(10)&from=EN
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32016H0818(10)&from=EN
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32017H0809(18)&from=EN
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9445-2018-INIT/en/pdf
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9427-2018-INIT/en/pdf
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32017H0809(19)&from=EN
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9427-2018-INIT/en/pdf
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9427-2018-INIT/en/pdf
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32016H0818(10)&from=EN
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32016H0818(14)&from=EN
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9427-2018-INIT/en/pdf
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9427-2018-INIT/en/pdf
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9447-2018-INIT/en/pdf
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32017H0809(21)&from=EN
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9447-2018-INIT/en/pdf
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32016H0818(26)&from=EN
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32016H0818(14)&from=EN
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32017H0809(21)&from=EN
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9447-2018-INIT/en/pdf
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 COUNCIL RECOMMENDATIONS LATEST DATA RELATING TO COMPLIANCE 

Compliance 
of 2018 DBP 
with the SGP 

(COM 
Opinions of 
November 
2017 and 

March 2018, 
based on 

COM 
autumn 

2017 
forecast) 

M
EM

BE
R 

ST
A

TE
 

Requirements included in the final Country Specific 
Recommendations (CSRs) 2016, 2017 and 2018, if 
available, either in the enacting part or in their recitals  

 
 
 
 

Level of 
MTO   

(structural 
budget bal-
ance) and 

Target year 
for MTO7 

 

REQUIRE-
MENT  

(C) 

COM forecast - spring 20183 
(under no policy change scenario)4 

(% of GDP) 

COM  
assessments 

of 2018 
SCPs  

 

 
Fiscal- 

structural 
adjustment 
(% of GDP) 

 
REQUIRE-

MENT  
(A) 

 
Expen-
diture 

Benchmark 
(% growth) 

 
 

REQUIRE-
MENT  

(B) 

Year 
 

Structural budget 
balance5: To be 

compared to   
REQUIREMENT  

(C) 

In brackets and 
italics: y-o-y 

change: To be 
compared to   

REQUIREMENT  
(A) 

Debt 
 

GDP 
growth 

Net primary 
government 
expenditure 
(% change) 6 

 
To be 

compared to   
REQUIRE-

MENT  
(B)  

SI 

“Ensure that the nominal growth rate of net primary 
government expenditure does not exceed 3,1 % in 
2019, corresponding to an annual structural 
adjustment of 0,65 % of GDP. (...)” [CSR 2018] 

0.25  
“not 

planned to 
be 

achieved 
by 2021,  

under a no-
policy-
change 

scenario” 
[recital 6 of 
CSR 2018]8 

2014 -2.1 (-0.9) 80.3 3.0 - 

Risk of non-
compliance 

2015 -1.3 (0.8) 82.6 2.3 - 

2016 [CSR 2016] 0.6 - 2016 -1.1 (0.2) 78.6 3.1 
- 

2017 [CSR 2016] 0.6 - 2017 -0.6 (0.5) 73.6 5.0 
- 

2018 [recital 7 of CSR 2018] 1.0 0.6 2018 -1.1 (-0.5) 69.3 
4.7 

1.9 

2019 [CSR 2018] 0.65 3.1 2019 -1.5 (-0.4) 65.1 3.6 3.9 

SK 

“Ensure that the nominal growth rate of net primary 
government expenditure does not exceed 4,1% in 
2019, corresponding to an annual structural 
adjustment of 0,5 % of GDP(...).” [CSR 2018] 

-0.5 
Postponed 

from  
2018 

(recital 6 of  
CSR 2017) 
to 2020  

[recital 6 of 
CSR 2018] 

2014 -2.1 (-0.5) 53.5 2.8 - 

Broadly 
compliant 

2015 -2.2 (-0.1) 52.3 3.9 - 

2016 [CSR 2016] 0.25 - 2016 -2.0 (0.2) 51.8 3.3 - 

2017 [CSR 2016] 0.5 - 2017 -1.0 (1.0) 50.9 3.4 - 

2018 [CSR 2017, 
 incl. recital 8] 

0.5 2.9 2018 -1.2 (-0.2) 49.0 4.0 3.6 

2019 [CSR 2018] 0.5 4.1 2019 -0.8 (0.4) 46.6 4.2 3.9 

FI 

“Achieve the MTO in 2019, taking into account the 
allowances linked to the implementation of the structural 
reforms for which a temporary deviation is granted (...) “ 
[CSR 2018] 

 
-0.5 

2019  
[CSR 2018] 

2014 -1.5 (-0.4) 60.2 -0.6 - 

Compliant 

2015 -0.9 (0.6) 63.5 0.1 - 

2016 [CSR 2016] 0.5 - 2016 -0.7 (0.2) 63.0 2.1 - 

2017 [CSR 2016] 0.6 - 2017 -0.1 (-0.6) 61.4 2.6 - 

2018 [recital 8 of CSR 2018]  -0.1 1.9 2018 -0.8 (-0.7) 60.4 2.5 2.1 

2019 [recital 9 of CSR 2018] -0.2 2.9 2019 -0.9 (-0.2) 59.6 2.3 2.4 

https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/economic-and-fiscal-policy-coordination/eu-economic-governance-monitoring-prevention-correction/stability-and-growth-pact/annual-draft-budgetary-plans-dbps-euro-area-countries/draft-budgetary-plans-2018_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/economic-and-fiscal-policy-coordination/eu-economic-governance-monitoring-prevention-correction/stability-and-growth-pact/annual-draft-budgetary-plans-dbps-euro-area-countries/draft-budgetary-plans-2018_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/european-semester/european-semester-timeline/eu-country-specific-recommendations/2016-european_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/2017-european-semester-country-specific-recommendations-council-recommendations_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/2018-european-semester-country-specific-recommendations-council-recommendations_en
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9450-2018-INIT/en/pdf
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9450-2018-INIT/en/pdf
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32016H0818(22)&from=EN
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32016H0818(14)&from=EN
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9450-2018-INIT/en/pdf
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9450-2018-INIT/en/pdf
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9449-2018-INIT/en/pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/europe2020/pdf/csr2015/csr2015_council_slovakia_en.pdf
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9449-2018-INIT/en/pdf
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32016H0818(15)&from=EN
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32016H0818(15)&from=EN
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32017H0809(24)&from=EN
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9449-2018-INIT/en/pdf
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9435-2018-INIT/en/pdf
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9435-2018-INIT/en/pdf
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32016H0818(19)&from=EN
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32016H0818(19)&from=EN
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9435-2018-INIT/en/pdf
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9435-2018-INIT/en/pdf
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 COUNCIL RECOMMENDATIONS LATEST DATA RELATING TO COMPLIANCE 

Compliance 
of 2018 DBP 
with the SGP 

(COM 
Opinions of 
November 
2017 and 

March 2018, 
based on 

COM 
autumn 

2017 
forecast) 

M
EM

BE
R 

ST
A

TE
 

Requirements included in the final Country Specific 
Recommendations (CSRs) 2016, 2017 and 2018, if 
available, either in the enacting part or in their recitals  

 
 
 
 

Level of 
MTO   

(structural 
budget bal-
ance) and 

Target year 
for MTO7 

 

REQUIRE-
MENT  

(C) 

COM forecast - spring 20183 
(under no policy change scenario)4 

(% of GDP) 

COM  
assessments 

of 2018 
SCPs  

 

 
Fiscal- 

structural 
adjustment 
(% of GDP) 

 
REQUIRE-

MENT  
(A) 

 
Expen-
diture 

Benchmark 
(% growth) 

 
 

REQUIRE-
MENT  

(B) 

Year 
 

Structural budget 
balance5: To be 

compared to   
REQUIREMENT  

(C) 

In brackets and 
italics: y-o-y 

change: To be 
compared to   

REQUIREMENT  
(A) 

Debt 
 

GDP 
growth 

Net primary 
government 
expenditure 
(% change) 6 

 
To be 

compared to   
REQUIRE-

MENT  
(B)  

Non-Euro Area Countries 

BG 

No numerical fiscal effort in CSR 2018, but: “Improve tax 
collection and the efficiency of public spending, including 
by stepping up enforcement of measures to reduce the 
extent of the informal economy.” 

-1.0 
2017  

(Recital 5 of  
CSR 2016  

and CP 2016 
pp. 5/33) 

2014 -1.7 (-1.6) 27.0 1.3 - 

No COM 
Opinion9 

2015 -1.1 (0.6) 26.0 3.6 - 

2016 [CSR 2016] 0.5 - 2016 0.3 (1.4) 29.0 3.9 - 

2017 [CSR 2016] 0.5 - 2017 0.9 (0.6) 25.4 3.6 - 

2018 [Recitals 5/6  
of CSR 2017] 

No fiscal target [MTO 
achieved] 2018 0.5 (-0.4) 23.3 3.8 - 

2019 [CSR 2018] No fiscal target [MTO 
achieved] 2019 0.5 (0.0) 21.4 3.7 - 

CZ 

No numerical fiscal effort in CSR 2018, but: “Improve the 
long-term fiscal sustainability, in particular of the pension 
system (...) 

-1.0 
2016 

onwards 
(recital 5 of  

CSR 2015  
and CP 2015 

p.2) 

2014 -0.7 (-0.9) 42.2 2.7 - 

No COM 
Opinion9 

2015 -0.5 (0.2) 40.0 5.3 - 

2016 [CSR 2016,  
incl. recital 5] 

No fiscal target [MTO 
achieved] 2016 1.0 (1.5) 36.8 2.6 - 

2017 [CSR 2016, 
 incl. recital 5] 

No fiscal target [MTO 
achieved] 2017 1.2 (0.2) 34.6 4.4 - 

2018 [CSR 2017,  
incl. recital 5] 

No fiscal target [MTO 
achieved] 2018 0.9 (-0.3) 32.7 3.4 - 

2019 [CSR 2018] No fiscal target [MTO 
achieved] 2019 0.2 (-0.7) 31.8 3.1 - 

DK 

No SGP related CSR 2018 

-0.5 
2016 

onwards 
(recital 5 of 
CSR 2016) 

2014 -0.7 (0.4) 44.3 1.6 - 

No COM 
Opinion9 

2015 -1.8 (-1.1) 39.9 1.6 - 

2016 [CSR 2016] Respect MTO 2016 0.3 (2.1) 37.9 2.0 - 

2017 [CSR 2016 ] 0.25 - 2017 1.4 (1.1) 36.4 2.3 - 

2018 [CSR 2017] 
No fiscal target [MTO 

achieved] 2018 0.3 (-1.1) 33.6 1.8 - 

2019 [CSR 2018] 
No fiscal target [MTO 

achieved] 2019 0.9 (0.6) 32.3 1.9 - 

https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/economic-and-fiscal-policy-coordination/eu-economic-governance-monitoring-prevention-correction/stability-and-growth-pact/annual-draft-budgetary-plans-dbps-euro-area-countries/draft-budgetary-plans-2018_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/economic-and-fiscal-policy-coordination/eu-economic-governance-monitoring-prevention-correction/stability-and-growth-pact/annual-draft-budgetary-plans-dbps-euro-area-countries/draft-budgetary-plans-2018_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/european-semester/european-semester-timeline/eu-country-specific-recommendations/2016-european_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/2017-european-semester-country-specific-recommendations-council-recommendations_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/2018-european-semester-country-specific-recommendations-council-recommendations_en
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9429-2018-INIT/en/pdf
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=uriserv%3AOJ.C_.2016.299.01.0032.01.ENG&toc=OJ%3AC%3A2016%3A299%3ATOC
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/european-semester-convergence-programme_bulgaria_2016_en.pdf
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32016H0818(08)&from=EN
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32016H0818(08)&from=EN
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32017H0809(02)&from=EN
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9429-2018-INIT/en/pdf
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9432-2018-INIT/en/pdf
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=uriserv%3AOJ.C_.2016.299.01.0023.01.ENG&toc=OJ%3AC%3A2016%3A299%3ATOC
http://ec.europa.eu/europe2020/pdf/csr2015/cp2015_czech_en.pdf
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32016H0818(06)&from=EN
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32016H0818(06)&from=EN
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32017H0809(03)&from=EN
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9432-2018-INIT/en/pdf
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9433-2018-INIT/en/pdf
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32016H0818(21)&from=EN
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32016H0818(21)&from=EN
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32016H0818(21)&from=EN
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32017H0809(04)&from=EN
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9433-2018-INIT/en/pdf
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 COUNCIL RECOMMENDATIONS LATEST DATA RELATING TO COMPLIANCE 

Compliance 
of 2018 DBP 
with the SGP 

(COM 
Opinions of 
November 
2017 and 

March 2018, 
based on 

COM 
autumn 

2017 
forecast) 

M
EM

BE
R 

ST
A

TE
 

Requirements included in the final Country Specific 
Recommendations (CSRs) 2016, 2017 and 2018, if 
available, either in the enacting part or in their recitals  

 
 
 
 

Level of 
MTO   

(structural 
budget bal-
ance) and 

Target year 
for MTO7 

 

REQUIRE-
MENT  

(C) 

COM forecast - spring 20183 
(under no policy change scenario)4 

(% of GDP) 

COM  
assessments 

of 2018 
SCPs  

 

 
Fiscal- 

structural 
adjustment 
(% of GDP) 

 
REQUIRE-

MENT  
(A) 

 
Expen-
diture 

Benchmark 
(% growth) 

 
 

REQUIRE-
MENT  

(B) 

Year 
 

Structural budget 
balance5: To be 

compared to   
REQUIREMENT  

(C) 

In brackets and 
italics: y-o-y 

change: To be 
compared to   

REQUIREMENT  
(A) 

Debt 
 

GDP 
growth 

Net primary 
government 
expenditure 
(% change) 6 

 
To be 

compared to   
REQUIRE-

MENT  
(B)  

HR 

No numerical fiscal effort , but: “Strengthen the fiscal 
framework, including by strengthening the mandate and 
independence of the Fiscal Policy Commission. Introduce a 
recurrent property tax.” [CSR 2018] -1.75 

2017 
(recitals 5/6 
of CSR 2017  
and recital 

5 of  
CSR 2018) 

2014 -3.4 (-0.2) 84.0 -0.1 - 

No COM 
Opinion9 

2015 -2.4 (1.0) 83.8 2.3 - 

2016 [CSR 2016] Correct excessive deficit 2016 -0.7 (1.7) 80.6 3.2 - 

2017 [CSR 2016] 0.6 - 2017 0.4 (1.1) 78.0 2.8  

2018 [CSR 2017,  
incl. recital 6] 

“Remain at MTO” 2018 -0.3 (-0.7) 73.7 2.8  

2019 [CSR 2018] No fiscal target [MTO 
achieved] 2019 -0.6 (-0.3) 69.7 2.7  

HU 

“In 2018, ensure compliance with the Council 
recommendation of … June 2018 with a view to correcting 
the significant deviation from the adjustment path toward 
the MTO. In 2019, ensure that the nominal growth rate 
of net primary government expenditure does not 
exceed 3,9 %, corresponding to an annual structural 
adjustment of 0,75 % of GDP.” [CSR 2018] -1.5 

2020 
(recital 5 of 
CSR 2017) 

2014 -2.1 (-0.7) 76.6 4.2 - 

No COM 
Opinion9 

2015 -2.0 (0.1) 76.7 3.4 - 

2016 [CSR 2016] 0.5 - 2016 -1.8 (0.2) 76.0 2.2 - 

2017 [CSR 2016] 0.6 - 2017 -3.1 (-1.3) 73.6 4.0 - 

2018 [CSR 2018, Significant 
Deviation Procedure 2018] 

1.0 2.8 2018 -3.6 (-0.5) 73.3 4.0 4.6 

2019 [CSR 2018, Significant 
Deviation Procedure 2018] 

0.75 3.9 2019 -3.3 (0.3) 71.0 3.2 4.6 

PL 

“Ensure that the nominal growth rate of net primary 
government expenditure does not exceed 4,2 % in 
2019, corresponding to an annual structural 
adjustment of 0,6 % of GDP. Take steps to improve the 
efficiency of public spending, including by improving the 
budgetary process..” [CSR 2018] 

-1.0  
After 2020  
(Recital 5 of  

CSR 2017 
and  

p. 24 of 
CP 2017) 

 

2014 -2.8 (0.6) 50.3 3.3 - 

No COM 
Opinion9 

2015 -2.3 (0.5) 51.1 3.8 - 

2016 [CSR 2016] 0.5 - 2016 -2.0 (0.3) 54.2 3.0 - 

2017 [CSR 2016] 0.5 - 2017 -2.0 (0.0) 50.6 4.6  

2018 [CSR 2017,  
incl. recital 7] 

0.5 3.7 2018 -2.2 (-0.2) 49.6 4.3 4.2 

2019 [CSR 2018] 0.6 4.2 2019 -2.2 (0.0) 49.1 3.7 5.3 

https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/economic-and-fiscal-policy-coordination/eu-economic-governance-monitoring-prevention-correction/stability-and-growth-pact/annual-draft-budgetary-plans-dbps-euro-area-countries/draft-budgetary-plans-2018_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/economic-and-fiscal-policy-coordination/eu-economic-governance-monitoring-prevention-correction/stability-and-growth-pact/annual-draft-budgetary-plans-dbps-euro-area-countries/draft-budgetary-plans-2018_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/european-semester/european-semester-timeline/eu-country-specific-recommendations/2016-european_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/2017-european-semester-country-specific-recommendations-council-recommendations_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/2018-european-semester-country-specific-recommendations-council-recommendations_en
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9430-2018-INIT/en/pdf
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32017H0809(10)&from=EN
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9430-2018-INIT/en/pdf
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32016H0818(23)&from=EN
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32016H0818(23)&from=EN
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32017H0809(10)&from=EN
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9430-2018-INIT/en/pdf
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9438-2018-INIT/en/pdf
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32017H0809(16)&from=EN
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32016H0818(19)&from=EN
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32016H0818(19)&from=EN
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9438-2018-INIT/en/pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/economic-and-fiscal-policy-coordination/eu-economic-governance-monitoring-prevention-correction/stability-and-growth-pact/preventive-arm/significant-deviation-procedure_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/economic-and-fiscal-policy-coordination/eu-economic-governance-monitoring-prevention-correction/stability-and-growth-pact/preventive-arm/significant-deviation-procedure_en
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9438-2018-INIT/en/pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/economic-and-fiscal-policy-coordination/eu-economic-governance-monitoring-prevention-correction/stability-and-growth-pact/preventive-arm/significant-deviation-procedure_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/economic-and-fiscal-policy-coordination/eu-economic-governance-monitoring-prevention-correction/stability-and-growth-pact/preventive-arm/significant-deviation-procedure_en
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9446-2018-INIT/en/pdf
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32017H0809(20)&from=EN
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/2017-european-semester-convergence-programme-poland-en.pdf
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32016H0818(04)&from=EN
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32016H0818(04)&from=EN
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32017H0809(20)&from=EN
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9446-2018-INIT/en/pdf
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 COUNCIL RECOMMENDATIONS LATEST DATA RELATING TO COMPLIANCE 

Compliance 
of 2018 DBP 
with the SGP 

(COM 
Opinions of 
November 
2017 and 

March 2018, 
based on 

COM 
autumn 

2017 
forecast) 

M
EM

BE
R 

ST
A

TE
 

Requirements included in the final Country Specific 
Recommendations (CSRs) 2016, 2017 and 2018, if 
available, either in the enacting part or in their recitals  

 
 
 
 

Level of 
MTO   

(structural 
budget bal-
ance) and 

Target year 
for MTO7 

 

REQUIRE-
MENT  

(C) 

COM forecast - spring 20183 
(under no policy change scenario)4 

(% of GDP) 

COM  
assessments 

of 2018 
SCPs  

 

 
Fiscal- 

structural 
adjustment 
(% of GDP) 

 
REQUIRE-

MENT  
(A) 

 
Expen-
diture 

Benchmark 
(% growth) 

 
 

REQUIRE-
MENT  

(B) 

Year 
 

Structural budget 
balance5: To be 

compared to   
REQUIREMENT  

(C) 

In brackets and 
italics: y-o-y 

change: To be 
compared to   

REQUIREMENT  
(A) 

Debt 
 

GDP 
growth 

Net primary 
government 
expenditure 
(% change) 6 

 
To be 

compared to   
REQUIRE-

MENT  
(B)  

RO 

“Ensure compliance with the Council recommendation of 
… June 2018 with a view to correcting the significant 
deviation from the adjustment path toward the MTO. 
Ensure the full application of the fiscal framework. 
Strengthen tax compliance and collection.” [CSR 2018]   

-1.0 
After 2020 
(recital 6 of  
CSR 2017) 
And “The 

MTO, a 
structural 

deficit of 1 % 
of GDP, is 

not 
expected to 
be reached 

by 2021, 
which is the 
end of the 

programme 
horizon” 

(recital 5 of 
  

2014 -0.3 (0.6) 39.1 3.1 - 

No COM 
Opinion9 

2015 -0.2 (0.1) 37.7 4.0 - 

2016 [CSR 2016] 
Limit deviation from 

MTO 2016 -2.1 (-1.9) 37.4 4.8 - 

2017 [CSR 2017, incl. recital 7) 0.5 - 2017 -3.3 (-1.2) 35.0 6.9 - 

2018 [CSR 2018, Significant 
Deviation Procedure 2018] 

0.8 3.3 2018 -3.8 (-0.5) 35.3 4.5 5.3 

2019 [CSR 2018, Significant 
Deviation Procedure 2018] 

0.8 5.1 2019 -4.2 (-0.4) 36.4 3.9 6.2 

SE 

No SGP related CSR 2018 
-1.0 

2012/2013 
onwards 

(Recital 10 
of CSR 2012 

and pp. 
22/39 of 

 CP 2012) 

2013 0.1 (-0.1) 39.4 0.8 - 

No COM 
Opinion9 

2014 -0.3 (-0.4) 45.5 2.6 - 

2015 0.3 (0.6) 44.2 4.5 - 

2016 [recital 5 of CSR 2016] 
No fiscal target [MTO 

achieved] 2016 0.9 (0.6) 42.1 3.2 - 

2017 [recital 5 of CSR 2016] 
No fiscal target [MTO 

achieved] 2017 1.2 (0.3) 40.6 2.4 - 

2018 [recital 5 of CSR 2017] 
No fiscal target [MTO 

achieved] 2018 0.7 (-0.5) 38.0 2.6 
- 

2019 [recital 5 of CSR 2018] No fiscal target [MTO 
achieved] 2019 1.0 (0.3) 35.5 2.0 

- 

UK 

“Ensure that the nominal growth rate of net primary 
government expenditure does not exceed 1,6 % in 
2019-2020, corresponding to an annual structural 
adjustment of 0,6 % of GDP.” [CSR 2018] 

No MTO 
[recital 5 of 
CSR 2017 

and recital 6 
of CSR 2018] 

2014 -5.0 (-0.8) 87.4 3.1 - 

No COM 
Opinion9 

2015 -4.4 (0.6) 88.2 2.3 - 

2016 [CSR 2016] Correct excessive deficit 2016 -3.3 (1.1) 88.2 1.9 
- 

2017 [CSR 2016] 0.6 - 2017 -2.4 (0.9) 87.7 
1.8 

- 

2018 [recital 7 of CSR 2017] 0.6 1.8 2018 -2.4 (0.0) 86.3 1.5 2.0 

2019 [CSR 2018] 0.6 1.6 2019 -1.9 (0.5) 85.3 1.2 1.4 

https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/economic-and-fiscal-policy-coordination/eu-economic-governance-monitoring-prevention-correction/stability-and-growth-pact/annual-draft-budgetary-plans-dbps-euro-area-countries/draft-budgetary-plans-2018_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/economic-and-fiscal-policy-coordination/eu-economic-governance-monitoring-prevention-correction/stability-and-growth-pact/annual-draft-budgetary-plans-dbps-euro-area-countries/draft-budgetary-plans-2018_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/european-semester/european-semester-timeline/eu-country-specific-recommendations/2016-european_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/2017-european-semester-country-specific-recommendations-council-recommendations_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/2018-european-semester-country-specific-recommendations-council-recommendations_en
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9448-2018-INIT/en/pdf
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32017H0809(22)&from=EN
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9448-2018-INIT/en/pdf
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32016H0818(18)&from=EN
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32017H0809(22)&from=EN
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9448-2018-INIT/en/pdf
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9761-2018-INIT/en/pdf
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9761-2018-INIT/en/pdf
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9448-2018-INIT/en/pdf
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9761-2018-INIT/en/pdf
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9761-2018-INIT/en/pdf
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9452-2018-INIT/en/pdf
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:32013H0730(21)
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/file_import/cp2013_sweden_en_0.pdf
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32016H0818(13)&from=EN
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32016H0818(13)&from=EN
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32017H0809(26)&from=EN
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9452-2018-INIT/en/pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/file_import/2018-european-semester-country-specific-recommendation-commission-recommendation-united-kingdom-en.pdf
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32017H0809(27)&from=EN
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/file_import/2018-european-semester-country-specific-recommendation-commission-recommendation-united-kingdom-en.pdf
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32016H0818(03)&from=EN
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32016H0818(03)&from=EN
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32017H0809(27)&from=EN
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/file_import/2018-european-semester-country-specific-recommendation-commission-recommendation-united-kingdom-en.pdf
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Table notes:  1 The year for which a deficit in excess of 3% of GDP was notified by the national authorities, or the year for which 
these authorities notified a planned budget deficit in excess of 3%.  2 The source of the structural effort required by the Council 
is the current EDP recommendation adopted by the Council. 3 See following tables of the statistical annex to the COM spring 
2018 forecast: tables 1 (GDP growth), 36 (nominal budget balance), 41 (structural budget balance) and 42 (gross debt). For years 
before 2014, the data sources are Eurostat and the COM online database AMECO. 
4 See COM spring 2018 forecast Box I.4 (page 68) "Some technical elements behind the forecast". 
5 The structural budget indicator is measured as % of potential GDP. See table 41 (structural budget balance) of the statistical 
annex to the COM spring 2018 forecast. In brackets the year on year change of the structural balance in percentage points of 
potential GDP, which can be regarded only as a proxy for the "effective action"/"fiscal effort", as the assessment of effective action 
by COM takes also account many other elements (see pp. 36-56 and pp. 192-208 of the SGP Vademecum of March 2018).  6 Net 
primary government expenditure is defined as total government expenditure excluding interest expenditure, expenditure on 
Union programmes fully matched by Union funds revenue and non-discretionary changes in unemployment benefit 
expenditure. Nationally financed gross fixed capital formation is smoothed over a 4-year period. Discretionary revenue measures 
or revenue increases mandated by law are factored in. One-off measures on both the revenue and expenditure sides are netted 
out. The only sources where figures on this indicator are published are the Stability and Convergence Programmes (SCPs) and 
the COM assessments on these programmes. The source used in this table are the COM assessments of the 2018 SCPs; while the 
COM assessments include the expenditure benchmark and the deviation of net expenditure growth from the benchmark, the 
above table presents  the net expenditure growth by subtracting the COM figures on benchmark and deviation.  
7  The sources for the level and the target year of the MTOs are the CSRs 2012; 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018 and the  SCPs 
2012-2018. The COM and Member States update every few years the MTOs on the basis of the agreed methodology of the Code 
of Conduct of the SGP (please see the COM Institutional paper 034, September 2016, p. 12). For this table, CSRs as adopted by 
the Council in 2012-2018 have been used as the main source to identify target dates to achieve the MTOs.  
8 In the case of SI, the table includes also the minimum MTO calculated by the COM, since SI nominated an MTO in its 2016/ 2017 
Stability Programmes, which does, in the view of the COM, neither adequately take into account the need to bring debt below 
the Treaty reference value nor the implicit liabilities related to ageing. See “Annexes to COM Overall Assessment on 2017 DBPs” 
(p. 18). 9 DBP had to be submitted only by euro area Member States not subject to a macroeconomic adjustment programme. 

SGP implementation: latest developments 
• On 13 July 2018, the Council concluded the 2018 European Semester by adopting the 2018 

CSRs, see also separate EGOV overview. The CSRs inter alia contain explicit fiscal targets in terms 
of annual structural adjustment and growth of net primary government expenditure. Notably 
the fiscal CSRs reflect the recommendations for Council Opinions on the 2018 Stability and 
Convergence Programmes (SCPs).  

• On 22 June 2018, the Council closed the excessive deficit procedure (EDP) for France, since the 
general government deficit dropped under the 3% threshold in 2017 and is forecast to remain 
below this threshold in 2018/2019.  

• Also on 22 June 2018, the Council issued recommendations to Hungary and Romania, requesting 
them to correct significant deviations from their medium-term budgetary objectives (MTOs); 
furthermore, the Council found that Romania (already for one year in a significant deviation 
procedure) has so far failed to take effective action. Note that, in accordance with Art. 6(3) and 
10(3) of Regulation (EC) 1466/97, a deviation is significant if it has a total impact on the 
government balance of at least 0.5% of GDP in a single year or cumulatively in two consecutive 
years. More background information on the significant deviation procedure in Hungary and 
Romania is included in a separate EGOV note on structural balances. 

• On 23 May 2018, the COM presented the 2018 European Semester Spring Package, incl. inter 
alia: 

(1) The COM proposals for 2018 CSRs.  
(2) Reports on Belgium and Italy under Article 126(3) TFEU, reviewing their compliance with the 
debt criterion as defined in the Treaty and in Regulation (EC) No 1467/1997: 
 Belgium: (a) The report of 23 May 2018 concluded that there is overall not sufficiently 

robust evidence to conclude on the existence of a significant deviation in 2017 and over 
2016 and 2017 together; however, the COM also judged that the adjustment in 2018 
appears inadequate to ensure compliance with the adjustment path towards the medium 

https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/economy-finance/ecfin_forecast_spring_030518_statistical_annex_en.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/tgm/table.do?tab=table&init=1&language=en&pcode=tec00115&plugin=1
http://ec.europa.eu/economy_finance/ameco/user/serie/SelectSerie.cfm
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/economy-finance/ip077_en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/economy-finance/autumn_2017_economic_forecast_-_statistical_annex.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/economy-finance/autumn_2017_economic_forecast_-_statistical_annex.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/economy-finance/ip075_en.pdf
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-14814-2016-INIT/en/pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/economic-and-fiscal-policy-coordination/eu-economic-governance-monitoring-prevention-correction/stability-and-growth-pact/stability-and-convergence-programmes/assessment-programmes-2018_en
http://ec.europa.eu/europe2020/making-it-happen/country-specific-recommendations/2012/index_en.htm
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=OJ:C:2013:217:FULL&from=EN
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=OJ:C:2014:247:FULL&from=EN
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=OJ:C:2015:272:FULL&from=EN
https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/2016-european-semester-country-specific-recommendations-council-recommendations_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/2017-european-semester-country-specific-recommendations-council-recommendations_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/2018-european-semester-country-specific-recommendations-council-recommendations_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/economic-and-fiscal-policy-coordination/eu-economic-governance-monitoring-prevention-correction/stability-and-growth-pact/stability-and-convergence-programmes_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/economic-and-fiscal-policy-coordination/eu-economic-governance-monitoring-prevention-correction/stability-and-growth-pact/stability-and-convergence-programmes_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/file_import/ip034_en_2.pdf
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/resource.html?uri=cellar:de0e8f8c-b18d-11e6-871e-01aa75ed71a1.0017.02/DOC_2&format=PDF
http://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/press/press-releases/2018/07/13/2018-country-specific-recommendations-on-economic-employment-and-fiscal-policies/
https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/2018-european-semester-country-specific-recommendations-council-recommendations_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/2018-european-semester-country-specific-recommendations-council-recommendations_en
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/STUD/2018/614522/IPOL_STU(2018)614522_EN.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/2018-european-semester-national-reform-programmes-and-stability-convergence-programmes_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/2018-european-semester-national-reform-programmes-and-stability-convergence-programmes_en
http://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/press/press-releases/2018/06/22/france-s-deficit-below-3-of-gdp-procedure-closed/
https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/economic-and-fiscal-policy-coordination/eu-economic-governance-monitoring-prevention-correction/stability-and-growth-pact/preventive-arm/significant-deviation-procedure_en
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9760-2018-INIT/en/pdf
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9761-2018-INIT/en/pdf
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9759-2018-INIT/en/pdf
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/BRIE/2017/587388/IPOL_BRI(2017)587388_EN.pdf
http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-18-3845_en.htm
https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/2018-european-semester-country-specific-recommendations-commission-recommendations_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/economy-finance/com_2018_429_en.pdf
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term objective (MTO) in 2018; it therefore recommends Belgium to take the necessary 
measures as of 2018 to comply with the SGP;  

 (b) Already in 2015, 2016 and 2017, the COM prepared Art. 126(3) reports for Belgium; all 
of them concluded that “prima facie” the debt criterion appears to be not fulfilled, but that 
a consideration of all relevant factors suggests that it should be considered as complied 
with. 

 Italy: (a) The report of 23 May 2018 concluded that Italy complied ex-post with the 
required adjustment towards the MTO in 2017 and there is some progress in adopting and 
implementing growth-enhancing structural reforms, so that, overall, the analysis the debt 
criterion should be considered as currently complied with; however, the report also 
concluded that the adjustment in 2018 appears inadequate to ensure compliance with the 
adjustment path towards the MTO in 2018.  
(b) Already in 2015, 2016 and 2017, the COM prepared Art. 126(3) reports for Italy; while 
the 2015 and 2016 reports concluded on the basis of a consideration of all relevant factors 
that the debt criterion should be considered as complied with, the 2017 report concluded 
that the debt criterion should be considered as not complied with and postponed a 
decision on whether to recommend opening an EDP to the analysis of the COM 2017 
spring forecast; the 2017 CSRs for Italy concluded in that respect: “In April 2017, the 
Government adopted the requested additional consolidation measures. Therefore, no further 
steps are deemed to be necessary for compliance with the debt criterion (...)”. 

(3) An opinion on the updated Spanish DBP of 30 April 2018, concluding that, overall, the 
updated DBP of Spain is broadly compliant with the provisions of the SGP, “as the COM 2018 
spring forecast projects that the excessive deficit will be corrected in a timely manner. However, the 
COM forecast projects that in 2018 neither the headline deficit target nor the required fiscal effort set 
by the Council notice will be met. On the contrary, the updated DBP is expansionary, while the Spanish 
economy is growing above its potential growth rate. The COM invites the authorities to stand ready 
to take further measures within the national budgetary process to ensure that the 2018 budget is 
compliant with the SGP.”  
(4) A Communication on the review of the flexibility under the SGP, which concludes the key 
objectives of the COM Communication on flexibility of January 2015 have been met to a large 
extent and includes the following summary: “Four Member States have applied to make use of the 
structural reforms and/or investment clauses since 2015: Italy, Latvia, Lithuania and Finland for 
structural reform; Italy and Finland for investment. Nearly half of the Member States would have 
been eligible to apply to make use of the structural reform clause but most did not request to do so. 
The condition that a Member State must be experiencing bad economic times to benefit from the 
investment clause limited its use significantly. The need to respect the safety margin vis-à-vis the 3% 
deficit ceiling for 3 years has also proven constraining for some Member States.” 

• A comparison of key public finance figures included in the 2018 Stability and Convergence 
Programmes, submitted by the Member States in April/May 2018, and the spring 2018 forecast 
of the COM shows some significant differences and that Member States are overall more 
optimistic than the COM. See separate EGOV overview for more details. 

• On 6 December 2017, the COM published a Communication on “Further steps towards 
completing Europe’s Economic and Monetary Union: a roadmap”, which includes in the area of 
fiscal surveillance the following policy objective: "Stronger economic, fiscal and financial 
integration, together with market discipline, should pave the way for a review of the EU fiscal rules in 
the longer term, with the aim of a substantial simplification by 2025." 

• On 5 December 2017, the Council closed the EDP for the United Kingdom.  

• On 4 December 2017, the Eurogroup discussed the COM opinions (of November 2017) on the 
2018 DBPs; it agreed with the COM opinions and noted that “the limited structural fiscal ad-
justment expected in 2018 in some Member States is worrying, in particular when coupled with high 

https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/economic-and-fiscal-policy-coordination/eu-economic-governance-monitoring-prevention-correction/stability-and-growth-pact/corrective-arm-excessive-deficit-procedure/closed-excessive-deficit-procedures/belgium_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/economy-finance/italy_1263_may2018.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/economic-and-fiscal-policy-coordination/eu-economic-governance-monitoring-prevention-correction/stability-and-growth-pact/corrective-arm-excessive-deficit-procedure/closed-excessive-deficit-procedures/italy_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/italy-report-prepared-accordance-article-126-3-treaty_en
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32017H0809(11)&from=EN
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/economy-finance/2018-05-22_updated_es_2018_dbp_-_co_0.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/economy-finance/30-11-2017_es_dbp_revised_es.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/economy-finance/com_2018_335_en.pdf
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:52015DC0012
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/ATAG/2018/614510/IPOL_ATA(2018)614510_EN.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/economy-finance/com_821_0_0.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/economy-finance/com_821_0_0.pdf
http://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/press/press-releases/2017/12/05/uk-s-deficit-back-below-3percent-of-gdp-council-closes-procedure/
http://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/press/press-releases/2017/12/04/eurogroup-statement-on-the-draft-budgetary-plans-for-2018/
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sustainability risks. The Eurogroup recalls in this context that the focus on debt reduction is an integral 
part of the SGP and calls upon the COM and the Council to apply the SGP in full.” 

• In accordance with EU Regulation No 473/2013, the COM issued on 22 November 2017 its 
opinions on the 2018 DPBs of euro area Member States: six countries (Germany, Lithuania, 
Latvia, Luxembourg, Finland and the Netherlands) are assessed to be compliant with the SGP, 
six (Estonia, Spain, Ireland, Cyprus, Malta and Slovakia ) are assessed to be broadly compliant 
and six (Belgium, France, Italy, Austria, Portugal and Slovenia) are judged to be at risk of non-
compliance. On the basis of its updated DBP of March 2018, Austria is however considered to be 
broadly compliant with the SGP (see COM opinion of April 2018); as regards the updated DBP of 
Spain of 30 April 2018, the COM confirmed in its opinion of May 2018 that the DBP is broadly 
compliant with the SGP (see p. 2 of this briefing). Overleaf tables provide a summarising overview 
on all opinions of the 2017 and 2018 DBPs of euro area Member States.   

• For Greece, the EDP was closed in September 2017 and for Croatia and Portugal in June 2017. 

 

Box: Entry into force of the debt reduction benchmark 

EU Regulation 1467/97 stipulates that the debt reduction benchmark (which is relevant for countries 
with public debt above 60% of GDP) is applicable after a transition period of three years from the 
correction of the excessive deficit, if the country was in an EDP at the entry in force of the regulation 
(i.e. on 8 November 2011). Member States within the transition period have to comply with a so-
called Minimum Linear Structural Adjustment (defined on p. 12 of current Code of Conduct on the 
SGP implementation and in Annex 5 of the 2018 Vade Mecum on the SGP). The state of play regarding 
is as follows: 

- Finland (not in EDP on 8/11/2011): the debt rule is applicable without transition period since the entry 
in force of the regulation. 

For the following countries, transition periods existed or exist, since they were in EDP on 8 November 
2011: 

- Germany and Malta: expiration of the transition period in the end of 2014. 

- Italy: expiration of the transition period in the end of 2015. 

- Belgium; Austria and the Netherlands: expiration of the transition period in the end of 2016. 

- Ireland, Cyprus and Slovenia: the transition periods will expire in the end of 2018.  

- Portugal and Greece: expiration of the transition period end of 2019.  

- Croatia, which entered the EU after the entry in to force of the regulation and whose deficit is not any 
more excessive since 2016, the debt rule is applicable without a transition period. 

- France, whose deficit is not anymore excessive since the reference year 2017, the transition period will 
expire end of 2020.  

- Spain (the only country still under EDP): the transition period will expire three years from the 
correction of the excessive deficit. 

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CELEX:32013R0473:EN:NOT
https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/economic-and-fiscal-policy-coordination/eu-economic-governance-monitoring-prevention-correction/stability-and-growth-pact/annual-draft-budgetary-plans-dbps-euro-area-countries/draft-budgetary-plans-2018_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/economy-finance/en_stapro_final.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/economy-finance/dbp_at_act.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/economy-finance/30-11-2017_es_dbp_revised_es.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/economy-finance/30-11-2017_es_dbp_revised_es.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/economy-finance/2018-05-22_updated_es_2018_dbp_-_co_0.pdf
http://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/press/press-releases/2017/09/25-greece-finances-stabilised/
https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/economic-and-fiscal-policy-coordination/eu-economic-governance-monitoring-prevention-correction/stability-and-growth-pact/corrective-arm-excessive-deficit-procedure/ongoing-excessive-deficit-procedures/croatia_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/economic-and-fiscal-policy-coordination/eu-economic-governance-monitoring-prevention-correction/stability-and-growth-pact/corrective-arm-excessive-deficit-procedure/ongoing-excessive-deficit-procedures/portugal_en
http://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/press/press-releases/2017/06/16-croatia-portugal-deficits/
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CONSLEG:1997R1467:20111213:EN:PDF
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9344-2017-INIT/en/pdf
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9344-2017-INIT/en/pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/economy-finance/ip075_en.pdf
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Structural budget balances in EU 
Member States  
 
Structural budget balances play an important role in the fiscal policy frameworks of the EU both as part 
of the application of the Stability and Growth Pact (SGP) and in the implementation of the balanced 
budget rule by the contracting parties of the intergovernmental Treaty on Stability, Coordination and 
Governance in the EMU (the fiscal section of the Treaty is called “Fiscal Compact”).  

This document provides a short overview of the concept and application of the structural balance rule(s) 
in the EU. It will be regularly updated, in particular, the Annex that shows progress made (based on the 
latest Commission forecast) by Member States in reaching their structural budget commitments under 
the preventive arm of the SGP.  

The objective and role of structural budget positions 

The structural budget positions (see definition 
in Box 1) are core elements of the surveillance 
of the budgetary policies of the Member States 
of the EU. Structural budget positions are used 
in: 
 The medium term objectives (MTO) and 

related fiscal efforts (and assessments) 
under the preventive arm of the SGP; 

 The fiscal effort recommendations and 
assessments under the Excessive Deficit 
Procedure (EDP); 

 The balanced budget rule included in the 
so-called “Fiscal Compact” (see Box 2).  

This document focuses on the role of the MTO, 
as it represents the country-specific budgetary 
objective defined in structural terms that each 
Member State should achieve in accordance 
with the preventive arm of the SGP. In 
particular, these provisions (included in Regulation 1466/97 and the Code of Conduct on the 

Box 1: Structural budget balances 

The structural budget balance is a nominal 
budget balance adjusted by the cyclical 
component and net of one-off and temporary 
measures. In line with the methodology used in 
the SGP, the cyclical component of the budget is 
subtracted from the actual budget balance. The 
cyclical component is calculated as the product 
of the output gap (difference between actual 
and potential GDP as percent of potential GDP) 
and a parameter reflecting the automatic 
reaction of the government balance to an output 
gap change.  

This cyclically adjusted budget balance 
corresponds to a budget balance prevailing if the 
economy was running at its full potential.  

As it is based on estimates of the potential 
       

      
  

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CONSLEG:1997R1466:20111213:EN:PDF
http://ec.europa.eu/economy_finance/economic_governance/sgp/pdf/coc/code_of_conduct_en.pdf
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/BRIE/2016/574407/IPOL_BRI(2016)574407_EN.pdf
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/BRIE/2016/574407/IPOL_BRI(2016)574407_EN.pdf
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implementation of the SGP) stipulate that each Member State must have a differentiated MTO 
for its budgetary position which shall fulfil the following criteria: 
• ensure safety margin so that the nominal 

3 % of GDP deficit target would not be 
triggered in bad economic times;  

• ensure the sustainability of public finances 
(taking into account among other issues 
any increase in age related expenditure), 
while allowing room for budgetary 
manoeuvre, in particular for public 
investment; it also means that it should be 
consistent with the so-called debt 
reduction benchmark, if the debt ratio is 
higher than 60% of GDP.   

• be close to balance or in surplus (Euro Area 
and ERM2 Member States must have a MTO 
that corresponds to at least - 1% of 
potential GDP and signatories of the TSCG 
of a least -0,5 % of potential GDP (see Box 
2);  

The Commission provides in this respect 
regularly to the Member States so-called 
“minimum MTOs” on the basis of the above 
criteria and the methodology detailed in Code 
of Conduct on the SGP implementation (see 
also below section on the updates of MTOs) in 
order that Member States take these into 
account when they prepare their stability and 
convergence Programmes. 

By setting a budgetary target in structural 
terms (i.e. a MTO) in the preventive arm of the 
SGP (and in the balanced budget rule of the 
“Fiscal Compact”), the main objective is to 
ensure that the underlying fiscal position of 
Member States is conducive to fiscal 
sustainability, while allowing for the free 
operation of the automatic stabilisers over 
the economic cycle (see also Box 1). Member 
States, which have not yet achieved their MTO, 
should improve their structural balance by 
0.5% of potential GDP per year as a 
benchmark (more in ‘good times’ and less in 
‘bad times’).  
 

Box 2: The Fiscal Compact 

The Treaty on Stability, Coordination and 
Governance in the EMU (TSCG) includes a 
requirement on the contracting parties to 
enshrine a balanced budget rule (similarly to the 
“Medium-term objective” in EU law) with 0,5% 
GDP as the lowest limit of structural deficit (if 
public debt is significantly lower than 60% of 
GDP, this lower limit is set at 1% of GDP) into 
national law, preferably at constitutional level. 
Member States may bring proceedings against 
other Member States before the Court of Justice 
of the EU in case non-transposition. The 
Contracting Parties shall ensure rapid 
convergence towards their respective MTO. 
Article 3 of the Treaty also stipulates that 
“progress towards, and respect of, the medium-
term objective shall be evaluated on the basis of 
an overall assessment with the structural 
balance as a reference, including an analysis of 
expenditure net of discretionary revenue 
measures, in line with the revised SGP”.  

On 6 December 2017, the Commission made a 
proposal for a Directive incorporating the 
substance of Article 3 of the Treaty into the 
Union legal framework (see Annex 2 to this 
briefing). In contrast to the TSCG, it would - 
without setting numerical lower limits -  oblige 
Member States to set their MTO in terms of 
structural balance so as to ensure that the debt-
to-GDP ratio does not exceed 60% or 
“approaches it at a satisfactory pace”. With 
respect to the introduction of an automatic 
mechanism to take corrective action, the 
proposed Directive incorporates essential 
features of the common principles on national 
fiscal correction mechanisms, which were used 
by the Member States in their adoption of 
measures in compliance with Article 3(2) of the 
TSCG. These include most prominently the role 

d i d d  f i i  i i i  
       

        
 

 

https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/euro-area_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/euro-area/enlargement-euro-area/introducing-euro/adoption-fixed-euro-conversion-rate/erm-ii-eus-exchange-rate-mechanism_en
http://ec.europa.eu/economy_finance/economic_governance/sgp/pdf/coc/code_of_conduct_en.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/economy_finance/economic_governance/sgp/pdf/coc/code_of_conduct_en.pdf
http://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/history/20120301-tscg-euro-summit/
http://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/history/20120301-tscg-euro-summit/
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:52017PC0824
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=COM:2012:0342:FIN:En:PDF
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=COM:2012:0342:FIN:En:PDF
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The Commission has specified in a Communication of January 2015 entitled ‘Making the best 
use of flexibility within the existing rules of the SGP’ that it applies a matrix specifying the ‘good 
times’ and ‘bad times’ and the corresponding appropriate fiscal adjustments.  
 
Regulation (EC) 1466/97 specifies how a deviation from the MTO or the adjustment path 
towards it will be measured. More specifically, the Regulation states that: “A deviation from the 
MTO or from the appropriate path towards it shall be evaluated on the basis of an overall assessment 
with the structural balance as the reference, including an analysis of the expenditure net of 
discretionary revenue measures”. 

Temporary deviations from the MTO or the adjustment path towards the MTO may be allowed 
in cases of: 
a) major structural reforms (e.g. pension reforms), including certain public investments 

(see above mentioned Communication on the flexibility in the SGP);  
b) an unusual event outside the control of the Member State concerned which has a major 

impact on the financial position of the government: and/or  
c) in periods of severe economic downturn for the euro area or the Union as a whole.  

The current SGP rules also include an expenditure benchmark, notably in the preventive arm, 
according to which growth of public expenditure (net of discretionary revenue measures and 
other factors) has to be lower than medium-term potential GDP growth for countries that have 
not reached their MTO. It serves as a second indicator to measure the fiscal effort taken by the 
Member States in respect of their obligations under the SGP. Today, the assessment (in judging 
progress towards or remaining at the MTO) by the Commission is based on both the structural 
budget balance and the expenditure benchmark. The table in annex 1 of this document focuses 
only on the projected structural balance developments vis-à-vis the latest Council 
recommendations under the SGP issued to the Member States in the preventive arm.   
 
The assessment by the Commission of the SCPs during each spring (and also of the Draft 
Budgetary Plans for euro area Member States during the autumn) evaluates the overall 
compliance of the Member State with the latest Council recommendations. Based on these 
assessments, the Commission may reach a conclusion of compliance, (some) deviation or 
significant deviation. For the ex ante assessment, the latter refers to a risk of a significant 
deviation based on the Member State’s plans and the Commission forecast; for the ex post 
assessment (which is based on observed data as available in spring of year t+1), it triggers the 
procedural steps set out under Article 121(4) TFEU (hereafter Significant Deviation Procedure). 
 
As defined in Articles 6(3) and 10(3) of Regulation (EC) 1466/97, the assessment of whether the 
deviation from the MTO or the adjustment towards the MTO is significant shall, in particular, 
include the following criteria: 
(a) for a Member State that has not reached the MTO:  A significant deviation is defined as a 

deviation of at least 0.5% of GDP in a single year or at least 0.25% of GDP on average per year 
in two consecutive years; 

http://ec.europa.eu/economy_finance/economic_governance/sgp/pdf/2015-01-13_communication_sgp_flexibility_guidelines_en.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/economy_finance/economic_governance/sgp/pdf/2015-01-13_communication_sgp_flexibility_guidelines_en.pdf
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(b) when assessing expenditure 
developments net of discretionary 
revenue measures: The deviation is 
significant if it has a total impact on 
the government balance of at least 
0.5% of GDP in a single year or 
cumulatively in two consecutive 
years. 

 
Where a conclusion of overall 
significant deviation is reached based 
on an overall assessment and on 
validated data, it triggers a Significant 
Deviation Procedure (SDP), which 
starts with a Commission warning to 
the Member State in question and can 
lead to an interest-bearing deposit 
being required, for euro area Member 
States.  
 
It may also be noted that those 
countries that are signatories of the 
TSCG and bound by the Fiscal Compact 
must implement automatic correction 
mechanisms in the national legal 
orders which will operate in the event 
of significant observed deviations. 

For further information on the above 
elements, see sections 1.3 and 1.4 of 
the  Vade Mecum on the SGP (2018 
Edition). 

Updates and progress on the MTOs 

The preventive arm of the SGP stipulates that Member States shall update every three years 
their MTOs. For this purpose, the Commission submits to Member States so-called ”minimum 
MTOs” based on the criteria included in the regulation governing the preventive arm (see 
beginning of this briefing). The Member States provide their updated MTOs in their forthcoming 
Stability and Convergence Programmes based on these lower bounds as proposed by the 
Commission or a more ambitious target if, in their view, circumstances are deemed to warrant 
it. Countries undertaking structural reforms with a major impact on the sustainability of the 
public finances may revise their MTOs on a case-by-case basis, in agreement with the 

Box 3: Implementation of the SDP 

 
On 16 June 2017, the Counci adopted a 
recommendation to Romania with a view to 
correcting the significant observed deviation from 
the adjustment path toward the MTO.  
Following an assesment of no effective action, 
Council adopted 5 December 2017 a revised 
recommendation: “to take the necessary measures to 
ensure that the nominal growth rate of net primary 
government expenditure does not exceed 3.3% in 2018, 
corresponding to an annual structural adjustment of 
0.8% of GDP”. 
On 22 June 2018, the Council issued a 
recommendation (based on a Commission 
recommendation of 25 May 2018) requesting the 
correction of significant deviations from MTO: “take 
the necessary measures to ensure that the nominal 
growth rate of net primary government expenditure 
does not exceed 3,3 % in 2018 and 5,1 % in 2019, 
corresponding to an annual structural adjustment of 0,8 
% of GDP in each year, thereby putting the Member State 
on an appropriate adjustment path toward the MTO;” 
furthermore, the Council found that Romania (already 
for one year in a significant deviation procedure) has 
so far failed to take effective action. 
On 22 June 2018, the Council issued a 
recommendation to Hungary (based on a 
Commission recommendation of 25 May 2018) with a 
view to correcting the observed significant deviation 
from the adjustment path towards the MTO: “take the 
necessary measures to ensure that the nominal growth 
rate of net primary government expenditure does not 
exceed 2,8 % in 2018, corresponding to an annual 
structural adjustment of 1 % of GDP, thereby putting the 
Member State on an appropriate adjustment path 
towards the MTO”. 

https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/economy-finance/ip075_en.pdf
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CONSLEG:1997R1466:20111213:EN:PDF
https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/2016-stability-and-convergence-programmes-overview-and-implications-euro-area-fiscal-stance_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/2016-stability-and-convergence-programmes-overview-and-implications-euro-area-fiscal-stance_en
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9999-2017-INIT/en/pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/economic-and-fiscal-policy-coordination/eu-economic-governance-monitoring-prevention-correction/stability-and-growth-pact/preventive-arm/significant-deviation-procedure_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/economic-and-fiscal-policy-coordination/eu-economic-governance-monitoring-prevention-correction/stability-and-growth-pact/preventive-arm/significant-deviation-procedure_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/economic-and-fiscal-policy-coordination/eu-economic-governance-monitoring-prevention-correction/stability-and-growth-pact/preventive-arm/significant-deviation-procedure_en
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9759-2018-INIT/en/pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/economic-and-fiscal-policy-coordination/eu-economic-governance-monitoring-prevention-correction/stability-and-growth-pact/preventive-arm/significant-deviation-procedure_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/economic-and-fiscal-policy-coordination/eu-economic-governance-monitoring-prevention-correction/stability-and-growth-pact/preventive-arm/significant-deviation-procedure_en
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9760-2018-INIT/en/pdf
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Commission. In particular, the introduction of major pension reforms having an impact on long-
term fiscal sustainability could result in a revision of the MTOs. 

The country specific recommendations (CSRs) adopted annually by the Council include in 
most cases budgetary recommendations (‘fiscal effort in structural terms’) for the Member 
States under the preventive arm of the SGP in order for them to make progress towards or 
remain at their MTO.  

Contrary to earlier CSRs adopted by the Council under the preventive arm of the SGP, the CSRs 
adopted by the Council in July 2017 included an explicit or quantitative fiscal target in structural 
terms only in the recitals of the recommendations.On 25 May 2018, the Commission proposed 
its recommendations to the Council for 2018 CSRs and has again included explicit targets in the 
recommendations themselves. 

The overleaf Annex 1 presents the fiscal targets based on the 2016 and 2017 CSRs adopted by 
the Council, as well as the estimated or projected progress on structural budget positions for 
2017 and 2018 by the concerned Member States on the basis of the spring 2018 economic 
forecast by the Commission. It will be regularly updated, in particular once 2018 CSRs have been 
adopted by the Council or when new Commisison forecasts are available.  

The overleaf Annex 2 provides a comparison of the wordings of the “balanced budget 
rules” included in the SGP, the Fiscal Compact and the Commission propsal of 6 December 
2017 to  integrate the substance of the Fiscal Compact into the Union legal framework.  

Disclaimer and Copyright 

The content of this document is the sole responsibility of the author and any opinions expressed therein 
do not necessarily represent the official position of the European Parliament. It is addressed to the 
Members and staff of the EP for their parliamentary work. Reproduction and translation for non-
commercial purposes are authorised, provided the source is acknowledged and the European Parliament 
is given prior notice and sent a copy. 
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Annex 1: Structural budgetary efforts as requested by the 
Council and projected by the COM’s Spring 2018 forecast 

Sources: COM spring 2018 forecast for the projected structural budget balances; CSRs, including their recitals, adopted by 
the Council in July 2017 and 2018 under the preventive arm of the SGP (the country specific sources are presented in the 
a separate SGP implementation table); Significant Deviation Pocedures for Hungary and Romania. Notes: In the case a 
Member State does not have a quantitative fiscal effort request for 2018 and/or 2019, it is indicated in the table as being 
“in line with its MTO” (this may cover cases (1) where the actual structural budget balance is above the target or (2) below 
the target due to temporarily flexibility or (3) only with a minor deviation below the target). This table does not prejudge 
the assessment of “effective action” by the COM, which follows an EU methodology that takes into account more aspects 
than the change in the structural balance; 1The MTO of 0,0 sbp proposed by Slovenia in its SP does not respect the 
requirements of the SGP, therefore the MTO of 0,25 has been included based on COM assessment; 2 In June 2018, the 
Council adopted specific recommendations to Hungary and Romania with a view to correcting the significant observed 
deviation from the adjustment path toward the MTO (see box 3 of this briefing).

Member 
State  

MTO 
(structural 

budget 
position = 

sbp) 

Recommended annual structural effort 
(percentage points=pp)  

(to adjust towards or remain at the MTO) 

Projections on the structural 
budget balance (COM Spring 2018 

forecast) 

pp sbp pp sbp 
In 2018  

(CSRs 2017/2018) 
In 2019  

(CSRs 2018) 2018 2019 

BE 0.0 sbp 0.6 pp 0.6 pp  -0.1 pp -1.4 sbp -0.3 pp -1.7 sbp 

DE -0.5 sbp In line with its MTO In line with its MTO -0.3 pp  1.2 sbp -0.2 pp 1.0 sbp 

EE -0.5 sbp -0.2 pp 0.6 pp -0.1 pp  -1.3 sbp 0.4 pp -0.9 sbp 

IE -0.5 sbp 0.6 pp 0.1 pp -0.5 pp -0.6 sbp 0.2 pp -0.4 sbp 

FR -0.4 sbp 0.6 pp 0.6 pp 0.0 pp -2.1 sbp -1.0 pp -3.1 sbp 

IT 0.0 sbp 0.6 pp 0.6 pp 0.0 pp  - 1.7 sbp -0.3 pp -2.0 sbp 

CY 0.0 sbp -0.4 pp In line with its MTO -0.6 pp  0.8 sbp -0.3 pp 0.5 sbp 

LV -1.0 sbp -0.3 pp 0.4 pp -0.7 pp  -1.9 sbp 0.0 pp -1.9 sbp 

LT -1.0 sbp -0.6 In line with its MTO -0.1 pp  -0.7 sbp 0.1 pp -0.6 sbp 

LU -0.5 sbp In line with its MTO In line with its MTO  -1.0 pp  0.8 sbp -0.5 pp 0.3 sbp 

MT 0.0 sbp In line with its MTO In line with its MTO -2.9 pp  0.6 sbp 0.5 pp 1.1 sbp 

NL -0.5 sbp In line with its MTO In line with its MTO -0.6 pp  -0.1 sbp -0.2 pp -0.3 sbp 

AT -0.5 sbp -0.2 pp 0.3 pp -0.2 pp -0.8 sbp 0.2 pp -0.6 sbp 

PT 0.25 sbp 0.6 pp 0.6 pp 0.0 pp  -1.1 sbp 0.0 pp -1.1 sbp 

SI1 0.25 sbp 1.0 pp 0.65 pp -0.5 pp  -1.1 sbp -0.4 pp -1.5 sbp 

SK -0.5 sbp 0.5 pp 0.5 pp -0.2 pp  -1.2 sbp 0.4 pp -0.8 sbp 

FI -0.5 sbp -0.1 pp -0.2 pp -0.7 pp  -0.8 sbp -0.2 pp -0.9 sbp 

BG -1.0 sbp In line with its MTO In line with its MTO -0.4 pp  0.5 sbp 0.0 pp 0.5 sbp 

CZ -1.0 sbp In line with its MTO In line with its MTO -0.3 pp 0.9 sbp -0.7 pp 0.2 sbp 

DK -0.5 sbp In line with its MTO In line with its MTO -1.1 pp  0.3 sbp 0.6 pp 0.9 sbp 

HR -1.75 sbp In line with its MTO In line with its MTO -0.7 pp  -0.3 sbp -0.3 pp -0.6 sbp 

HU2 -1.5 sbp 1.0 pp 0.75 pp -0.5 pp  -3.6 sbp 0.3 pp -3.3 sbp 

PL -1.0 sbp 0.5 pp 0.6 pp -0.2 pp  -2.2 sbp 0.0 pp -2.2 sbp 

RO2 -1.0 sbp 0.8 pp 0.8 pp -0.5 pp  -3.8 sbp -0.4 pp -4.2 sbp 

SE -1.0 sbp In line with its MTO In line with its MTO -0.5 pp  0.7 sbp 0.3 pp  1.0 sbp 

UK - 0.6 0.6 0.0 pp -2.4 sbp 0.5 pp -1.9 sbp 

https://ec.europa.eu/info/files/economy-finance/spring-2018-economic-forecast-statistical-annex_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/2017-european-semester-country-specific-recommendations-council-recommendations_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/2018-european-semester-country-specific-recommendations-council-recommendations_en
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/IDAN/2018/497746/IPOL_IDA(2018)497746_EN.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/economic-and-fiscal-policy-coordination/eu-economic-governance-monitoring-prevention-correction/stability-and-growth-pact/preventive-arm/significant-deviation-procedure_en
http://ec.europa.eu/economy_finance/economic_governance/sgp/pdf/coc/code_of_conduct_en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/economic-and-fiscal-policy-coordination/eu-economic-governance-monitoring-prevention-correction/stability-and-growth-pact/preventive-arm/significant-deviation-procedure_en
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Annex 2: Comparison of EU balanced budget rules 

Regulation 1466/97 on the strengthening of the 
surveillance of budgetary positions and the 
surveillance and coordination of economic 

policies as amended by Regulation 1175/2011 

(relevant parts) 

Treaty on Stability, Coordination and 
Governance (TSCG) of 2 March 2012  

(relevant parts) 

Proposal for a Directive integrate the substance 
of the TSCG into the Union legal framework of 6 

December 2017 

(relevant parts) 

SECTION 1A 

MEDIUM-TERM BUDGETARY OBJECTIVES 

Article 2a 

Each Member State shall have a differentiated medium-
term objective for its budgetary position. These country-
specific medium-term budgetary objectives may diverge 
from the requirement of a close to balance or in surplus 
position, while providing a safety margin with respect to 
the 3 % of GDP government deficit ratio. The medium-term 
budgetary objectives shall ensure the sustainability of 
public finances or a rapid progress towards such 
sustainability while allowing room for budgetary 
manoeuvre, considering in particular the need for public 
investment.  

Taking these factors into account, for participating 
Member States and for Member States that are 
participating in ERM2 the country-specific medium-term 
budgetary objectives shall be specified within a defined 
range between -1 % of GDP and balance or surplus, in 
cyclically adjusted terms, net of one-off and temporary 
measures.  

The medium-term budgetary objective shall be revised 
every 3 years. A Member State's medium-term budgetary 

TITLE III 

FISCAL COMPACT 

Article 3 

1. The Contracting Parties shall apply the following 
rules, in addition and without prejudice to the obligations 
derived from European Union law: 

a) The budgetary position of the general 
government shall be balanced or in surplus. 

b) The rule under point a) shall be deemed to be 
respected if the annual structural balance of the 
general government is at its country-specific 
medium-term objective as defined in the revised 
Stability and Growth Pact with a lower limit of a 
structural deficit of 0.5 % of the gross 
domestic product at market prices.  

(...) 

d) Where the ratio of government debt to gross 
domestic product at market prices is significantly 
below 60 % and where risks in terms of long-term 
sustainability of public finances are low, the 
lower limit of the medium-term objective 

Article 3 

Fiscal responsibility and medium-term budgetary 
orientation 

1. Each Member State shall set up a framework of binding 
and permanent numerical fiscal rules which are specific to 
it, strengthen its responsible conduct of fiscal policy and 
effectively promote compliance with its obligations 
deriving from the TFEU in the area of budgetary policy 
over a multiannual horizon for the general government as 
a whole. That framework shall include in particular the 
following rules: 

a) a medium-term objective in terms of structural 
balance shall be set in order to ensure that the ratio of 
government debt to gross domestic product at 
market prices does not exceed the reference value set 
out in Article 1 of Protocol No 12 on the excessive 
deficit procedure or approaches it at a satisfactory 
pace.   

b) fiscal planning shall include a medium-term growth 
path of government expenditure net of discretionary 
revenue measures and consistent with the medium-term 
objective or the time-frame for convergence towards it. 

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CONSLEG:1997R1466:20111213:EN:PDF
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX%3A32011R1175
https://www.consilium.europa.eu/media/20399/st00tscg26_en12.pdf
https://www.consilium.europa.eu/media/20399/st00tscg26_en12.pdf
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:52017PC0824
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objective may be further revised in the event of the 
implementation of a structural reform with a major impact 
on the sustainability of public finances. 

The respect of the medium-term budgetary objective shall 
be included in the national medium-term budgetary 
frameworks in accordance with Chapter IV of Council 
Directive 2011/85/EU of 8 November 2011 on 
requirements for budgetary frameworks of the Member 
States. 

specified under point b) can reach a structural 
deficit of at most 1.0 % of the gross domestic 
product at market prices. 

 

That path shall be set as soon as a new government takes 
office in the Member State, for the term of the legislature 
as established by the constitutional legal order of that 
Member State, and shall be respected by the annual 
budgets throughout that period.  
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Implementation of the Macroeconomic Imbalance 
Procedure: State-of-play - June 2018 

This note presents the Member States' situation with respect to the Macroeconomic Imbalance Procedure, taking 
into account recent assessments and decisions by the European Commission and the Council. It also gives an 
overview of relevant comments on the MIP published by EU institutions. A separate EGOV note describes the MIP 
procedure. This document is regularly updated. 

In March 2018, the Commission concluded that: 

• 16 Member States are considered not at risk of  “macroeconomic imbalances”  
• 8 Member States are considered being in a situation of "macroeconomic imbalances" 
• 3 Member States are considered being in a situation of "excessive macroeconomic 

imbalances" 
• 1 Member State is under surveillance in the context of a macroeconomic adjustment 

programme. 

 
Source: EGOV based on European Commission, 2018 

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/note/join/2014/497768/IPOL-ECON_NT(2014)497768_EN.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/2018-european-semester-country-report-communication_en.pdf
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1. Implementation of the MIP in the 2018 Semester 
The European Commission published in November 2017 its latest Alert Mechanism Report (AMR): 
this report, which presented the analysis of the macroeconomic situation for the EU as well as for 
individual member States, launched the annual round of the Macroeconomic Imbalance Procedure 
(see an EGOV note for a description of the MIP procedure). It identified twelve Member States as at 
risk of macroeconomic imbalances. 

The Commission published then in March 2018 its Communication on Macroeconomic Imbalances 
and the Country Reports, which include the In-depth-reviews for the twelve countries considered as 
deserving further analysis, and identified the Member States experiencing macroeconomic 
imbalances or excessive macroeconomic imbalances. 

In May, the Commission published the so called “2018 Spring package”, which presents its decisions 
and proposals on the fiscal and economic policies of Member States, including the draft country 
specific recommendations (CSRs) to 27 EU Member States. 

1.1 November 2017: Main findings from the AMR 2018 and risks of 
macroeconomic imbalances 
The analysis of the macroeconomic situation pointed to an economic recovery that was becoming 
broader and more robust, as shown in the Commission forecast of autumn 2017. This was due to a 
surge in world trade and the strengthening of domestic demand. Nevertheless, the Commission 
identified several challenges that may pose risks to the recovery and the correction of 
macroeconomic imbalances: prospects for the US faster than expected tightening of monetary 
policy, rebalancing in China and in emerging economies, as well as high debt, geopolitical tensions 
and growing protectionist sentiments.  

Chart 1: MIP scoreboard - Member States with values beyond the thresholds 

 

Source: EGOV based on 2018 Alert Mechansim Report. 
 
The MIP scoreboard (see Chart 1 and Annex 2) and the Commission’s analysis showed that: 

• As far as the current accounts and external positions are concerned, the adjustment in 
countries with high external deficits has made further progress, compared with previous years: 
only the UK shows values beyond the MIP threshold. In contrast, some countries reported 

Euro Area Member States

External imbalances indicators
CA Current Account Balance as % of GDP, 3 years average

BE NIP Net International Investment Position as % of GDP
BG DE RER Real Effective Exchange Rate with HICP deflators
EE IE EXP Export Market Shares, 5 years change
IE EL ULC Nominal Unit Labour Cost, 5 years change
EL BE ES
ES DK FR Internal imbalances
HR BG IE HR HOU Change in deflated House Prices, % y-o-y 
CY CZ ES IT EL CRE Private Sector credit Flow as % of GDP
LV IE FR CY ES PRD Private Sector Debt as % of GDP
LT LV CY HU FR GGD General Government Debt as % of GDP
HU HU LU NL HR TFSL Total Financial Sector Liabil ities, % y-o-y change

DK PL AT NL AT IT
DE PT PT PT PT CY Employment indicators
MT RO IE EL EE RO FI SI LV ACT Activity rate % of total population (age 15-64), 3 years change
NL SI CY FI LV SK SE FI AT PT LTU Long Term Unemployment Rate (age 15-74), 3 years change
UK SK LT SE LT SE UK UK HU CY FI LU SK YUN Youth Unemployment Rate (age 15-24), 3 years change
CA NIP RER EXP ULC HOU CRE PRD GGD TFSL ACT LTU YUN UNE UNE Unemployment rate, 3 years average

https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/economy-finance/com-2017-771-en.pdf
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/note/join/2014/497768/IPOL-ECON_NT(2014)497768_EN.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/2018-european-semester-country-report-communication_en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/2018-european-semester-country-reports_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/2018-european-semester-country-specific-recommendations-commission-recommendations_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/2018-european-semester-country-specific-recommendations-commission-recommendations_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/economy-finance/ip063_en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/economy-finance/com-2017-771-en.pdf
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continued elevated current accounts surpluses: Denmark, Germany, Malta and the Netherlands. 
Stocks of external liabilities remain high in some countries.  

• Private debt is decreasing, but at a slow and uneven pace. The Commission pointed out that 
“deleveraging is not always proportional to needs”, and “is faster in the corporate sector than in the 
household sector, thereby underpinning low investments”. Public debt is declining in most, not all, 
high-debt countries. In nine Member States, high public debt goes hand in hand with high 
private debt, suggesting general deleveraging needs. 

• House price are accelerating in most Member States, with several cases pointing at over-
evaluation (Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, Hungary, Luxembourg and the UK). 

• Labour costs developments require close analysis in some countries: Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, 
Lithuania and Romania. 

• In several EU countries, the banking sector continues to face challenges linked to low levels of 
profitability and large stocks of NPL, which are declining but remain elevated. 

• Unemployment indicators and activity rates are showing a general improvement, but there 
are wide differences among and between Member States. Wage growth remains subdued even 
in countries with low unemployment.  

For the euro area, the Commission noted that it continues to have the world's largest current 
account surplus. It peaked at 3.3% in 2016 and is expected to decrease to 3.0% in 2018. The euro 
area surplus should be reduced by adjustments in the net-creditor countries, while net-debtor 
countries are required to reduce their large stocks of external liabilities (see also Box 1). 
On the basis of an economic reading of the the “MIP scoreboard”, the Commission identified twelve 
Member States that were subject to an in-depth reviews (IDR), namely (see section 1.2):  

• Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, Italy, France and Portugal (that were already experiencing excessive 
macroeconomic imbalances during the 2017 cycle) and  

• Ireland, Spain, the Netherlands, Germany, Slovenia and Sweden (that were already experiencing 
macroeconomic imbalances during the 2017 cycle). 

The ECOFIN Council discussed the 2018 AMR in January 2018, and drew its conclusions. 

1.2 March 2018: The 2018 in-depth reviews and their conclusions 

On 7 March 2018, the Commission published its Communication on “Assessment of progress on 
structural reforms, prevention and correction of macroeconomic imbalances”. This document 
provided an overview of the current situation on the economic and social context, on the Member 
States’ progress with the Country Specific Recommendations (CSRs), on the evolution of 
macroeconomic imbalances and on the implementation of the MIP.  

The Commission also published the Country reports, with the outcomes of its analysis of the 
economic, fiscal and social situation and related challenges in each EU Member State. According to 
the Commission, the reports draw on exchanges with governments, national authorities and 
stakeholders at both technical and political level. These reports constitute the basis for dialogues 
between the Commission and the Member States before the submission of their National Reform 
Programmes (NRPs) in April, as well as for the formulation of the Commission's country specific 
recommendations (CSRs). Furthermore, these reports provide an assessment of the implementation 
of the Country Specific Recommendations (see section 2.2 for more details).  

For the twelve Member States identified in November 2017 as at risk of macroeconomic imbalances, 
the Country reports include also the in-depth reviews (IDRs) in the context of MIP. Each IDR: 

• takes into account spillovers to other countries, especially for the eurozone countries; 
• includes a “MIP assessment matrix” which summarises the main findings of the IDR, focuses on 

imbalances and adjustment issues relevant for the MIP and presents synthetic conclusions 

http://www.consilium.europa.eu/media/32575/st05475-en18.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/2018-european-semester-country-report-communication_en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/2018-european-semester-country-reports_en
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(Annex 3 presents the synthetic conclusions for the concerned Member States and Annex 4 
presents the Commission’s assessment of the implementation of 2017 MIP-related CSRs); 

• for the Member States considered as experiencing macroeconomic imbalances, presents the 
main conclusions of the specific monitoring carried out in 2017.  

Based on the IDRs, the Commission concluded that:  

• 3 Member States are considered being in a situation of  "excessive macroeconomic 
imbalances": Croatia, Italy, and Cyprus. 

• 8 Member States are considered being in a situation of  "macroeconomic imbalances": Bulgaria, 
France, Germany, Ireland, Spain, the Netherland, Portugal, Sweden;  

• 16 Member States are considered not at risk of “macroeconomic imbalances”: Belgium, Czech 
Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Hungary, Malta, Austria, Poland, 
Romania, Slovakia, Slovenia, Finland, United Kingdom;  

• 1 Member State, Greece, is under surveillance in the context of a macroeconomic adjustment 
programme. 

Once again, the Commission did not propose the opening of the Excessive Imbalance Procedure, 
despite being advocated by many (see Box 3 and section 2.3). 
On 13 March 2018, the ECOFIN Council held a first exchange of view on the Country reports and the 
Commission’s findings for the 12 MSs experiencing imbalances. At the same meeting, the Court of 
Auditor presented its Special Report on the MIP (see Box 4), and the Council drew its conclusions on 
it.The European Council of 22 and 23 March 2018 provided policy guidance for the 2018 Semester 
Cycle. On 25 May 2018, the Council drew its conclusions on  macroeconomic imbalances (Box 2).  

1.3 May 2018: the “European  Semester 2018 Spring Package” 
On May 2018, the Commission published a set of documents, presenting its decisions and proposals 
on the fiscal and economic policies of Member States. The package included a Communication and 
the draft country specific recommendations (CSRs) to the 27 EU Member States, which set out the 
economic and policy guidance to individual Member States for the next 12-18 months. Annex 4 
presents the 2018 draft CSRs underpinned by the MIP legal basis (MIP-CSRs), together with the 
2017MIP- CSRs and the Commission’s assessment of their implementation.  
As far as the CSRs are concerned, it can be noted that all MSs experiencing macroeconomic 
imbalances (eirther excessiv or not) have received all their draft CSRs underpinned by the MIP, with 
the exception of Bulgaria. 
For Bulgaria and Portugal, the Commission decided specifically, on 7 March 2018, that policy 
commitments and the evolution of imbalances will be monitored closely, as “further efforts remain 
necessary to achieve a sustainable correction.”   

1.4 Next steps 
EU Institutions and member States will deal with the remaining part of the European Semester and 
the MIP, as follows: 
• In June, the various Council formations (EFC, EPC, EMCO and SPC) conduct preparatory work on 

the CSRs; 

• On 22 June, the ECOFIN Council will approve the Council opinions on the CSRs; 

• On 28-29 June, the European Council will discuss and endorse the CSRS; 

• In July, the ECOFIN Council will formally adopt the CSRs. 

For those countries that have been identified as experiencing macroeconomic imbalances, the 
Commission carries specific monitoring activities on a continuous basis.  

http://www.consilium.europa.eu/media/33234/st07080-en18.pdf
https://www.eca.europa.eu/Lists/ECADocuments/SR18_03/SR_MIP_EN.pdf
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-6680-2018-INIT/en/pdf
http://www.consilium.europa.eu/media/33457/22-euco-final-conclusions-en.pdf
http://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/press/press-releases/2018/05/25/economic-governance-conclusions-on-macroeconomic-imbalances/?utm_source=DSMS&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=ENO+-+Economic+governance%3a+Conclusions+on+macroeconomic++-+Vladas&utm_term=952.21860.21874.0.21860&utm_content=Direct+Press+material
http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-18-3845_en.htm
https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/2018-european-semester-country-specific-recommendations-commission-recommendations_en
http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_MEMO-18-1581_en.htm
https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/economic-and-fiscal-policy-coordination/eu-economic-governance-monitoring-prevention-correction/macroeconomic-imbalance-procedure/specific-monitoring_en
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In addition, Economic dialogues with representatives of the relevant institutions (Commission, the 
Eurogroup and the Council) are held in the competent committee of the European Parliament. 
 
 

 

Box 1: Some institutional positions on current account imbalances in the euro area 

 

The Commission noted in the 2018 AMR that “the euro area euro-area current account surplus has stopped 
growing: it peaked at 3.3% of GDP in 2016 and is forecast to edge down to 3% in 2017 and to remain around 
that level by 2019. Nonetheless, the euro-area surplus remains the largest at worldwide level and is above levels 
consistent with economic fundamentals. The reduction of persistently large stocks of net external liabilities 
requires maintaining prudent external balances in net-debtor countries. At the same time, progress with the 
adjustment of large surpluses in net-creditor countries would help deleveraging at euro-area level, to remain 
compatible with a sustained recovery. In its 2018 Spring forecast, the Commission revised its estimates for 
2017 and 2018 to 3.5% and 3.4% respectively. 

The ECOFIN Council adopted on 23 January 2018 the Euro area recommendation “... Member States with 
large current account surpluses should additionally create the conditions to promote wage growth respecting 
the role of social partners and implement - as a priority - measures that foster investment, support domestic 
demand and growth potential, thereby also facilitating rebalancing.” Already in May 2017, the ECOFIN 
Council had  concluded that “...  elevated current account surpluses in some euro area Member States with 
relatively low deleveraging needs persist and could under some circumstances indicate large savings and 
investment imbalances deserving progress on policy actions”. It noted, “the rebalancing of deficits to surplus 
positions in many euro area countries coupled with persistent and high surpluses in others has implied an 
asymmetric adjustment leading to a large and increasing surplus position of the euro area as a whole, whose 
consequences deserve further attention.”  

In its resolution on “the economic policies of the euro area” of 26 October 2017, the European Parliament 
considered “it of essential therefore that all Member States take the necessary policy action to address macro-
economic imbalances, in particular high levels of indebtedness, current account surpluses and competitiveness 
imbalances, and commit to socially-balanced and inclusive structural reforms ensuring the economic 
sustainability of each individual Member State, thereby ensuring the overall competitiveness and resilience of 
the European economy.” (The EP  resolution on “the European Semester for economic policy coordination: 
Annual Growth Survey 2017” of 14 February 2017 had reached similar conclusions). 

The ECB, in its Economic Bulletin 4/2017, reads “From a saving-investment perspective, the stabilisation in the 
current account balance in 2016 reflects a pick-up in investment which broadly offset the continuing increase in 
gross saving. According to a simple accounting identity, the current account balance broadly corresponds to the 
gap between domestic saving and investment... The widening of the euro area’s net lending position in previous 
years reflected a steady increase in gross saving and subdued investment (relative to GDP). Since economic 
activity started to recover in 2013, however, both the saving and the investment to GDP ratios have edged up. 
The private sector currently registers a net lending position, while the public sector continues to record a net 
borrowing position, which, however, has shrunk significantly in recent years”. 

In its Regional Economic Outlook - Europe of May 2018 the IMF states: “In advanced Europe, the euro area 
members that had current account deficits prior to the crisis have achieved surpluses (Estonia, Portugal, Spain) 
or reduced their deficits appreciably (Greece, Latvia, Lithuania) over the past several years, partly driven by  
adjustments in unit labor costs. However, negative net foreign asset positions remain elevated in many of these 
countries. Recent indicators of competitiveness, while not conclusive, suggest some erosion of competitiveness 
in the Baltics, where real effective exchange rate appreciation, fast wage growth, and modest productivity gains 
have led to a notable increase in unit labor costs, bringing them close to the precrisis peak. Excess current  
account surpluses have persisted in Germany and the Netherlands, and in Germany remained stronger than 
implied by medium-term fundamentals and desirable policy setting, indicating that adjustment mechanisms 
are weak, partly reflecting currency arrangements but also likely structural features”. 

 

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/divers/join/2014/528738/IPOL-ECON_DV(2014)528738_EN.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/economy-finance/com-2017-771-en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/economy-finance/ecfin_forecast_spring_030518_statistical_annex_en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/economy-finance/ecfin_forecast_spring_030518_statistical_annex_en.pdf
http://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/press/press-releases/2018/01/23/council-recommendation-on-the-economic-policy-of-the-euro-area/
http://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/press/press-releases/2017/05/23-conclusions-2016-country-specific-recommendations/
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?type=TA&reference=P8-TA-2017-0418&language=EN&ring=A8-2017-0310
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?type=REPORT&reference=A8-2017-0039&format=XML&language=EN
http://www.ecb.europa.eu/pub/pdf/ecbu/eb201704.en.pdf?48d5da62e60e0368e8f44f3f1639b7e0
https://www.imf.org/en/Publications/REO/EU/Issues/2018/05/14/EURREO0518#Ch1
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Box 2: ECOFIN conclusions on macroeconomic imbalances (May 2018) - excerpts 

 

The Council (ECOFIN): 

• WELCOMES the publication of the Commission's country reports ... the integrated analysis and 
STRESSES the need to keep the IDR analysis well identifiable, complete and transparent... CONSIDERS 
that the IDRs present a thorough and high-quality analysis of the country position in each Member 
State under review, presenting the basis for multilateral surveillance, enhanced domestic ownership 
of reforms and effective policy action. RECOGNISES that relevant and improved analytical tools have 
been applied in view of the specific challenges of each economy and complemented by substantive 
qualitative analysis. 

• UNDERLINES that transparency and consistency of the MIP implementation are important for ensuring 
Member States’ ownership of the procedure and for the effectiveness of the MIP. REITERATES that the 
MIP should be used to its full potential and in a comprehensible way, including with the excessive 
imbalance procedure applied where found appropriate by the Commission and the Council. 
REEMPHASIZES that whenever the Commission concludes that a Member State is experiencing 
excessive imbalances, but does not propose to the Council the opening of the excessive imbalance 
procedure, it should clearly and publicly explain its reasons. 

• NOTES that internal and external stock imbalances remain a source of risk as MSs are only adjusting 
slowly and at an uneven pace, and not all the adjustment is of a structural nature but is partly linked 
to the positive economic cycle... UNDERLINES the continued need for policy action and strong 
commitment to structural reforms in all Member States, especially when they face macroeconomic 
imbalances affecting the smooth functioning of EMU.  

• NOTES that much progress has been achieved among net debtor countries in correcting their external 
imbalances, although negative net international investment positions exist that are generally coupled 
with large stocks of private or government debt. Simultaneously, NOTES that large current account 
surpluses remain almost unchanged in some creditor countries. REITERATES that Member States with 
current account deficits or high external debt should additionally seek to improve their 
competitiveness and prevent excessive growth in unit labour costs. Member States with large current 
account surpluses should create the conditions to promote wage growth, while respecting the 
national role of social partners, and implement as a priority measures that foster investment, support 
domestic demand and growth potential, thereby also facilitating rebalancing.  

• NOTES the similar implementation record of the 2017 CSRs compared to previous years with at least 
some progress recorded for around half of the CSRs. TAKES NOTE that reform implementation 
continue to be uneven across policy areas and countries. WELCOMES the results in the Commission`s 
multiannual assessment of CSR implementation that show at least 'some progress' with regard to more 
than two-thirds of the recommendations since the start of the European Semester in 2011, but NOTES 
this has been uneven across policy areas, countries and over time.  

• WELCOMES the upturn in investment but RECOGNISES that overall investment and in particular 
public investment still accounts for a relatively low share of GDP in many Member States and that there 
remains a need to improve investment conditions to attract increased private investment in the real 
economy and to ensure high quality public investment and infrastructures... STRESSES that further 
structural reforms should be prioritised to remove bottlenecks to investment, increase growth 
potential, further improve the institutional and business environment, and strengthen both 
administrative efficiency and regulatory quality. 

• WELCOMES that the situation of the banking sector has improved significantly and that NPL ratios 
have stabilised in nearly all more affected euro-area Member States or are on a declining trend, but 
stresses that that progress remains uneven. 

• WELCOMES the continued improvement in labour markets, but NOTES that important challenges 
remain... The successfulintegration especially of migrants and refugees requires particular attention.  

• WELCOMES how the Commission has incorporated the European Pillar of Social Rights within the 
country reports to keep track of employment and social performances, which allowed for the focus on 
macroeconomic imbalances and the main economic reform priorities to be maintained. 

 

http://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/press/press-releases/2018/05/25/economic-governance-conclusions-on-macroeconomic-imbalances/
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2. Implementation of MIP over time 

2.1 Member States assessed as having macro-economic imbalances15 

From the MIP's inception until the 2015 round, an increasing number of countries had been both 
covered by in-depth reviews and classified as having excessive imbalances, but the trend seems to 
be reversed in the latest rounds.  Table 1 below shows that the number of Member States:  
• subject to an IDR increased from 12 to 19 between 2012 and 2016, and declined to 12 in 2018; 

• considered as experiencing imbalances rose from 12 to 16 between 2012 and 2015, but fell to 
11 in 2018; 

• considered as experiencing excessive imbalances increased from 0 to 6 between 2012 and 
2017, but fell to 3 in 2018. 

Table 1: MIP stylized facts 
 Semester/MIP cycle 

 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 

(1) Countries under adjustment programme 4 5 4 2 1 1 1 

(2) Countries subject to IDR, out of which*:  12 13 17 16 19 13 12 

  (2.1) Excessive imbalances with corrective action 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

  (2.2) Excessive imbalances 0 2 3 5 6 6 3 

  (2.3) Imbalances 12 11 11 11 7 6 8 

  (2.4) No imbalances 0 0 3 0 6 1 1 

(3) Countries not subject to IDR  11 9 7 10 8 14 15 

Total = (1) + (2) + (3) 27 27 28 28 28 28 28 

Source: European Commission and EGOV .  
Note:  * The table refers to the streamlined categories applied from the 2016 cycle onwards.  

The Commission has not yet proposed to open the Excessive Imbalance Procedure (EIP): a 
Member State subject to this procedure would be classified in Table 1 as experiencing "excessive 
imbalances with corrective action" (see also Box 3 “Selected statements/positions on the corrective 
arm of MIP”). Only in 2016 the Commission had threatened to recommend to the Council an EIP (for 
Croatia and Portugal), taking into account the level of ambition of their National Reform 
Programmes. Based on its assessment of the policy commitments of both Member States and on 
the presumption that there would be a swift and full implementation of the reforms set out in their 
CSRs, the Commission eventually concluded that there was no need to step up the MIP. 

Table 2 depicts the situation of Member States with respect to MIP since its inception in 2012. Croatia 
and Italy have been experiencing excessive imbalances for five consecutive years, and Excessive 
imbalances are identified in Cyprus for a third year in a row. It can also be noted that one Member 
State (Sweden) is experiencing imbalances since 2012.  

                                                             
15 See also the Commission publication “The Macroeconomic Imbalance Procedure - Rationale, Process, 
Application: a Compendium” that provides an overview of how the framework functions and how its 
application has evolved over time. 
 

http://ec.europa.eu/economy_finance/publications/eeip/pdf/ip039_en.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/economy_finance/publications/eeip/pdf/ip039_en.pdf
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Table 2: Commission's conclusions under MIP 
No Imbalances Imbalances Excessive imbalances 

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 

CZ* CZ* CZ* CZ* BE BE* BE* BE BE BE BE DE DE BG  ES HR BG BG BG HR 

DE* DE* DK DK* CZ* CZ* CZ* BG BG BG DE IE IE FR  SI IT FR FR FR IT 

EE* EE* EE* EE* DK* DK* DK* DK DK DE IE ES ES DE   SI HR HR HR CY 

LV* LV* LV* LV* EE EE* EE* ES FR IE ES NL NL IE    IT IT IT  

LT* LT* LT* LT* LV* LV* LV* FR IT ES HU SI SI ES    PT PT PT  

LU* LU* LU LU* LT* LT* LT* IT HU FR NL FI SE NL     CY CY  

MT* AT* MT MT* LU* LU* LU* CY MT HU RO SE  PT        

NL* PL* AT* AT* HU HU* HU* HU NL NL SI   SE        

AT* SK* PL* PL* MT* MT* MT* SI FI FI FI           

PL*  SK* SK* AT AT* AT* FI SE SE SE           

SK*    PL* PL* PL* SE UK UK UK           

    RO RO* RO* UK              

    SK* SK* SK*               

    UK UK* UK*               

     FI FI*               

      SI               

Source: EGOV based on European Commission IDRs. 
Note:  The table refers only to the streamlined categories applied from the 2016 cycle onwards.  

 (*) Countries not considered at risk of macroeconomic imbalances, therefore not subject to in-depth reviews according to 
the AMR. 

2.2 Implementation of CSRs underpinned by MIP 

The credibility of the MIP, as part of the European Semester, depends inter alia on countries’ 
implementation of the recommendations. The Commission adopts now a multi-annual perspective 
in its assessment of the implementation of the CSRs, “... to account for the time needed for the full 
implementation of critical reforms”. In its Communication of March 2018, it stated  “Member States 
continue to make progress in addressing the country-specific recommendations adopted by the Council 
in the context of the European Semester. Reform implementation has slightly increased overall, as 
compared to the May 2017 stocktaking exercise...  Since the start of the European Semester in 2011, 
Member States achieved at least 'some progress' with regard to more than two-thirds of the 
recommendations”. Nevertheless, the Commission notes that reform implementation has been solid 
in some key areas (notably financial services, fiscal policy and fiscal governance), while modest 
progress can be seen in other areas (broadening of tax bases or transport). 

With regards to the implementation of the CSRs underpinned by the MIP, Figure 3 below shows that 
the implementation rate of MIP-specific CSRs is decreasing over time. The share of 
recommendations not implemented at all or to a very limited extent only is increasing since 2014, 
and in 2017, none of MIP-specific CSRs16 were fully implemented.  

  

                                                             
16 Macroeconomic imbalances typically take several years to correct, as different types of structural reforms 
produce the expected effects over variable time horizons; an IMF study shows that reforms in labour market 
may have a negative impact in the short term, while reforms in goods and services markets are visible in a 
shorter time lag. 

http://www.imf.org/external/pubs/ft/survey/so/2016/RES040616A.htm
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Figure 3: Implementation of CSRs based on MIP (2012-2017) 

 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 

 

      Total MIP-CSRs 36 56 66 57 45 35 

Member States  12 13 14 16 13 12 

Source: EGOV based on European Commission assessments.  
Note: The assessment grid of CSRs implementation is as follows: full/substantial progress, some progress and 
limited/no progress. 

Table 3 shows that Member States experiencing excessive imbalances during the 2017 cycle 
implemented recommendations underpinned by the MIP and joint SGP/MIP legal bases to varying 
degrees. Judged at face value, Croatia and Cyprus had the worst implementation track record, and 
both countries were assessed as still having excessive imbalances in 2018.  

Table 3: Commission's assessment of the 2017 CSRs for Member States with 
excessive imbalances during 2017 MIP Cycle 

 
Joint SGP and 
MIP legal base 

MIP legal base 

BG  CSR2 CSR3   

FR CSR1 CSR2 CSR3 CSR4  

HR CSR1 CSR2 CSR3 CSR4 CSR5 

IT CSR1 CSR2 CSR3 CSR4  

CY CSR1 CSR2 CSR3 CSR4  

PT CSR1 CSR2 CSR3 CSR4  

Source: EGOV based on European Commission assessments.   
Note: The assessment grid of CSRs implementation is as follows: full/substantial progress, some 
progress  and limited/no progress. 

Annex 4 presents the 2017 MIP-related CSRs and their assessment for the relevant Member States 
(see a separate EGOV document for a presentation of all the 2016 and 2017 CSRs and the 
Commission’s assessments17 of their implementation). 

 

                                                             
17 The Commission presented this assessment in the 2018 Country Reports. 
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http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/STUD/2018/614490/IPOL_STU(2018)614490_EN.pdf
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/STUD/2018/614490/IPOL_STU(2018)614490_EN.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/2018-european-semester-country-reports_en
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Box 3: Selected statements/positions on the corrective arm of MIP 

 
ECOFIN Council 
The Council, in its conclusions of May 2018, reiterated that “MIP should be used to its full potential and in a 
comprehensible way, including the excessive imbalance procedure applied where found appropriate by the 
Commission and the Council. It agreed that, unless there are specific circumstances, whilst concluding on the 
existence of excessive imbalances, the Commission decides not to propose to the council the opening of the 
excessive imbalance procedure, it should clearly and publicly explain the reasons”. Similar text was 
included in the ECOFIN conclusions of January 2018, May and January 2017. 

European Central Bank 
In its Economic Bulletin of July 2017, the ECB expressed a very critical position on the 2017 CSRs, and called  
again on the Commission to make use of the MIP corrective arm. “CSRs have also been streamlined for 
countries with excessive imbalances. The number of CSRs has been reduced for countries with excessive 
imbalances and in several cases the level of urgency has been reduced, insofar as the CSRs contain 
significantly fewer deadlines compared with last year’s recommendations. This comes despite the limited 
implementation of CSRs for countries with excessive imbalances. Given the difficulties of strengthening 
reform implementation in the context of the preventive arm of the macroeconomic imbalance procedure, there 
seems to be a strong case for applying the corrective arm of this procedure for all countries with 
excessive imbalances. This tool, which has not been used so far, offers a well-defined process ensuring greater 
traction on reform implementation for the most vulnerable Member States.” Previous similar statements were 
published in March 2017, March 2016 and February 2016. 

Commission 
While recognising that the EIP has never been invoked, the Commission stated that, "... the Excessive 
Imbalances Procedure can be opened in case of insufficient commitment to reforms and lack of effective 
progress in implementation, and will be used in case of severe macroeconomic imbalances that jeopardise the 
proper functioning of the economic and monetary union, like those that led to the crises." (Communication of 
21 October 2015).   

The Five Presidents Report 
The Five President Report on "Completing Europe's Economic and Monetary Union" of June 2015 affirms 
the need to use the MIP "to its full potential. This requires action on two fronts in particular:  
• It should be used not just to detect imbalances but also to encourage structural reforms 

through the European Semester. Its corrective arm should be used forcefully. It should be 
triggered as soon as excessive imbalances are identified and be used to monitor reform 
implementation. 

• The procedure should also better capture imbalances for the euro area as a whole, not just for 
each individual country. For this, it needs to continue to focus on correcting harmful external 
deficits, given the risk they pose to the smooth functioning of the euro area ..." 

IMF 
In the Executive Board’s assessment of the 2017 Art. IV consultation report on the euro area, published in 
July 2017, “IMF Directors reiterated their call for stricter enforcement of the Macroeconomic Imbalances 
Procedure combined with incentives for structural reforms, such as targeted support from central funds and 
outcome based benchmarks.” The staff report reads (p. 18) “The weak implementation of CSRs in most 
countries, including by those six countries identified with excessive imbalances under the Macroeconomic 
Imbalance Procedure, suggests that the EU instruments are currently not being used effectively. To build 
credibility, stronger enforcement of the governance framework is needed.” The accompanying footnote reads 
“While considering progress toward correcting excessive external imbalances in February 2017, the EC has again 
used its discretionary powers not to open the excessive imbalances procedure in six cases, despite these 
countries having made only ‘limited’ or ‘some’ progress in implementing CSRs.” 

European Court of Auditor 
The Auditors’ Report on the MIP notes that the Commission has never recommended activating the 
excessive imbalance procedure, despite several member States having been identified with excessive 
imbalances over a prolonged period (see also Box 4). 

http://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/press/press-releases/2018/05/25/economic-governance-conclusions-on-macroeconomic-imbalances/?utm_source=DSMS&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=ENO+-+Economic+governance%3a+Conclusions+on+macroeconomic++-+Vladas&utm_term=952.21860.21874.0.21860&utm_content=Direct+Press+material
http://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/press/press-releases/2018/01/23/council-conclusions-on-the-2018-alert-mechanism-report/
https://www.ecb.europa.eu/pub/pdf/other/ebbox201705_05.en.pdf?f4604c2f0f11a820b8b7c0cdef2fa02f
https://www.ecb.europa.eu/pub/pdf/other/eb201702_focus07.en.pdf?92f7c869dc55b89f1c2137c3674d56bd
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:52015DC0600&from=EN
http://ec.europa.eu/priorities/economic-monetary-union/docs/5-presidents-report_en.pdf
http://www.imf.org/%7E/media/Files/Publications/CR/2017/cr17235.ashx
https://www.eca.europa.eu/en/Pages/DocItem.aspx?did=44765
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Box 4: The Special Report of the European Court of Auditors on the MIP 
 
On 23 January 2018, the European Court of Auditors (ECA) published its Special Report on the 
Macroeconomic Imbalance Procedure.  
The ECA examined the Commission’s implementation of the Macroeconomic Imbalance Procedure, on 
the basis - inter alia - on stakeholders’ opinion and detailed analysis of four Member States (Bulgaria, 
Slovenia, France and Spain). 
The ECA found that although the MIP is generally well designed, the Commission is not implementing 
it in a way that would ensure effective prevention and correction of imbalances. More specifically: 

• the classification of Member States with imbalances lacks transparency;  

• the Commission’s in-depth analysis - despite being of a good standard  - has become less visible; 

• the country specific recommendations do not stem from identified imbalances;  

• there is lack of public awareness of the procedure and its implications.  

Furthermore, the ECA pointed to the political rather than technical process on the opening of the EIP 
(paras 61-66) and addresses the weakness of the MIP scoreboard (paras 88-96).The ECA made six 
Recommendations to the Commission, aimed at  to substantially improve certain aspects of its 
management and to give greater prominence to the MIP. They can be summarised as follows: 

1. clearly link MIP country specific recommendations to specific macroeconomic imbalances; 

2. in its IDRs, clearly characterise the severity of the imbalances that Member States are facing. The 
Commission should, unless there are specific circumstances, recommend activating an 
excessive imbalance procedure when there is evidence that a Member State is facing excessive 
imbalances. Propose an amendment to the MIP regulation on this process;  

3. separate the IDR from the Country report, to allow for a comprehensive analysis of the 
macroeconomic imbalances; 

4. use the MIP to make fiscal recommendations to Member States when fiscal policy directly 
affects external imbalances and competitiveness. MIP-CSRs should be made consistent with 
recommendations for the euro area, including on the overall fiscal stance;  

5. give greater prominence to the MIP by improving all communication aspects. When it assesses 
imbalances as excessive, make the relevant Commissioners available to Member State 
parliaments to explain the MIP related policy recommendations. 

The publication includes a detailed reply by the Commission to each section of the ECA Reports’. As far 
as the ECA’s recommendations are concerned, the Commission accepts all the Recommendations, with 
the exception of 2(ii), on the codification of of the definition of imbalances or excessive imbalances; and 
2(iv) on the amendment of the MIP regulation concerning the opening of the EIP. 
The President of the ECA presented the report at the ECOFIN Council of 13 March, which drew its 
conclusions. The Council welcomed that the Commission accepted most of the ECA’s recommendations. 
 

 

https://www.eca.europa.eu/en/Pages/DocItem.aspx?did=44765
http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-6680-2018-INIT/en/pdf
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Annex 1: Procedural changes to the MIP18 

In line with its Communication "On steps towards completing Economic and Monetary Union" of 
October 2015, in March 2016 the European Commission introduced several changes in the Semester, 
aimed at increasing the consistency between the euro area and the national dimensions, at focussing 
more on employment, social performance, investment and competitiveness, as well as at improving 
the transparency of the procedure. Specifically on MIP, the Commission stated that "experience suggests 
that implementation of MIP can be improved in a number of ways", and noted that the six levels scale of 
imbalances used up to 2015 to classify Member States in the context of the MIP was not transparent. 
Therefore, the Commission: 

• introduced in the MIP scoreboard three new employment-related indicators, namely activity 
rate, long-term and youth unemployment19. 

• modified the calendar of the Semester and the MIP, namely: 

o it anticipated to November the draft Council recommendations for the euro area; 

o it anticipated the publication of the IDRs to February, and integrated them in the Country 
reports20, so that MSs could integrate them in their National reform Programmes;  

• reduced the number of MIP categories from six to four, as shown in Table A.1. 

Table A.1: Categorisation of imbalances in the macroeconomic imbalance procedure 

Previous categories (6) Streamlined categories (4) 

No imbalances No imbalances 

Imbalances, which require policy action and monitoring 

Imbalances, which require decisive policy action and 
monitoring 

Imbalances, which require decisive policy action and specific 
monitoring 

Imbalances 

Excessive imbalances, which require decisive policy action 
and specific monitoring Excessive imbalances 

Excessive imbalances with corrective action* Excessive imbalances with corrective action* 

Source: European Commission. Note:  * Corrective action consists in the opening of the Excessive Imbalance Procedure. All 
countries with imbalances are subject to specific monitoring, which is tighter for countries with excessive imbalances, and 
consists in dialogues with the national authorities, expert missions and regular progress reports.  

                                                             
18 See also the Commission publication “The Macroeconomic Imbalance Procedure - Rationale, Process, Application: a Compendium” that 
provides an overview of how the framework functions and how its application has evolved over time. 
19 The ECOFIN Council, on 16 January 2016 “expressed concern about the inclusion of three additional employment indicators to the main 
scoreboard, given the need to preserve the effectiveness of the scoreboard as an early warning device... Underlined that social and labour market 
indicators are not relevant for identifying macro-financial risks and developments in these indicators cannot trigger steps in the MIP process”. 
20 Prior to the streamlined Semester, only the in-depth reviews were published in March, while the Country Reports (previously called Staff 
Working Documents) were issued in May/June. The Country Reports include an assessment of the implementation of the previous year CSRs. 
The IDRs take into account spill-overs to other countries, especially for the euro area countries, and also include the “MIP assessment matrix”, 
which summarises the main findings and focuses on imbalances and adjustment issues relevant for the MIP.  

 

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:52015DC0600&from=EN
http://ec.europa.eu/europe2020/pdf/csr2016/cr2016_comm_en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/economic-and-fiscal-policy-coordination/eu-economic-governance-monitoring-prevention-correction/macroeconomic-imbalance-procedure/specific-monitoring_en
http://ec.europa.eu/economy_finance/publications/eeip/pdf/ip039_en.pdf
http://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/press/press-releases/2016/01/15-conclusions-on-alert-mechanism-report-2016/?utm_source=dsms-auto&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Council+Conclusions+on+Alert+Mechanism+Report+2016
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Annex 2: MIP scoreboard 2018 

 
External imbalances and competitiveness Internal imbalances Employment Indicators 

Year 

2016 

Current 
Account 
Balance 

% of GDP 

3 year 
average 

Net 

International 
Investment 

Position 

% of GDP 

Real Effective 
Exchange 
Rate with 

HICP deflator 

3 year % 
change 

Export 
Market 
Shares 

5 year 
% change 

Nominal ULC 

(2010=100) 

3 year % 
change 

House Prices 
index 

deflated 

1 year % 
change 

Private Sector 
Credit Flow 

% of GDP 

Private Sector 
Debt, 

consolidated 

% of GDP 

General 
Government 
Gross Debt 

% of GDP 

Unemployme
nt rate 

3 year 
average 

Total 
Financial 

Sector 
Liabilities, 

non-
consolidated 

1 year % 
change 

Activity rate  

% of total 
pop. aged 15-

64 

3 year 
change 

Long term 
unemployme

nt rate  

% of active 
pop. aged 15-

74 

3 year change 

Youth 
unemployme

nt rate  

% of active 
pop. aged 15-

24 

3 year change 

Thresholds -4/+6% -35% 
±5% (EA) 

±11% (non-
EA) 

-6% 
+9% (EA) 

12% (non-
EA) 

+6% 14% 133% 60% 10% 16.5% -0.2 pp 0.5 pp 2 pp 

BE -0.3 51.2 -0.4 -2.3 -0.6 1.0 13.3 190.1 105.7 8.3 1.2 0.1 0.1 -3.6 
BG 1.8 -47.0 -4.7 8.2 9.5 7.1 4.0 104.9 29.0 9.4 11.1 0.3 -2.9 -11.2 
CZ 0.5 -24.6 -3.7 2.9 2.9 6.7 4.4 68.7 36.8 5.1 14.5 2.1 -1.3 -8.4 
DK 8.4 54.8 -1.5 -4.2 3.4 4.2 -10.4 210.7 37.7 6.3 3.3 1.9 -0.4 -1.0 
DE 8.1 54.4 -2.6 2.8 5.2 5.4 3.8 99.3 68.1 4.6 5.2 0.3 -0.6 -0.7 
EE 1.4 -37.1 4.5 -0.7 13.4 3.8 5.9 115.4 9.4 6.8 7.2 2.4 -1.7 -5.3 
IE 5.5 -176.2 -6.6 59.8 -20.5 6.6 -19.0 278.1 72.8 9.5 2.5 0.7 -3.6 -9.6 
EL -1.0 -139.4 -3.9 -19.0 -3.3 -2.0 -1.7 124.7 180.8 25.0 -16.6 0.7 -1.5 -11.0 
ES 1.4 -83.9 -4.3 2.2 0.4 4.7 -1.0 146.7 99.0 22.1 0.9 -0.1 -3.5 -11.1 
FR -0.7 -15.7 -3.1 -2.4 1.4 1.0 6.2 146.9 96.5 10.3 4.3 0.7 0.2 -0.3 
HR 2.9 -70.1 0.1 8.1 -5.9 2.1 -0.1 106.1 82.9 15.6 2.5 1.9 -4.4 -18.1 
IT 2.1 -9.8 -3.4 -2.8 1.9 -0.8 0.6 113.6 132.0 12.1 3.2 1.5 -0.2 -2.2 
CY -3.6 -127.8 -6.5 -3.0 -6.2 1.6 10.2 344.6 107.1 14.7 0.7 -0.2 -0.3 -9.8 
LV -0.3 -58.9 4.9 9.3 16.5 7.4 0.3 88.3 40.6 10.1 5.8 2.3 -1.7 -5.9 
LT -0.3 -43.2 5.4 5.4 14.7 4.5 4.3 56.2 40.1 9.2 16.3 3.1 -2.1 -7.4 
LU 5.0 34.7 -1.5 26.2 2.5 5.9 1.5 343.6 20.8 6.3 7.5 0.1 0.4 2.2 
HU 3.6 -65.0 -5.0 -0.4 3.3 13.6 -3.6 77.0 73.9 6.5 19.5 5.4 -2.5 -13.7 
MT 6.7 47.6 -2.5 8.7 -0.1 4.8 11.1 128.4 57.6 5.3 1.7 4.1 -1.0 -2.0 
NL 8.8 69.1 -2.3 0.1 -1.1 4.4 1.5 221.5 61.8 6.8 5.3 0.3 0.0 -2.4 
AT 2.2 5.6 1.0 -4.0 5.8 7.2 3.2 124.0 83.6 5.8 -2.4 0.7 0.6 1.5 
PL -1.0 -60.7 -5.0 18.1 2.1 2.5 4.7 81.6 54.1 7.6 8.9 1.8 -2.2 -9.6 
PT 0.3 -104.7 -1.9 5.8 0.9 6.1 -2.2 171.4 130.1 12.6 -0.2 0.7 -3.1 -9.9 
RO -1.3 -49.9 -2.5 23.6 6.0 6.5 0.6 55.8 37.6 6.5 7.6 0.7 -0.2 -3.1 
SI 5.1 -36.9 -0.5 4.0 0.7 3.6 -0.8 80.5 78.5 8.9 3.2 1.1 -0.9 -6.4 
SK -0.7 -62.4 -1.6 7.3 3.5 7.0 9.2 94.7 51.8 11.5 8.5 2.0 -4.2 -11.5 
FI -1.2 -2.3 0.5 -14.1 2.1 -0.3 2.2 149.3 63.1 9.0 4.5 0.7 0.6 0.2 
SE 4.6 11.2 -9.2 -7.9 2.0 7.6 7.6 188.5 42.2 7.4 9.0 1.0 -0.1 -4.7 
UK -5.5 -1.1 0.2 -0.1 3.1 5.5 8.2 168.1 88.3 5.4 11.6 0.9 -1.4 -7.7 

Source: 2018 AMR. Boxes shaded in grey indicate values outside the threshold. A dedicated Eurostat website presents the latest available figures. 

 

https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/economy-finance/com-2017-771-en.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/web/macroeconomic-imbalances-procedure/indicators
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Annex 3: Summaries of the in-depth-reviews for the 12 MSs 
considered at risk of macroeconomic imbalances in the 2018 AMR 

Source: Commission Communication on “Assessment of progress on structural reforms, prevention 
and correction of macroeconomic imbalances” of March 2018. 

Bulgaria is experiencing imbalances. Vulnerabilities in the financial sector are coupled with high 
indebtedness and non-performing loans in the corporate sector, in a context of incomplete labour market 
adjustment. Meanwhile, the net external position has improved, mainly due to the current account surplus. 
The authorities have made progress in implementing the recommendations addressed after the asset quality 
and balance sheet reviews, but the legacy issues linked to weak governance, asset quality and supervision 
have not yet been fully dealt with. The robust growth has supported continuous private deleveraging and 
further decreases in non-performing loan ratios, but stocks of non-performing loans in the corporate sector 
are still high. Labour market improvement has continued despite persistent structural issues, such as the high 
share of young people not in employment, education or training and labour shortages and mismatches. Some 
measures have been taken to tackle the main sources of imbalances, but further progress is needed to address 
remaining vulnerabilities in the financial sector, including further improving banking and non-banking 
supervision, dealing with hard-to-value assets and group level supervision, and completing the reform of the 
insolvency framework.  

Croatia is experiencing excessive imbalances. Vulnerabilities are linked to high levels of public, private and 
external debt, all largely denominated in foreign currency, in a context of low potential growth. Strong 
growth, above its estimated potential, is helping to reduce stock imbalances: public, private and external debt 
ratios are declining at a fast pace. The negative net external position remains large, but has been improving 
due to a current account surplus. Strong growth supported further debt reduction, and the pace of 
deleveraging is set to slow down, as credit flows to households and corporates turn positive. Government 
debt peaked in 2014, and is currently on a declining path, driven by both strong GDP growth and a reduction 
in the headline deficit. The banking sector is increasingly profitable and the stock of non-performing loans 
continued to decline. Still, the foreign currency exposure (mainly euro) of corporations and households 
remains a source of vulnerability. While the economic environment is improving, there has been little 
advancement in the adoption of policy measures aimed at addressing macroeconomic imbalances, including 
by raising the still low growth potential.  

Cyprus is experiencing excessive imbalances. A very high share of non-performing loans burdens the financial 
sector and high stock of private, public, and external debt hangs on the economy, in a context of still relatively 
high, even though declining, unemployment and weak potential growth. The current account is still negative 
and widening, and is not adequate to guarantee a sustainable evolution of the large net external liabilities 
stock. Private debt is only slowly decreasing, and credit flows to the private sector are picking up despite very 
high levels of private debt. Loan restructuring efforts by banks, the strong cyclical upturn, and the 
implementation of past reforms have allowed a reduction of non-performing loans, but their stock remains 
very high. Poor contract enforcement, inefficiencies in the judicial system, bottlenecks in the implementation 
of the foreclosure and insolvency legislation as well as weak repayment discipline hamper private sector 
deleveraging and the reduction of non-performing loans. A prudent fiscal stance and an active debt 
management policy accelerated public debt reduction. Renewed reform momentum is needed, notably to 
help reduce public debt, improve competitiveness, accelerate the reduction of non-performing loans and 
raise potential growth.  

France is experiencing imbalances. Vulnerabilities stem from high public debt and weak competitiveness 
dynamics in a context of low productivity growth, which carry cross-border relevance. Moderate wage growth 
supports on-going improvements in cost competitiveness. Subdued productivity growth is instead acting as 
a headwind. Labour market's low responsiveness to changing demand and supply conditions and some 
elements of the business environment still weigh on non-cost competitiveness. The government debt-to-GDP 
ratio rose further in 2017, but it is forecast to stabilise in 2018 and 2019. Previously adverse trends have thus 
abated, economic conditions are improving and reform efforts are gaining momentum. Recently announced 
and undertaken policy actions can carry both domestic and cross-border positive effects in the medium term. 
Progress on several fronts including labour markets and taxation has been achieved, while announced 
initiatives to improve the business environment, vocational education and training, unemployment benefit, 

https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/2018-european-semester-country-report-communication_en.pdf
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and pension systems have still to materialise. Further action is warranted for ensuring a better access to the 
labour market for the jobseekers, simplifying the tax system and reviewing government expenditure to ensure 
sustainability of public finances and enhance growth potential.  

Germany is experiencing imbalances. The persistently high current account surplus has cross-border 
relevance and reflects a subdued level of investment relative to saving in both the private and the public 
sector. The surplus, which is largely with non-EU countries, has slightly narrowed since 2016 and is expected 
to gradually decline due to a pick-up in domestic demand in the coming years whilst remaining at historically 
high levels over the forecast horizon. While there is currently a shift towards more domestic demand-driven 
growth, both consumption and investment remain muted as a share of GDP despite the favourable cyclical 
and financing conditions and the infrastructure investment needs for which there is fiscal space. While a 
number of measures have been taken to strengthen public investment, these efforts have not yet resulted in 
a sustainable upward trend in public investment as a share of GDP. Progress in addressing recommendations 
in other areas has also been limited.  

Ireland is experiencing imbalances. Large stocks of private and public debt and net external liabilities 
constitute vulnerabilities. However, the improvements have been substantial. Strong productivity growth in 
past years has implied improved competitiveness and a positive current account balance entailing a rapid 
reduction in the high stock of net foreign liabilities. Strong economic growth continues to support private 
deleveraging but the stock of private debt remains high, although the strong influence of the activities of 
multinational enterprises needs to be taken into account when evaluating corporate debt, and household 
debt appears broadly in line with fundamentals. Government debt is projected to remain on a downward 
trajectory, and the deficit is moving closer to balance. House prices are growing at a rapid pace, albeit from 
likely undervalued levels, thereby also strengthening households' balance sheets. Banks are well recapitalised 
and their profitability is improving gradually. The stock of NPLs, although remaining high, continues to 
decrease. Policy action addressing these vulnerabilities has been taken, but some measures will take time to 
generate the expected effects.  

Italy is experiencing excessive imbalances. High government debt and protracted weak productivity 
dynamics imply risks with cross-border relevance looking forward, in a context of still high level of non-
performing loans and unemployment. The government debt ratio is set to stabilise but has not yet embarked 
on a firm downward path due to the worsening of the structural primary balance. External competitiveness 
has improved, but weak productivity growth, linked to structural obstacles which continue to hamper an 
efficient allocation of productive factors across the economy, accelerating unit labour costs and the general 
low inflation environment are making it challenging to reverse past large competitiveness losses. Market 
pressures on the banking sector have abated, following, among other measures, the government's support 
for capitalisation of a few distressed banks. The stock of non-performing loans has only recently started to 
decrease, and still weighs on banks’ capital needs, profits, and lending policies. The reform momentum has 
somehow slowed, but some progress has been made in addressing recommendations. Several measures are 
now in the pipeline, notably in the fields of labour and social policies, civil justice and business environment.  

The Netherlands is experiencing imbalances. The high stock of private debt and the large current account 
surplus constitute sources of imbalances, with cross-border relevance. The large current account surplus, 
which mainly reflects structural features of the economy and policy settings regarding non-financial 
corporations and is partly explained by deleveraging pressures, has increased recently but is forecast to 
decline somewhat. The private debt-to-GDP ratio has only very gradually decreased in the last years, 
supported by economic growth. At the same time, nominal household debt is increasing again, as the ongoing 
recovery in the housing market is driving up nominal mortgage debt levels. Recent reform announcements, 
such as the speeding-up of the reduction of mortgage interest deductibility and the fiscal stimulus should 
contribute to support aggregate demand.  

Portugal is experiencing imbalances. The large stocks of net external liabilities, private and public debt, and 
a high share of non-performing loans constitute vulnerabilities in a context of low productivity growth. A 
prudent current account position and the maintenance of competitiveness gains are required to ensure the 
adjustment of net external liabilities. Private debt ratios continue to decline from high levels due to both 
resumed nominal growth and slightly negative credit flows, and the government debt-to-GDP ratio is 
projected to have entered a decreasing trend, in a context of persistent deleveraging needs. Financial sector 
interventions contributed to reduce stability risks, although banks remain penalised by low profitability and a 
large stock of non-performing loans, which have nonetheless started declining. Higher productivity growth is 
key for improved prospects in competitiveness, deleveraging and potential growth. Unemployment has been 
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decreasing at a strong pace for several years. Policy gaps remain, notably in terms of implementing the 
measures outlined to reduce non-performing loans and to improve the business environment. The adoption 
and implementation of several reform plans, including measures to tackle labour market segmentation or 
fiscal-structural reforms to improve the sustainability of public finances, will need to be monitored.  

Slovenia is experiencing no imbalances. Risks arising from weaknesses in the banking sector, corporate 
indebtedness and short-term fiscal situation have receded. Government debt has peaked in 2015 and has 
been on a downward trend since then. The corporate sector underwent a substantial deleveraging, which 
weakened investment and potential growth. However, investment is now accelerating, and foreign direct 
investment inflows have recovered considerably in the most recent years. Banking sector restructuring has 
coincided with a rapidly falling share of non-performing loans. Policy action which contributed to the 
unwinding of imbalances has been taken, but measures to enhance the sustainability of the pension, health 
care and long-term care systems remain a key priority.  

Spain is experiencing imbalances. Large stocks of external and internal debt, both public and private, 
continue to constitute vulnerabilities in a context of high unemployment and have cross-border relevance. 
The external rebalancing is advancing, thanks to the current account surpluses recorded since 2013. However, 
net external liabilities remain high and Spain will have to record sustained current account surpluses for an 
extended period of time before the net external liabilities reach prudent levels. Private sector debt reduction 
is also progressing, supported by favourable growth conditions, but deleveraging needs are still present. A 
healthier financial sector supports economic activity, and the non-performing loans ratio decreased further. 
Despite the strong nominal GDP growth, government debt as a share of GDP has only just begun to slowly 
decrease, with deficits forecast to narrow over time. Unemployment has continued its rapid decline, but 
remains very high and the high degree of labour market segmentation impedes faster labour productivity 
growth. Policy progress has been especially made between 2012 and 2015, and recently only limited progress 
has been made in addressing recommendations. Challenges remain, in particular concerning fiscal 
governance, active labour market policies and improving innovation and skills to boost non-cost 
competiveness.  

Sweden is experiencing imbalances. Overvalued house price levels coupled with a continued rise in 
household debt poses risks of a disorderly correction. The already high household debt remains on an upward 
path. House prices have been growing at fast and virtually uninterrupted pace for about 20 years. Negative 
growth has been recorded in the last quarter of 2017. Still, valuation indicators suggest that house prices 
remain very high relative to fundamentals. Although banks appear adequately capitalised, a disorderly 
correction could also affect the financial sector as banks have a growing exposure to household mortgages. 
In such a case, there could be spill-overs to neighbouring countries given the systemic financial interlinkages. 
Awareness of mounting risks among the authorities is high, and in recent years measures have been taken to 
rein in mortgage debt growth and raise housing construction. However, policy steps implemented so far have 
not been sufficient to address overvaluation in the housing sector, and key policy gaps remain, particularly in 
relation to tax incentives for home ownership as well as the functioning of housing supply and the rental 
market. 
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Annex 4: 2018 Country Specific Recommendations underpinned by MIP and their implementation 
These tables are extracted from the detailed EGOV document “Country-Specific Recommendations for 2017 and 2018 - A tabular comparison and an 
oveerview of implementation”. 

 

 

BG 

 

2017 CSRs 

MIP: CSR 2, 3 

Assessment of 
implementation 

of 2017 CSRs 

March 2018 

2018 CSRs 

MIP: CSR 2, 3 

 2. Take follow-up measures on the financial sector reviews, in 
particular concerning reinsurance contracts, group-level oversight, 
hard-to-value assets and related-party exposures. Improve banking 
and non-banking supervision through the implementation of 
comprehensive action plans, in close cooperation with European 
bodies. Facilitate the reduction of still-high non-performing 
corporate loans, by drawing on a comprehensive set of tools, 
including by accelerating the reform of the insolvency framework and 
by promoting a functioning secondary market for non-performing 
loans. 

Some progress 

 

 

2. Take follow-up measures resulting from the financial sector 
reviews and implement the supervisory action plans in order to 
strengthen the oversight and stability of the sector. Ensure 
adequate valuation of assets, including bank collateral, by 
enhancing the appraisal and audit processes. Complete the reform 
of the insolvency framework and promote a functioning 
secondary market for non-performing loans. 

3. Improve the targeting of active labour market policies and the 
integration between employment and social services for 
disadvantaged groups. Increase the provision of quality mainstream 
education, in particular for Roma. Increase health insurance 
coverage, reduce out-of-pocket payments and address shortages of 
healthcare professionals. In consultation with social partners, 
establish a transparent mechanism for setting the minimum 
wage. Improve the coverage and adequacy of the minimum income. 

 

Limited progress 
 

3. Increase the employability of disadvantaged groups by 
upskilling and strengthening activation measures. Improve the 
provision of quality inclusive mainstream education, particularly for 
Roma and other disadvantaged groups. In line with the National 
Health Strategy and its action plan, improve access to health 
services, including by reducing out-of-pocket payments and 
addressing shortages of health professionals. Introduce a regular 
and transparent revision scheme for the minimum income and 
improve its coverage and adequacy. 

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/STUD/2018/614522/IPOL_STU(2018)614522_EN.pdf
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/STUD/2018/614522/IPOL_STU(2018)614522_EN.pdf
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32017H0809(02)&from=EN
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/2018-european-semester-country-report-bulgaria-en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/2018-european-semester-country-report-bulgaria-en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/2018-european-semester-country-report-bulgaria-en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/2018-european-semester-country-specific-recommendations-commission-recommendations_en
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DE 

 

2017 CSRs 

MIP: CSR 1, 2 

Assessment of 
implementation 

of 2017 CSRs  

March 2018 

2018 CSRs 

MIP: CSR 1, 2 

 1. While respecting the medium-term objective, use fiscal and 
structural policies to support potential growth and domestic 
demand as well as to achieve a sustained upward trend in 
investment. Accelerate public investment at all levels of 
government, especially in education, research and innovation, and 
address capacity and planning constraints for infrastructure 
investments. Further improve the efficiency and investment-
friendliness of the tax system. Stimulate competition in business 
services and regulated professions. 

Limited progress 

 

 

1. While respecting the medium-term objective, use fiscal and 
structural policies to achieve a sustained upward trend in public 
and private investment, and in particular on education, research 
and innovation at all levels of government, notably at regional and 
municipal levels. Step up efforts to ensure the availability of very 
high-capacity broadband infrastructure nationwide. Improve the 
efficiency and investment friendliness of the tax system. 
Strengthen competition in business services and regulated 
professions. 

2. Reduce disincentives to work for second earners and facilitate 
transitions to standard employment. Reduce the high tax wedge for 
low-wage earners. Create conditions to promote higher real 
wage growth, respecting the role of the social partners. 

Limited progress 

 

 

2. Reduce disincentives to work more hours, including the high tax 
wedge, in particular for low-wage and second earners. Take measures 
to promote longer working lives. Create conditions to promote 
higher wage growth, while respecting the role of the social partners. 
Improve educational outcomes and skills levels of 
disadvantaged groups. 

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32017H0809(05)&from=EN
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/2018-european-semester-country-report-germany-en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/2018-european-semester-country-report-germany-en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/2018-european-semester-country-report-germany-en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/2018-european-semester-country-specific-recommendations-commission-recommendations_en
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IE 
 

2017 CSRs 

MIP: CSR 1, 3 

Assessment of 
implementation 

of 2017 CSRs 

March 2018 

2018 CSRs 

MIP: CSR 1, 2, 3 

 1. Pursue a substantial fiscal effort in 2018 in line with the 
requirements of the preventive arm of the Stability and Growth 
Pact. Use any windfall gains arising from the strong economic and 
financial conditions, including proceeds from asset sales, to 
accelerate the reduction of the general government debt ratio. Limit 
the scope and the number of tax expenditures and broaden the 
tax base. 

Some progress 1. Achieve the medium-term budgetary objective in 2019. Use 
windfall gains to accelerate the reduction of the general government 
debt ratio. Limit the scope and the number of tax expenditures, and 
broaden the tax base. Address the expected increase in age-
related expenditure by increasing the cost-effectiveness of the 
healthcare system and by pursuing the envisaged pension reforms.  

2. Better target government expenditure, by prioritising public 
investment in transport, water services, and innovation in particular 
in support of SMEs. Enhance social infrastructure, including social 
housing and quality childcare; deliver an integrated package of 
activation policies to increase employment prospects of low-
skilled people and to address low work intensity of households. 

 

 

Some progress 

 

 

 

2. Ensure the timely and effective implementation of the 
National Development Plan, including in terms of clean energy, 
transport, housing, water services and affordable quality childcare. 
Prioritise the upskilling of the adult working-age population, with a 
focus on digital skills.  

 

3. Encourage a continued and more durable reduction in non-
performing loans through resolution strategies that involve write-
offs for viable businesses and households, with a special emphasis on 
resolving long-term arrears. 

 

 

Some progress 

 

 

3. Foster the productivity growth of Irish firms, and of small and 
medium enterprises in particular, by stimulating research and 
innovation with targeted policies, more direct forms of funding and 
more strategic cooperation with foreign multinationals, public 
research centres and universities. Promote faster and durable 
reductions in long-term arrears, building on initiatives for 
vulnerable households and encouraging write-offs of non-
recoverable exposures. 

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32017H0809(07)&from=EN
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/2018-european-semester-country-report-ireland-en_1.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/2018-european-semester-country-report-ireland-en_1.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/2018-european-semester-country-report-ireland-en_1.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/2018-european-semester-country-specific-recommendations-commission-recommendations_en
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ES 

 

2017 CSRs 

 

MIP: CSR 1, 2, 3 

Assessment of 
implementation 

of 2017 CSRs 

March 2018 

2018 CSRs 

MIP: CSR 1, 2, 3 

 
1. Ensure compliance with the Council Decision of 8 August 2016, 
including also measures to strengthen the fiscal and public 
procurement frameworks. Undertake a comprehensive 
expenditure review in order to identify possible areas for improving 
spending efficiency. 

 

Some progress 
1. Ensure compliance with the Council Decision of 8 August 2016 
giving notice under the excessive deficit procedure, including 
through measures to enforce the fiscal and public procurement 
frameworks at all levels of government. Thereafter, ensure that the 
nominal growth rate of net primary government expenditure 
does not exceed 0.6% in 2019, corresponding to an annual 
structural adjustment of 0.65 % of GDP. Use windfall gains to 
accelerate the reduction of the general government debt ratio.  

2. Reinforce the coordination between regional employment 
services, social services and employers, to better respond to 
jobseekers’ and employers’ needs. Take measures to promote hiring 
on open-ended contracts. Address regional disparities and 
fragmentation in income guarantee schemes and improve family 
support, including access to quality childcare. Increase the labour 
market relevance of tertiary education. Address regional disparities 
in educational outcomes, in particular by strengthening teacher 
training and support for individual students. 

 

Limited progress 

 
 

2. Ensure that employment and social services have the capacity 
to provide effective support for jobseekers, including through 
better cooperation with employers. Foster transitions towards open-
ended contracts. Improve family support and address coverage 
gaps in income guarantee schemes, by simplifying the system of 
national schemes and reducing disparities in access conditions to 
regional ones. Reduce early school leaving and regional 
disparities in educational outcomes, in particular by better 
supporting students and teachers.  

3. Ensure adequate and sustained investment in research and 
innovation and strengthen its governance across government levels. 
Ensure a thorough and timely implementation of the law on 
market unity for existing and forthcoming legislation. 

Limited progress 

 
 

3. Increase public investment in research and innovation and 
systematically carry out evaluations of support policies in this area to 
ensure their effectiveness. Increase cooperation between 
education and businesses with a view to mitigating existing skills 
mismatches. Further the implementation of the Law on Market 
Unity by ensuring that, at all levels of government, rules governing 
access to and exercise of economic activities, notably for services, are 
in line with principles of that law and by improving cooperation 
between administrations. 

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32017H0809(08)&from=EN
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/2018-european-semester-country-report-spain-en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/2018-european-semester-country-report-spain-en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/2018-european-semester-country-report-spain-en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/2018-european-semester-country-specific-recommendations-commission-recommendations_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/2018-european-semester-country-specific-recommendations-commission-recommendations_en
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FR 

 

2017 CSRs 

MIP: CSR 1, 2, 3, 4 

Assessment of 
implementation 

of 2017 CSRs 

March 2018 

2018 CSRs 

MIP: CSR 1, 2, 3 

 1. Ensure compliance with the Council recommendation of 10 
March 2015 under the excessive deficit procedure. Pursue a 
substantial fiscal effort in 2018 in line with the requirements of the 
preventive arm of the Stability and Growth Pact, taking into account 
the need to strengthen the ongoing recovery and to ensure the 
sustainability of France’s public finances. Comprehensively review 
expenditure items with the aim to make efficiency gains that 
translate into expenditure savings. 

Limited progress 
1. Ensure that the nominal growth rate of net primary 
government expenditure does not exceed 1.4 % in 2019, 
corresponding to an annual structural adjustment of 0.6 % of GDP. 
Use windfall gains to accelerate the reduction of the general 
government debt ratio. Implement expenditure savings in 2018 
and fully specify the objectives and new measures needed in the 
context of Public Action 2022, for them to translate into concrete 
expenditure savings and efficiency gains measures in the 2019 
budget. Progressively unify the rules of the different pension 
regimes to enhance their fairness and sustainability.  

2. Consolidate the measures reducing the cost of labour to 
maximise their efficiency in a budget-neutral manner and in order to 
scale up their effects on employment and investment. Broaden the 
overall tax base and take further action to implement the planned 
decrease in the statutory corporate-income rate. 

Some progress 

 
 

2. Pursue the reforms of the vocational education and training 
system, to strengthen its labour market relevance and improve 
access to training, in particular for low qualified workers and 
jobseekers. Foster equal opportunities and access to the labour 
market, including for people with a migrant background and people 
living in deprived areas. Ensure that minimum wage 
developments are consistent with job creation and 
competitiveness.   

3. Improve access to the labour market for jobseekers, in 
particular less-qualified workers and people with a migrant 
background, including by revising the system of vocational 
education and training. Ensure that minimum wage developments 
are consistent with job creation and competitiveness. 

Some progress 
 

See CSR 2 (access to the labour market, minimum wage developments) 

4. Further reduce the regulatory burden for firms, including by 
pursuing the simplification programme. Continue to lift barriers to 
competition in the services sector, including in business services 
and regulated professions. Simplify and improve the efficiency of 
public support schemes for innovation. 

 

Limited progress 
 

3. Simplify the tax system, by limiting the use of tax expenditures, 
removing inefficient taxes and reducing taxes on production levied 
on companies. Reduce the regulatory and administrative burden 
to increase competition in the services sector and to foster firms' 
growth. Step up efforts to increase the performance of the 
innovation system notably by improving the efficiency of public 
support schemes and strengthening knowledge transfer between 
public research institutions and firms. 

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32017H0809(09)&from=EN
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/2018-european-semester-country-report-france-en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/2018-european-semester-country-report-france-en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/2018-european-semester-country-report-france-en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/2018-european-semester-country-specific-recommendations-commission-recommendations_en
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HR  

 

2017 CSRs 

MIP: CSR 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 

Assessment of 
implementation 

of 2017 CSRs 

March 2018 

2018 CSRs 

MIP: CSR 1, 2, 3, 4 

 1. Pursue its fiscal policy in line with the requirements of the 
preventive arm of the Stability and Growth Pact, which entails 
remaining at its medium-term budgetary objective in 2018. By 
September 2017, reinforce budgetary planning and the multi-
annual budgetary framework, including by strengthening the 
independence and mandate of the Fiscal Policy Commission. Take 
the necessary steps for the introduction of the value-based 
property tax. Reinforce the framework for public debt management, 
including by ensuring annual updates of the debt management 
strategy. 

Limited progress 

 

1. Strengthen the fiscal framework, including by strengthening the 
mandate and independence of the Fiscal Policy Commission. 
Introduce a recurrent property tax. 

2. Discourage early retirement, accelerate the transition to the 
higher statutory retirement age and align pension provisions for 
specific categories with the rules of the general scheme. Improve 
coordination and transparency of social benefits. 

 

Limited progress 

 
 

2. Discourage early retirement, accelerate the transition to a 
higher statutory retirement age and align pension provisions for 
specific categories with the rules of the general scheme. Deliver on 
the reform of the education and training system to improve its 
quality and labour market relevance for both young people and 
adults. Consolidate social benefits and improve their poverty 
reduction capacity. 

3. Improve adult education, in particular for older workers, the low-
skilled and the long-term unemployed. Accelerate the reform of the 
education system. 

Limited progress 

 
 

See CSR 2 (reform of the education system) 

4. Reduce the fragmentation and improve the functional 
distribution of competencies in public administration, while 
enhancing the efficiency and reducing territorial disparities in the 
delivery of public services. In consultation with social partners, 

No progress 

 

 

3. Reduce the territorial fragmentation of the public 
administration, streamline the functional distribution of 
competencies and enhance the capacity to design and 
implement public policies. In consultation with social partners, 

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32017H0809(10)&from=EN
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/2018-european-semester-country-report-croatia-en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/2018-european-semester-country-report-croatia-en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/2018-european-semester-country-report-croatia-en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/2018-european-semester-country-specific-recommendations-commission-recommendations_en
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harmonise the wage-setting frameworks across the public 
administration and public services. 

introduce harmonised wage-setting frameworks across the 
public administration and public services. 

5. Speed up the divestment of state-owned enterprises and other 
state assets, and improve corporate governance in the state-
owned enterprise sector. Significantly reduce the burden on 
businesses stemming from costs of regulation and from 
administrative burdens. Remove regulatory restrictions hampering 
access to and the practice of regulated professions and professional 
and business services. Improve the quality and efficiency of the 
justice system, in particular by reducing the length of civil and 
commercial cases. 

Limited progress 

 
 

4. Improve corporate governance in state-owned enterprises 
and intensify the sale of state-owned enterprises and non-
productive assets. Significantly reduce the burden on businesses 
arising from parafiscal charges and from cumbersome administrative 
and legislative requirements. Enhance competition in business 
services and regulated professions. Reduce the duration of court 
proceedings and improve electronic communication in courts. 
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IT 

 

2017 CSRs 

MIP: CSR 1, 2, 3, 4 

Assessment of 
implementation 

of 2017 CSRs 

March 2018 

2018 CSRs 

MIP: CSR 1, 2, 3, 4 

 1. Pursue a substantial fiscal effort in 2018, in line with the 
requirements of the preventive arm of the Stability and 
Growth Pact, taking into account the need to strengthen the 
ongoing recovery and to ensure the sustainability of Italy’s public 
finances. Ensure timely implementation of the privatisation 
programme and use windfall gains to accelerate the reduction of 
the general government debt-to-GDP ratio. Shift the tax burden 
from the factors of production onto taxes less detrimental to 
growth in a budget-neutral way by taking decisive action to 
reduce the number and scope of tax expenditures, reforming the 
outdated cadastral system and reintroducing the first residence 
tax for high-income households. Broaden the compulsory use 
of electronic invoicing and payments. 

Some progress 

 

1. Ensure that the nominal growth rate of net primary government 
expenditure does not exceed 0.1 % in 2019, corresponding to an annual 
structural adjustment of 0.6 % of GDP. Use windfall gains to accelerate 
the reduction of the general government debt ratio. Shift taxation 
away from labour, including by reducing tax expenditure and reforming 
the outdated cadastral values. Step up efforts to tackle the shadow 
economy, including by strengthening the compulsory use of e-payments 
through lower legal thresholds for cash payments. Reduce the share of 
old-age pensions in public spending to create space for other social 
spending. 

2. Reduce the trial length in civil justice through effective case 
management and rules ensuring procedural discipline. Step up 
the fight against corruption, in particular by revising the statute 
of limitations. Complete reforms of public employment and 
improve the efficiency of publicly-owned enterprises. Promptly 
adopt and implement the pending law on competition and 
address the remaining restrictions to competition. 

Some progress 

 
 

2. Reduce the length of civil trials at all instances by enforcing and 
streamlining procedural rules, including those under consideration by the 
legislator. Achieve more effective prevention and repression of 
corruption by reducing the length of criminal trials and implementing the 
new anti-corruption framework. Ensure enforcement of the new 
framework for publicly-owned enterprises and increase the efficiency 
and quality of local public services. Address restrictions to competition, 
including in services, also through a new annual competition law. 

3. Accelerate the reduction in the stock of non-performing 
loans and step up incentives for balance-sheet clean-up and 
restructuring, in particular in the segment of banks under national 
supervision. Adopt a comprehensive overhaul of the 
regulatory framework for insolvency and collateral 
enforcement. 

Some progress 

 

 

3. Maintain the pace of reducing the high stock of non-performing 
loans and support further bank balance sheet restructuring and 
consolidation, including for small and medium-sized banks, and promptly 
implement the insolvency reform. Improve market-based access to 
finance for firms. 

4. With the involvement of social partners, strengthen the 
collective bargaining framework to allow collective 
agreements to better take into account local conditions. Ensure 
effective active labour market policies. Facilitate the take-up of 

Limited progress 

 
 

4. Step up implementation of the reform of active labour market 
policies to ensure equal access to effective job-search assistance and 
training. Encourage labour market participation of women through a 
comprehensive strategy, rationalising family-support policies and 

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32017H0809(11)&from=EN
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/2018-european-semester-country-report-italy-en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/2018-european-semester-country-report-italy-en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/2018-european-semester-country-report-italy-en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/2018-european-semester-country-specific-recommendations-commission-recommendations_en
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work for second earners. Rationalise social spending and 
improve its composition. 

increasing the coverage of childcare facilities. Foster research, 
innovation, digital skills and infrastructure through better-targeted 
investment and increase participation in vocational-oriented tertiary 
education. 

CY 

 

2017 CSRs 

MIP: CSR 1, 2, 3, 4 

Assessment of 
implementatio
n of 2017 CSRs 

March 2018 

2018 CSRs 

MIP: CSR 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 

 1. Pursue its fiscal policy in line with the requirements of the 
preventive arm of the Stability and Growth Pact, which entails 
remaining at its medium-term budgetary objective in 2018. Use 
windfall gains to accelerate the reduction of the general government 
debt ratio. By the end of 2017, adopt key legislative reforms aiming to 
improve efficiency in the public sector, in particular on the 
functioning of public administration, governance of state-owned 
entities and local governments. 

Limited progress 
1. Adopt key legislative reforms to improve efficiency in the public 
sector, in particular as regards the functioning of the public administration 
and the governance of state owned entities and local governments. 

2. Increase the efficiency of the judicial system by modernising civil 
procedures, implementing appropriate information systems and 
increasing the specialisation of courts. Take additional measures to 
eliminate impediments to the full implementation of the 
insolvency and foreclosure frameworks, and to ensure reliable and 
swift systems for the issuance of title deeds and the transfer of 
immovable property rights. 

Limited progress 
 

2. Step up efforts to improve the efficiency of the judicial system by 
revising civil procedures, increasing the specialisation of courts and setting 
up a fully operational e-justice system. Take measures to fully 
operationalise the insolvency and foreclosure frameworks and ensure 
reliable and swift systems for the issuance of title deeds and the transfer of 
immovable property rights. 

3. Accelerate the reduction of non-performing loans by setting 
related quantitative and time-bound targets for banks and ensuring 
accurate valuation of collateral for provisioning purposes. Create the 
conditions for a functional secondary market for non-performing loans. 
Integrate and strengthen the supervision of insurance companies 
and pension funds. 

Limited progress 
3. Accelerate the reduction of non-performing loans by implementing 
a comprehensive strategy, including legislative amendments allowing for 
the effective enforcement of claims and facilitating the sale of loans. 
Integrate and strengthen the supervision of insurance companies and 
pension funds. 

4. Accelerate the implementation of the action plan for growth, 
focusing in particular on fast-tracking strategic investments and 
improving access to finance, and, by the end of 2017, resume the 
implementation of the privatisation plan. Take decisive steps towards 

Limited progress 

 

4. Prioritise the implementation of key elements of the action plan for 
growth, in particular fast-tracking strategic investments, and take 
additional measures to improve access to finance for small and medium-

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32017H0809(12)&from=EN
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/2018-european-semester-country-report-cyprus-en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/2018-european-semester-country-report-cyprus-en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/2018-european-semester-country-report-cyprus-en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/2018-european-semester-country-specific-recommendations-commission-recommendations_en
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the ownership unbundling of the Electricity Authority of Cyprus and, in 
particular, proceed with the functional and accounting unbundling by 
the end of 2017. 

sized enterprises. Improve the performance of state-owned enterprises 
including by resuming the implementation of privatisation projects. 

 5. Speed up reforms aimed at increasing the capacity of public 
employment services and improving the quality of active labour 
market policies delivery. Complete the reform of the education 
system to improve its labour market relevance and performance, 
including teachers' evaluation. By the end of 2017, adopt legislation 
for a hospital reform and universal healthcare coverage. 

 

Some progress 
5. Complete reforms aimed at increasing the capacity and 
effectiveness of the public employment services and reinforce outreach 
and activation support for young people who are not in employment 
education or training. Complete the reform of the education and 
training system, including teacher evaluation and actions to increase the 
capacity of vocational education and training. Take measures to ensure 
that the National Health System becomes fully functional in 2020, as 
planned. 
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NL 

 

2017 CSRs 

SGP: -  

MIP: CSR 1, 2 

Assessment of 
implementation 

of 2017 CSRs 

March 2018 

2018 CSRs 

SGP: - 

MIP: CSR 1, 2 

 1. While respecting the medium-term objective, use fiscal and 
structural policies to support potential growth and domestic 
demand, including investment in research and development. Take 
measures to reduce the remaining distortions in the housing 
market and the debt bias for households, in particular by 
decreasing mortgage interest tax deductibility. 

Some progress 

 
 

1. While respecting the medium-term objective, use fiscal and structural 
policies to raise public and private investment in research, 
development and innovation. Take measures to reduce the debt bias for 
households and the remaining distortions in the housing market, in 
particular by supporting the development of the private rental sector. 

2. Tackle remaining barriers to hiring staff on permanent 
contracts. Address the high increase in the self-employed without 
employees, including by reducing tax distortions favouring self-
employment, without compromising entrepreneurship, and by 
promoting access of the self-employed to affordable social 
protection. Based on the broad preparatory process already 
launched, make the second pillar of the pension system more 
transparent, inter-generationally fairer and more resilient to 
shocks. Create conditions to promote higher real wage growth, 
respecting the role of the social partners. 

Limited progress 

 
 

2. Reduce the incentives to use temporary contracts and self-
employed without employees, while promoting adequate social 
protection for the self-employed, and tackle bogus self-employment. 
Create conditions to promote higher wage growth, respecting the role 
of the social partners. Ensure that the second pillar of the pension 
system is more transparent, inter-generationally fairer and more 
resilient to shocks. 

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32017H0809(18)&from=EN
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/2018-european-semester-country-report-netherland-en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/2018-european-semester-country-report-netherland-en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/2018-european-semester-country-report-netherland-en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/2018-european-semester-country-specific-recommendations-commission-recommendations_en
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PT 

 

2017 CSRs 

SGP:  CSR 1 

MIP: CSR 1, 2, 3, 4 

Assessment of 
implementation 

of 2017 CSRs 

March 2018 

2018 CSRs 

SGP: CSR 1 

MIP: CSR 1, 2, 3 

 1. Ensure the durability of the correction of the excessive 
deficit. Pursue a substantial fiscal effort in 2018 in line with the 
requirements of the preventive arm of the Stability and Growth 
Pact, taking into account the need to strengthen the ongoing 
recovery and to ensure the sustainability of Portugal’s public 
finances. Use windfall gains to accelerate the reduction of the 
general government debt-to-GDP ratio. Step up efforts to 
broaden the expenditure review to cover a significant share of 
general government spending across several policies. Strengthen 
expenditure control, cost effectiveness and adequate 
budgeting, in particular in the health sector with a focus on the 
reduction of arrears in hospitals and ensure the sustainability of the 
pension system. To increase the financial sustainability of state-
owned enterprises set sector-specific efficiency targets in time for 
the 2018 budget, improving state-owned enterprises’ overall net 
income and decreasing the burden on the State budget. 

 

Limited progress 
 

1. Ensure that the nominal growth rate of net primary government 
expenditure does not exceed 0.7 % in 2019, corresponding to an annual 
structural adjustment of 0.6 % of GDP. Strengthen expenditure control, 
cost effectiveness and adequate budgeting, in particular in the health 
sector with a focus on the reduction of arrears in hospitals. Improve the 
financial sustainability of state-owned enterprises, in particular by 
increasing their overall net income and by reducing debt. 

2. Promote hiring on open-ended contracts, including by 
reviewing the legal framework. Ensure the effective activation of 
the long-term unemployed. Together with social partners, ensure 
that minimum wage developments do not harm employment 
of the low-skilled. 

 

Some progress 

 
 

2. Promote an environment conducive to hiring on open-ended 
contracts, including by reviewing the legal framework in consultation 
with social partners. Increase the skills level of the adult population, 
including digital literacy, by strengthening and broadening the coverage 
of the training component in adult qualification programmes. Improve 
higher education uptake, namely in science and technology fields. 

3. Step up efforts to clean up the balance sheets of credit 
institutions by implementing a comprehensive strategy 
addressing non-performing loans, including by enhancing the 
secondary market for bad assets. Improve the access to capital, in 
particular for start-ups and small and medium-sized enterprises. 

 

Some progress 
 

 

3. Increase the efficiency of insolvency and recovery proceedings and 
reduce impediments to the secondary market for non-performing 
loans. Improve access to finance for businesses. Reduce the 
administrative burden by shortening procedural deadlines, using more 
tacit approval and reducing document submission requirements. Remove 
persistent regulatory restrictions by ensuring a proper implementation 
of the framework law for highly regulated professions. Increase the 

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32017H0809(21)&from=EN
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/2018-european-semester-country-report-portugal-en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/2018-european-semester-country-report-portugal-en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/2018-european-semester-country-report-portugal-en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/2018-european-semester-country-specific-recommendations-commission-recommendations_en
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efficiency of administrative courts, inter alia by decreasing the length of 
proceedings. 

4. Implement a roadmap to further reduce the administrative 
burden and tackle regulatory barriers in construction and 
business services by the end of 2017. Increase the efficiency of 
insolvency and tax proceedings. 

Limited progress 
 
 

See CSR 3 (removing persistent regulatory restrictions, increasing the efficiency 
of administrative courts) 

SE 

 

2017 CSRs 

SGP: -  

MIP: CSR 1 

Assessment of 
implementation 

of 2017 CSRs 

March 2018 

2018 CSRs 

SGP: -  

MIP: CSR 1 

 1. Address risks related to household debt, in particular by 
gradually limiting the tax deductibility of mortgage interest 
payments or by increasing recurrent property taxes, while 
constraining lending at excessive debt-to-income levels. Foster 
investment in housing and improve the efficiency of the 
housing market, including by introducing more flexibility in 
setting rental prices and revising the design of the capital gains tax. 

 

Limited progress 

 

1. Address risks related to high household debt by gradually reducing 
the tax deductibility of mortgage interest payments or increasing 
recurrent property taxes. Stimulate residential construction where 
shortages are most pressing, notably by removing structural obstacles to 
construction, and improve the efficiency of the housing market, including 
by introducing more flexibility in setting rental prices and revising the 
design of the capital gains tax. 

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32017H0809(26)&from=EN
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/2018-european-semester-country-report-sweden-en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/2018-european-semester-country-report-sweden-en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/2018-european-semester-country-report-sweden-en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/2018-european-semester-country-specific-recommendations-commission-recommendations_en
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The role of national parliaments in the 
European Semester for economic 
policy coordination 
This briefing summarises the findings of a survey on the role of national parliaments in the European 
Semester for economic policy coordination. The survey was conducted by the Economic Governance 
Support Unit of the European Parliament between 30 January and 8 February 2018.  

Most parliaments seem to be well informed on the priorities of the forthcoming Semester Cycle, while 
only a third of them have adopted an opinion in this respect. However, around a third of the parliaments 
are only informed by their governments of the substance of the relevant national reform programme 
after its submission at EU level, and very few parliaments adopt an opinion on it. The same conclusion 
may be drawn for the stability and convergence programmes, while the situation is slightly better as 
regards the country-specific recommendations. A clear majority of parliaments appears to be well 
informed of the Commission’s assessments of the country-specific recommendations adopted under the 
previous Semester Cycle. As regards the adoption of the draft budgetary plans by the government, many 
parliaments were only informed after they had been submitted to the EU or were not informed at all.  

Based on the survey, a positive relationship between the degree of involvement of national parliaments 
and the 2017 CSR implementation rate may also be noticed, establishing a link between the two 
dimensions of the legitimacy and the efficiency of the European Semester. 

Introduction 

In accordance with EU Treaty provisions (Art. 121 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European 
Union (TFEU)), Member States shall consider their economic policies as a matter of common 
concern, as the economic policies (or the absence of certain policies) of one Member State may have 
spillover effects on other Member States. This is particularly the case for countries in the euro area. 
The EU Treaty empowers national parliaments to ‘contribute actively to the good functioning of the 
Union’ (Art. 12 of the Treaty on European Union (TEU)). 

In response to the debt crisis, in particular in the euro area, the governance reforms introduced at 
EU level have changed the environment for national parliaments in terms of economic policy 
decision-making. With the further enhancement of EU-level monitoring of national policies, the 
significance of multilevel economic governance has increased and, as a result, the need for 
cooperation and mutual understanding between the parliaments involved, including the European 
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Parliament at Union level. Currently, debates on how to further strengthen the economic 
governance framework(s) are also ongoing.  

This paper focuses on the European Semester for economic policy coordination and surveillance, 
and the role played by national parliaments in this context. Since 2010, the European Semester has 
consisted of an annual cycle of policy guidance, coordination and surveillance of national economic 
and social policies. 

While the European Semester process has evolved over the years, political ownership at both EU 
and national levels of the decisions taken in common under the Semester cycles has been 
highlighted as indispensable for the efficiency of the current economic governance framework.  

While taking into account the legal and political arrangements of each Member State, national 
parliaments should be duly involved in the European Semester (in the preparation of stability 
programmes, convergence programmes and national reform programmes) in order to increase the 
transparency and ownership of, and accountability for, the decisions taken (Recital 16 of EU 
Regulation 1175/2011).  

In its resolution on the Annual Growth Survey 2018, the European Parliament: (a) expresses its 
concern about: ‘the low rate of compliance with the CSRs, including those aimed at fostering 
convergence, increasing competitiveness and reducing macroeconomic imbalances’ and (b) ‘believes 
that more national ownership through genuine public debates at national level would lead to 
better implementation of the CSRs; considers it important to ensure that national parliaments debate 
country reports and CSRs; believes that regional and local authorities should be better involved in the 
European Semester process; calls on the Commission to use all existing tools to enforce those CSRs aimed 
at addressing these challenges, which represent a threat to the sustainability of the monetary union’ 
(emphasis added). 

The Commission emphasised in its 2018 European Semester Winter Package that, when the Member 
States present their economic and social policy priorities in their national reform programmes and 
stability and/or convergence programmes (setting out budgetary priorities) by mid-April 2018, 
these programmes should be drawn up with the support of national parliaments and all key 
stakeholders, such as social partners, regional and local authorities, and civil society organisations 
as appropriate. 

For views expressed by the national parliaments during the previous Semester Cycles, please see 
the biannual reports by Conference of Parliamentary Committees for Union Affairs of Parliaments of 
the European Union (COSAC). 

The scope of the survey 

A survey was carried out between 30 January and 8 February 2018 in order to assess the degree of 
involvement of national parliaments in the European Semester (see Annex 1 for the text of the 
Survey submitted to national parliaments).21 

The survey was addressed to the staff dealing with the European Semester in the national 
parliaments, taking into account that there may be more than one chamber/parliament involved at 
the national level.  

                                                             
21 For another recent survey-based paper on the role of national parliaments in the Semester, please see 
Explaining the evolving role of national parliaments under the European Semester by M. Hallerberg, B. Marzinotto 
and G. B. Wolff in the Journal of European Public Policy, Vol. 25, No 2, 2018, pp. 250-267, DOI: 
10.1080/13501763.2017.1363273. 

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/ALL/?uri=celex:32011R1175
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?type=REPORT&reference=A8-2018-0047&format=XML&language=EN
http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-18-1341_en.htm
http://www.cosac.eu/documents/bi-annual-reports-of-cosac/
https://doi.org/10.1080/13501763.2017.1363273
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Replies to the survey were received from all 28 Member States; three countries provided separate 
answers from two federal chambers (DE, IE, and ES), while one country provided separate answers 
for both the federal chamber and one regional chamber (BE). In the analysis, all 33 replies are 
presented and treated with equal weight (see Table 1 below). 

The survey results show that in most parliaments, the lead committee on the European Semester is 
either the Committee of EU Affairs or the Budget/Finance Committee. Other Committees take part 
in the European Semester debate based on their specific thematic responsibilities (e.g. for 
commerce, labour, social affairs, agriculture, transport).  

The results of the survey are presented in this document as aggregates, based on measurable 
questions and answers; some replies provided supplementary information, which described 
national specificities by definition hidden in the numerical summaries.  

The survey did not cover the involvement of national parliaments in the Semester process at 
supranational level. Interparliamentary meetings are organised on a regular basis between national 
parliaments and the European Parliament in the framework of the European Semester, such as the 
meetings organised under the aegis of ‘European Parliamentary Week’ and the ‘Interparliamentary 
Conference on Stability, Economic Coordination and Governance in the European Union’.  

The survey was structured in six sections (30 questions in total) highlighting the role of each national 
parliament and/or chamber in the adoption process of the: 

1. Guidelines (‘priorities’) of the European Semester by the European Council;  

2. National Reform Programmes (NRPs) by the government; 

3. Stability and Convergence Programmes (SCPs) by the government; 

4. Country-specific Recommendations (CSRs) by the Council of the EU; 

5. Draft Budgetary Plans (DBPs) by the government (applicable only to the euro area); 

6. General Questions on the internal structure of the European Semester. 
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Table 1: Chambers of national (and regional) parliaments which participated in the survey 

State 
National Parliament - Chamber 

 State 
National Parliament - Chamber 

Responsible Committees for the EU Semester Responsible Committees for the EU Semester 

AT 

The Austrian National Council  

HU 

The Hungarian National Assembly 
Budget Committee - Finance Committee, Standing Sub-
Committee of the Main Committee on Matters of the European 
Union 

 Committee on European Affairs 

BE1 

The Belgian House of Representatives 

 IE 

Dáil Éireann 

Finance Committee, Federal Advisory Committee for European 
Affairs 

Joint Committee on EU Affairs, Joint Committee on 
Finance, Public Expenditure and Reform, Committee on 
Budgetary Oversight, sectoral Committees for relevant 
CSRs 

BE2 

The Belgian Senate  

IE2 

Seanad Éireann 

Federal Advisory Committee for European Affairs  

Joint Committee on EU Affairs, Joint Committee on 
Finance, Public Expenditure and Reform, Committee on 
Budgetary Oversight, sectoral Committees for relevant 
CSRs 

BE3 
Flemish Parliament  

IT 
Italian Senate 

Committee on Budget and Finance  Budget Committee 

BG 
The National Assembly of Bulgaria  

LT 
Lithuanian Seimas or the Lithuanian Parliament 

Committee on EU Affairs, Committee on Finance, Committee on 
Budget  Committee on European Affairs 

CY 

House of Representatives of Cyprus  

LU 

The Luxembourg Chamber of Deputies 
Committee on Financial and Budgetary Affairs, Committee on 
Foreign and European Affairs, Committee on Labour, Welfare 
and Social Insurance 

 Finance and Budget Committee 

CZ 

The Czech Senate  

LV 

The Latvian Saeima of the Latvian Republic 

Committee on EU Affairs and the Committee on National 
Economy, Agriculture and Transport.  

European Affairs Committee, Budget and Finance 
(Taxation) Committee, Social and Employment Matters 
Committee, Economic, Agricultural, Environmental and 
Regional Policy Committees 

DE1 

The German Bundestag  

MT 

The Maltese House of Representatives 
Leading committee: Committee on the Affairs of the EU; NRP: 
Committee on Economic Affairs and Energy; SCP and DBP: 
Budget Committee; Guidelines for the employment policies: 
Committee on Labour and Social Affairs. 

 Economic and Financial Affairs Committee 

DE2 

The German Bundesrat  

NL 

The Dutch House of Representatives - Tweede Kamer 

EU Affairs Committee  
Finance committee (lead committee); Economic Affairs 
Committee; Social Affairs and Employment Committee; 
European Affairs Committee 

DK 
The Danish Folketinget  

PL 
The Polish Senate 

European Affairs Committee, Finance Committee  EU Affairs, Public Finance, Economic and Development 
Committees 

EE 

The Estonian Riigikogu  

PT 

The Portuguese Assembly of the Republic 

European Union Affairs Committee, Finance Committee  
European Affairs Committee, Committee on Budget, 
Finance and Administrative Modernisation , Committee 
on Labour and Social Security 

EL 

The Hellenic Parliament  

RO 

Romanian Senate 

Special Committee on European Affairs, Committee on 
Economic Affairs, Committee on Social Affairs  

Committee on European Affairs, Committee for Budget, 
Finance and Banks, Committee for Labour and Social 
Protection, Committee for Economic Policy, Reform and 
Privatisation 

ES 
The Spanish Congress of Deputies  

SE 
The Swedish Riksdagen 

Committee for Economy and Competitiveness  Committee on Finance, Committee on the Labour Market, 
Committee on European Union Affairs 

ES2 
The Spanish Senate  

SI 
The Slovenian National Assembly 

Joint Committee for the Europe  Committee on EU Affairs together with each responsible 
sectoral Committee 

FI 
The Finnish Eduskunta – Riksdagen  

SK 
The Slovak National Council 

Grand Committee, Finance Committee, Commerce Committee  European Affairs Committee, Financial and Budgetary 
Committee 

FR 
The French National Assembly  

UK 
UK House of Commons 

Finance Committee and Committee on European Affairs  European Scrutiny Committee 

HR 
The Croatian Parliament - Hrvatski sabor    
Finance and Central Budget Committee    

  

http://www.epgencms.europarl.europa.eu/cmsdata/upload/0a87c19a-2051-4547-8a72-f26e528fbc73/Factsheet_AT_-_National_Council.pdf
http://www.epgencms.europarl.europa.eu/cmsdata/upload/30b2fe49-d245-4e5d-9c7c-ecf3fe3a9e6d/Factsheet_HU_-_National_Assembly_corrected_161205.pdf
http://www.epgencms.europarl.europa.eu/cmsdata/upload/36d31b98-25cc-4ee2-881d-c0a8ef392e13/Factsheet_BE_-_Kamer-Chambre.pdf
http://www.epgencms.europarl.europa.eu/cmsdata/upload/d53b8476-a40d-47aa-b63c-4f201c4ac91f/Factsheet_IE_-_Dail_Eireann.pdf
http://www.epgencms.europarl.europa.eu/cmsdata/upload/2972bf65-6dbd-4b04-b588-2d75bf9bf358/Factsheet_BE_-_Senaat-Senat.pdf
http://www.epgencms.europarl.europa.eu/cmsdata/upload/aa5e646e-5f76-4cb3-98fc-e642bf6ab032/Factsheet_IE_-_Seanad_Eireann.pdf
http://www.epgencms.europarl.europa.eu/cmsdata/upload/d38d925f-b6ab-45f3-87b8-cd09fb57059e/Factsheet_IT_-_Senato.pdf
http://www.epgencms.europarl.europa.eu/cmsdata/upload/4a8d4e5b-b062-479c-97db-3e2c8120c04a/National_Assembly_of_Bulgaria_-_Facts_sheet_rv.pdf
http://www.epgencms.europarl.europa.eu/cmsdata/upload/16e2f1f8-a958-4732-9dbc-e3c10c48ce24/Factsheet_LT_-_Seimas(January_2018).pdf
http://www.epgencms.europarl.europa.eu/cmsdata/upload/5a1003b8-9005-45f4-993e-9e40ebb1b8e1/Factsheet_CY_-_House_of_Representatives.pdf
http://www.epgencms.europarl.europa.eu/cmsdata/upload/1ed175fc-ed92-4c68-b48e-61df5b6d46ff/Factsheet_LU_-_Chambre_des_deputes.pdf
http://www.epgencms.europarl.europa.eu/cmsdata/upload/b12a972b-d996-4c00-9e4c-c74cc64b8732/Factsheet_CZ_-_Senate.pdf
http://www.epgencms.europarl.europa.eu/cmsdata/upload/0d806eb6-27b1-4d14-ad89-37ef81916771/Factsheet_LV_-_Saeima.pdf
http://www.epgencms.europarl.europa.eu/cmsdata/upload/52415d27-e0f9-437e-99bb-23b39c95ea65/Factsheet_DE_-_Bundestag.pdf
http://www.epgencms.europarl.europa.eu/cmsdata/upload/4ef03467-8c7f-4277-9c8b-31763f081dbd/Factsheet_MT_-_Chamber_of_Deputies.pdf
http://www.epgencms.europarl.europa.eu/cmsdata/upload/ed8cf70b-c5e7-451c-8d8d-4cf1db606f2e/Factsheet_DE_-_Bundesrat.pdf
http://www.epgencms.europarl.europa.eu/cmsdata/upload/dce82637-9b0c-48b0-878e-c58a2829ed9b/Factsheet_NL_-_House_of_Representatives.pdf
http://www.epgencms.europarl.europa.eu/cmsdata/upload/81a80433-9e5e-4ad1-8fa6-2762a5aa49cf/Factsheet_DK_-_Folketinget.pdf
http://www.epgencms.europarl.europa.eu/cmsdata/upload/2587e83e-a562-40e9-b7a9-0cee8881556f/Factsheet_PL_-_Senate.pdf
http://www.epgencms.europarl.europa.eu/cmsdata/upload/0c2e2dde-70d1-4c39-9420-7c0dc40631d6/Factsheet_EE_-_Riigikogu_2017.pdf
http://www.epgencms.europarl.europa.eu/cmsdata/upload/8fba4756-5e22-46fe-89c5-ba38b6325b9d/Factsheet_PT_-_Assembly_of_the_Republic.pdf
http://www.epgencms.europarl.europa.eu/cmsdata/upload/c50d5b23-b5b8-4dc4-af78-a211630bea15/Factsheet_EL_-_Hellenic_Parliament.pdf
http://www.epgencms.europarl.europa.eu/cmsdata/upload/87c42ee1-b982-49b3-981b-fd752f98ef17/Factsheet_RO_-_Senate_-_JAN.pdf
http://www.epgencms.europarl.europa.eu/cmsdata/upload/cba0e1e8-507c-4f71-8e96-d091e0757e84/Factsheet_ES_-_Congreso_de_los_Deputatos.pdf
http://www.epgencms.europarl.europa.eu/cmsdata/upload/959a1f79-f432-4995-bb27-ef11cc62fa44/Factsheet_SV_-_Riksdag.pdf
http://www.epgencms.europarl.europa.eu/cmsdata/upload/033b6aee-9bde-4953-a3cb-803525402a29/Factsheet_ES_-_Senado.pdf
http://www.epgencms.europarl.europa.eu/cmsdata/upload/31b0e377-ceb6-41e0-b2f9-6dd2ea5233b9/Factsheet_SI_-_National_Assembly(January_2018).pdf
http://www.epgencms.europarl.europa.eu/cmsdata/upload/4f5edc79-3c13-41a8-8b00-828185a3420f/Factsheet_FI_-_Eduskunta.pdf
http://www.epgencms.europarl.europa.eu/cmsdata/upload/d8a2bc76-7383-4152-a4a4-c67a9f5b1c89/Factsheet_SK_-_National_Council.pdf
http://www.epgencms.europarl.europa.eu/cmsdata/upload/1fc6b8d8-1a67-45ab-9a57-43c907b6525e/Factsheet_FR_-_Assemblee_Nationale.pdf
http://www.epgencms.europarl.europa.eu/cmsdata/upload/4a2e9935-0e59-4bf4-bde8-0c9705113623/Factsheet_UK_-_House_of_Commons.pdf
http://www.epgencms.europarl.europa.eu/cmsdata/upload/db57366c-f17b-41fe-82e8-85fd91e70380/Factsheet_HR_-_National_Assembly(November2016).pdf
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1. The role of national parliaments in the adoption of the 
European Semester’s guidelines 

The European Semester Cycle starts in November with the publication of the Commission’s Annual 
Growth Survey (AGS), the Alert Mechanism Report (AMR), the draft Joint Employment Report and 
draft recommendations for the euro area. The AGS presents the Commission’s view of EU policy 
priorities for the coming year. Based on these reports, the Council of the EU, in its various Council 
formations, debates the AGS draws conclusions and drafts recommendations in advance of the 
annual guidelines adopted by the European Council in March each year. In addition, the European 
Parliament also adopts a resolution in advance of the European Council. Member States are invited 
to consider these policy guidelines when drawing up their economic policies for the coming year.  

The following questions were included in the survey on the European Semester’s priorities: 

 

 

1.1 Dialogue on the EU Semester’s priorities 

The first question of the survey asked whether the economic and social priorities of the forthcoming 
European Semester had been presented to national parliaments before or after their adoption by 
the European Council. The survey showed that in 17 cases, national governments had presented the 
Semester’s guidelines to their national parliaments before their adoption in early spring by the 
European Council, while in six cases the priorities had been presented to national parliaments only 
after their adoption by the European Council.  

The European Semester shall include:  

(a) The formulation, and the surveillance of the implementation of, the broad guidelines of the 
economic policies of the Member States and of the Union (broad economic policy guidelines) in 
accordance with Article 121(2) TFEU;  

(b) The formulation, and the examination of the implementation, of the employment guidelines 
that must be taken into account by Member States in accordance with Article 148(2) TFEU 
(employment guidelines) 

(EU Regulation 1175/2011, Art. 2-a(2), emphasis added) 

 

 When were the priorities of the forthcoming Semester Cycle presented to you by 
the government?  

 Did you provide an opinion/mandate to the government on the annual 
properties of the forthcoming Semester Cycle?  

 Did you discuss the Commission’s assessments on the progress made in the 
implementation of the priorities of the previous Semester Cycle? 

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/ALL/?uri=celex:32011R1175
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1.2 Assessment of the active role of national parliaments in the discussion of the 
priorities 

Some further questions in this section were aimed at assessing the level of ‘active involvement’ by 
the national parliaments in the discussions on the Semester’s priorities. The survey’s results have 
shown that in 11 cases, national parliaments delivered an opinion or a mandate to their 
governments on the priorities of the European Semester, and that in 16 cases, they discussed the 
Commission’s assessments of the progress made in the implementation of the priorities of the 
previous Semester Cycle. 

  

17

6

10

Q5: The EU Semester's priorities were presented to national parliaments by 
the government:

Before adoption by the European Council in early spring

After adoption by the European Council in early spring

No answer

11

16

22

17

Q6: opinion/mandate Q7: discussion of Commission's previous
semester assessments

The national parliaments provided:

Yes No
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 The role of national parliaments in the adoption of the 
national reform programmes (NRPs) 

The National Reform Programmes (NRPs) outline the Member States’ structural reform plans, 
focused on promoting growth and employment. They define the implementation of the Europe 
2020 Strategy at national level, and refer to the EU’s targets for its long-term growth strategy in the 
fields of employment, education, innovation, climate and fight against poverty. NRPs also present 
the national targets in relation to jointly agreed EU targets, the progresses made towards their 
achievement, and the measures that will be implemented to achieve them. Member States are 
expected to submit NRPs preferably by 15 April, but no later than the end of April. 

In addition to the role of national parliaments in the adoption procedure for NRPs, this section (as 
well as section 3 on Stability or Convergence Programmes and section 5 on Draft Budgetary Plans) 
asks some questions relating to interaction with stakeholders, such as social partners and some 
relevant national authorities (e.g. national fiscal councils22 and national productivity boards23). 

The following survey questions were put to NPs on NRPs: 

 

2.1 Dialogue on the national reform programmes 

The survey shows that in eight cases, national governments presented their NRP programmes to 
their national parliaments before their adoption by the government; in 13 cases NRPs were only 
presented to national parliaments after their adoption by the government, but before their 
submission to the Commission, while in eight cases NRPs were only presented to national 
parliaments after they had been submitted to the Commission. 

 

 

                                                             
22 For an overview of national fiscal councils, see separate EGOV briefing.  
23 For an overview of national productivity boards, see separate EGOV briefing.  

 Was the NRP-programme presented to you by the government? 

 Did you provide an opinion on the NRP-programme in question? 

 Did you organise a hearing with stakeholders (e.g. social partners, experts etc.) as 
part of the adoption of the NRP-programme? 

 Did you organise a hearing with the national productivity board as part of the 
adoption of the NRP-programme? 

 Did you organise a hearing with the independent national fiscal council as part of 
the adoption of the NRP-programme? 

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/IDAN/2017/602071/IPOL_IDA(2017)602071_EN.pdf
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/ATAG/2016/574423/IPOL_ATA(2016)574423_EN.pdf
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2.2 Assessment of the active role of national parliaments in the NRPs 

Some questions in this section were aimed at assessing the degree of institutional action on the part 
of national parliaments in the preparation of the National Reform Programmes. The survey showed 
that in eight cases, national parliaments delivered an opinion or a mandate to their governments on 
the NRPs; in seven cases, national parliaments held a hearing with social partners, experts, etc., while 
national parliaments held a hearing with their national fiscal council in three cases, and no hearings 
were conducted with the national productivity boards. 

 

 

 

 

8

13

8

4

Q8: The NRP-programme was presented to national parliaments by the 
government:

Before adoption by the government

After adoption by the government, but before submission to the Commission

After submission to the Commission

No answer
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8 7

24
26

1

Q9: Opinion Q10: Hearing with the social partners, experts,
etc.

The national parliaments provided:

Yes No no answer

3

33
30

Q11: Hearing with the national productivity
boards

Q12: Hearing with the national fiscal council

The national parliaments provided:

Yes No no answer
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 The role of national parliaments in the adoption of the 
stability and convergence programmes (SCPs) 

The SCPs outline the Member States’ medium-term budgetary objective (MTO). The MTO is the 
central concept of the preventive arm that serves to ensure sustainable public finances and 
compliance with the 3 % of GDP deficit criterion over the economic cycle. According to the 
preventive arm of the Stability and Growth Pact (SGP), countries must attain the MTO or be on an 
appropriate adjustment path.  

As part of the surveillance of the MTOs, countries in the euro area submit Stability Programmes, 
while countries outside the euro area submit Convergence Programmes. The programmes should 
be submitted to the Commission each year preferably by 15 April, and no later than the end of the 
month.  

The preventive arm of the SGP stipulates that Member States shall update their MTOs every three 
years. The Member States provide their updated MTOs in their SCPs, based on lower limits proposed 
by the Commission, or propose a more ambitious target if, in their view, circumstances are deemed 
to warrant it. Countries undertaking structural reforms with a major impact on the sustainability of 
public finances may revise their MTOs on a case-by-case basis, in agreement with the Commission. 
In particular, the introduction of major pension reforms with an impact on long-term fiscal 
sustainability could result in a revision of the MTOs. 

The following questions have been put in the survey in relation to the Stability and Convergence 
Programmes (SCPs): 

 

 

3.1 Dialogue on the SCPs  

The survey shows that in five cases, national governments presented their SCPs to their national 
parliaments before their adoption by the government; in 17 cases, SCPs were presented to national 
parliaments after their adoption by the government, but before they were submitted to the 

 Was the SCP-programme presented to you by the government? 

 Did you provide an opinion on the SCP-programme in question? 

 Did you organise a hearing with stakeholders (e.g. social partners, experts etc.) as 
part of the adoption of the SCP-programme? 

 Did you organise a hearing with the national competitiveness board as part of 
the adoption of the SCP-programme? 

 Did you organise a hearing with the independent national fiscal council as part of 
the adoption of the SCP-programme? 

The Stability or Convergence Programmes (SCPs) should contain information about the 
involvement of national parliaments: ‘Each programme shall include information on its status in the 
context of national procedures, in particular whether the programme was presented to the national 
parliament, and whether the national parliament had the opportunity to discuss the Council’s 
opinion on the previous programme or, if relevant, any recommendation or warning, and whether 
there has been parliamentary approval of the programme.’  
(EU Regulation 1466/97, Art. 3(4) and Art. 7(40)) 

 

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CONSLEG:1997R1466:20111213:EN:PDF
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Commission, while in nine cases, SCPs were presented to national parliaments only after they had 
been submitted to the Commission. 

 

3.2 Assessment of the active role played by national parliaments in the SCPs 

The other questions in this section were aimed at assessing the degree of institutional action on the 
part of national parliaments in the national discussion of the SCPs. The survey shows that in eight 
cases, national parliaments delivered an opinion to their governments on the SCPs; in six cases, 
national parliaments held a hearing with social partners, experts, etc.; national productivity boards 
were not consulted, and national parliaments held a hearing with their national fiscal councils in five 
cases. 

5

17

9

2

Q13: the SCP was presented to national parliaments by the Government:

Before adoption by the government

After adoption by the government, but before submission to the Commission

After submission to the Commission
No answer
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8
6

25
27

Q14: Opinion Q15: Hearing with the social partners, experts,
etc.

The national parliaments provided:

Yes No

5

33

28

Q16: Hearing with the national productivity
boards

Q17: Hearing with the national fiscal council

The national parliaments provided:

Yes No
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 The role of national parliaments in the adoption of the 
country-specific recommendations (CSRs) 

The CSRs are proposed by the Commission and adopted by the Council each year within the 
framework of the European Semester. CSRs provide guidance to Member States on macroeconomic, 
budgetary and structural policies. After being endorsed by the European Council and formally 
adopted in July each year by the ECOFIN Council, CSRs are to be taken into account by Member 
States in the process of national decision making. The Commission also makes policy 
recommendations to the euro area based on Article 136 of the TFEU. The Council and the 
Commission closely monitor the implementation of CSRs and take further action as appropriate. 

The CSRs are underpinned by EU primary legislation (Articles 121 and 148 of the TFEU) as well as EU 
secondary legislation, namely: 

> Council Regulation (EC) 1466/97 on the strengthening of the surveillance of budgetary 
positions and the surveillance and coordination of economic policies for CSRs referring 
to the Stability and Growth Pact (SGP);  

> Regulation (EU) 1176/2011 on the prevention and correction of macroeconomic 
imbalances for CSRs referring to the Macroeconomic Imbalance procedure (MIP);  

> Integrated guidelines for implementing the Europe 2020 strategy – these guidelines 
consist of two legislative documents: (1) a Council recommendation on broad guidelines 
for the economic policies of the Member States and of the Union and (2) a Council 
decision on guidelines for the employment policies of the Member States24. 

Furthermore, the CSRs are politically binding insofar they are endorsed by the European Council and 
formally adopted by the Council25. The Council is expected, as a rule, to follow the Commission’s 
recommendations and proposals or explain its position publicly (Art. 2-ab(2) of EU Regulation 
1175/2011)26. 

The following questions have been put in the survey in relation to the Country-Specific 
Recommendations: 

 

                                                             
24 For a separate briefing on the legal bases for the CSRs, please see this EGOV note. 
25 For an overview of the implementation of 2016 CSRs, please see this EGOV note; for 2017 CSRs, please see 
this separate EGOV note. 
26 For an overview of the changes introduced by the Council to the 2017 CSRs as proposed by the Commission, 
see this EGOV note.  

 Were the CSRs presented to you by the government? 

 Did you provide an opinion/mandate to the government on the CSRs before 
their approval/adoption in the Council in June/July? 

 Did you discuss the Commission assessments on the progress made in the 
implementation of the previous year’s CSRs? 

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/HTML/?uri=CELEX:31997R1466&from=EN
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/HTML/?uri=CELEX:32011R1176&rid=1
http://www.cdep.ro/afaceri_europene/CE/2015/COM_2015_99_EN_ACTE_f.pdf
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/resource.html?uri=cellar:c2dbf64b-c17f-11e4-bbe1-01aa75ed71a1.0011.01/DOC_1&format=PDF
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/ATAG/2014/528767/IPOL_ATA(2014)528767_EN.pdf
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/ATAG/2017/587394/IPOL_ATA(2017)587394_EN.pdf
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/ATAG/2018/614500/IPOL_ATA(2018)614500_EN.pdf
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/IDAN/2017/602086/IPOL_IDA(2017)602086_EN.pdf
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4.1 Dialogue on the CSRs  

The survey shows that in 19 cases, national governments presented their CSRs to their national 
parliaments before their adoption by the Council; in five cases, CSRs were presented to national 
parliaments after their adoption by the Council. 

 

4.2 Assessment of the active role of national parliaments in the CSRs 

The other questions in this section were aimed at measuring the degree of institutional action on 
the part of national parliaments in the national discussion of the CSRs. The survey shows that in 12 
cases, national parliaments delivered an opinion to their governments on the CSRs, while in 21 cases 
they did not deliver an opinion on the CSRs; in 20 cases, national parliaments discussed the 
Commission’s assessments of the progress made in the implementation of the previous year’s CSRs. 

19

5

9

Q18: the Country-Specific Recommendations were presented to you by the 
Government:

Before approval/adoption of the CSRs by the Council in June/July

After approval/adoption of the CSRs by the Council in June/July

No answer

In the course of the European Semester, in order to provide timely and integrated policy advice on 
macrofiscal and macrostructural policy intentions, the Council shall, as a rule, following the 
assessment of these programmes on the basis of recommendations from the Commission, address 
guidance to the Member States making full use of the legal instruments provided under Articles 121 
and Article 148 TFEU, and under this Regulation and Regulation (EU) No 1176/2011. Member States 
shall take due account of the guidance addressed to them in the development of their economic, 
employment and budgetary policies before taking key decisions on their national budgets for the 
succeeding years. Progress shall be monitored by the Commission.  
(Regulation No 1175/2011, Art. 2-a(3)). 

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/ALL/?uri=celex:32011R1175
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12

20
21

12

1

Q19: opinion Q20: discussion of Commission's previous
semester assessments

The national parliaments provided:

Yes No No answer
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 The role of national parliaments in the adoption of the 
draft budgetary plans (DBPs) - euro area only 

Each year in mid-October, the euro area countries submit draft budgetary plans (DBPs) to the 
Commission, which assesses them in order to ensure economic coordination and compliance with 
the SGP. The DBPs are assessed by the Commission as ‘compliant’, ‘broadly compliant’, or ‘at risk of 
non-compliance’ with their obligations under the SGP.  

If the Commission assesses that a Member State’s DBP represents a case of particularly serious non-
compliance with its obligations under the SGP, it can ask for a revised draft to be submitted. This 
exercise complements, for euro area Member States, the assessment of the Stability Programmes or 
the Convergence Programmes that is carried out each spring. However, it is focused on providing 
concrete ex ante guidance for the budget of the year ahead, rather than on medium-term fiscal 
plans.  

The following questions have been put in the survey in relation to the Draft Budgetary Plans 
(submitted by 19 Euro Area Member States): 

 

5.1 Dialogue on the DBPs  

The survey shows that in four cases, national governments presented their Draft Budgetary Plans to 
their national parliaments before their adoption; in six cases, DBPs were presented to national 
parliaments after their adoption by the government but before they were submitted to the 
Commission and/or the Eurogroup; in six cases, DBPs were presented to national parliaments after 
they had been submitted to the Commission and/or the Eurogroup. 

 

 Was the DBP presented to you by the government? 

 Did you organise a hearing with stakeholders (e.g. social partners, experts etc.) as 
part of the adoption of the DBP? 

 Did you organise a hearing with the independent national fiscal council as part of 
the adoption of the programme? 

 Did the government present the Commission opinion on the DBP to the 
Parliament? 

 Did you invite the Commission to present its opinion on the DBPs (if so, when)? 
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5.2 Assessment of the active role of national parliaments in DBPs 

The other questions in this section were aimed at measuring the degree of institutional action on 
the part of national parliaments in the national discussion of the Draft Budget Plans (DBPs). The 
survey shows that in five cases, national parliaments held a hearing with social partners, experts, 
etc.; in seven cases they held a hearing with their national fiscal councils; in six cases, the national 
governments invited the Commission to present its opinion on DBPs to their national parliaments, 
while the national parliaments invited the Commission to present their opinion on the DBPs in only 
two cases. 

 

4

6

6

8

Q21: was the DBP presented to national parliaments by the government:

Before adoption by the government

After adoption by the government, but before submission to the Commission and/or
Eurogroup

After submission to the Commission and/or Eurogroup

No answer
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5
7

18
16

1 1

Q22: Hearing with the social partners, experts,
etc.

Q23: Hearing with the national fiscal council

The national parliaments provided:

Yes No No answer

6

2

14

20

4
2

Q24: Did the government present the
Commission's opinion to the parliament?

Q25: Did you invite the Commission to
present its opinion of the DBPs?

The national parliaments provided:

Yes No No answer
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 Special focus: Implementation of CSRs 

This section focuses on the implementation of the annual CSRs as part of the Semester Cycle27. The 
implementation rate of the 2017 CSRs showed a slight improvement compared to the CSRs 
implementation rate during the previous cycle, based on the assessment carried out by the 
Commission of the CSRs adopted in July 2017 by the Council (see Chart below28).  

Political ownership, both at EU and national level, of the common decisions taken during the 
European Semester, has been highlighted on many occasions as an indispensable element in 
ensuring the efficiency of the current economic governance framework, including the process of 
adoption and implementation of the CSRs. Optimally, the policy recommendations adopted at 
European level by the Member States should be regarded as an integral part of national decision 
making in the area of economic and social policies.  

In addition, it may be argued that a strong involvement of national parliaments in the European 
Semester can be a prerequisite from both a legitimacy and efficiency point of view, taking into 
account the broad policy areas tackled in the European Semester. 

Chart: Implementation of 2017 Country-Specific Recommendations 

 
Source: EGOV calculations based on the Commission 2018 Country Reports.  

According to the survey results, national parliaments have demonstrated that they are well 
informed by their national governments of the CSRs in the pipeline and of the degree of 
implementation of previous CSRs in the course of the Semester (see Section 4 above).  

At Member State level, drawing a clear link between the degree of national parliamentary 
involvement and the CSRs’ implementation rate seems to be more difficult, due to the fact that CSR 
implementation depends on many factors, of which the degree of parliamentary involvement is only 
one. However, these two variables seem to be positively correlated (see Annex 2), suggesting that 
during the previous Semester Cycle higher ‘legitimacy’ was associated with higher ‘efficiency’ of the 
European Semester. 

                                                             
27 For an overview of the legal nature of Country Specific Recommendations, please see separate EGOV note. 
28 For an overview of the implementation of the 2017 CSRs, please see this EGOV note. For an overview of the 
implementation of the 2016 CSRs, please see this EGOV note. For an overview of the implementation of the 
2015 CSRs, please see this EGOV note. For an overview of the implementation of the 2014 CSRs, please see this 
EGOV note. 

Full/Substantial 
Progress

1%

Some Progress
49%

No/Limited 
Progress

50%

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/ATAG/2018/614500/IPOL_ATA(2018)614500_EN.pdf
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/ATAG/2014/528767/IPOL_ATA(2014)528767_EN.pdf
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/STUD/2018/614490/IPOL_STU(2018)614490_EN.pdf
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/ATAG/2017/587394/IPOL_ATA(2017)587394_EN.pdf
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/ATAG/2016/574398/IPOL_ATA(2016)574398_EN.pdf
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/ATAG/2015/542649/IPOL_ATA(2015)542649_EN.pdf
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 Conclusions 
This document explores the national parliaments’ involvement in the various steps of the European 
Semester Cycle at national level. It is based on a survey launched in early 2018 with replies from all 
EU28 Member States (three countries provided separate answers from two federal chambers, and 
one country provided separate answers for both the federal chamber and one regional chamber). 
In the analysis, all 33 replies have been included and accorded equal weight. 

It should be noted that the results of any survey are based on a simplification of reality, and that a 
more detailed description of the actual role of national parliaments in the European Semester would 
require deeper country-specific understanding, taking into account national institutional 
frameworks and traditions.  

The survey results have shown that the level of involvement of national parliaments during the 
European Semester process varies substantially across Member States. The “most involved” 
parliament scores around seven times better that the “least involved” parliament. The survey shows 
the existence of a cross-country variation in the degree of involvement of national parliaments over 
the whole European Semester process.  

Using a parliamentary involvement scale ranging between 0 and 1 (see Chart below and Annex 2), 
where the higher end of the scale is associated with a national parliament that is fully involved in 
the European Semester (based on the survey used in this document), it can be observed that the 
degree of involvement of national parliaments in the European Semester seems to be well-
distributed within the range from 0.1 to 0.7. According to the survey, 17 parliaments fall within the 
range from 0.4 to 0.7 ('most involved'), 11 within the range from 0.2 to 0.4 ('involved') and five within 
the range from 0.0 to 0.2 ('less involved'). It may also be noted that non-euro area parliaments scored 
slightly better than euro area parliaments based on these results. 

 

As regards the involvement in the specific procedural steps of the Semester, most parliaments seem 
to be well informed on the priorities of the forthcoming Semester Cycle, while only a third of them 
adopt an opinion on this issue. However, around a third of the parliaments are only informed by the 
government about the substance of the national reform programme after its submission at EU level, 
and very few parliaments adopt an opinion on it. The same conclusion may be drawn for the Stability 
and Convergence Programmes, while the degree of involvement is slightly higher as regards to the 
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Country Specific Recommendations. A clear majority of national parliaments seems to be well 
informed of the Commission’s assessments of the country-specific recommendations adopted in 
the course of the previous Semester Cycle. As regards the adoption of the draft budgetary plans by 
the government, many parliaments were only informed after their submission at EU level or were 
not informed at all. 

Based on the survey results, the involvement of the independent national fiscal councils and 
national productivity boards in the parliamentary debate seems to be quite limited. The 
involvement of the national fiscal councils is slightly greater in euro area Member States during the 
discussion of their annual Draft Budget Plans. From the outset, it could be argued that the role of 
the national fiscal bodies should be at its most prominent when dealing with annual 
Stability/Convergence Programmes and Draft Budget Plans, while the productivity boards could 
have a more prominent role in the preparation of the National Reform Programmes.  

At Member State level, drawing a clear link between the degree of national parliamentary 
involvement and the CSRs’ implementation rate seems to more difficult, probably due to the fact 
that the implementation rate depends on many factors (of which the degree of parliamentary 
involvement is only one). However, by using the above-mentioned weighted scale to express in 
numbers both the degree of involvement of national parliaments and the 2017 CSR implementation 
rate per Member State (see Annex 2), it can be noted that a higher involvement of national 
parliaments in the European Semester is slightly associated with a higher implementation rate of 
the country-specific recommendations. 

It also appears based on the survey that the administrative resources dedicated to this policy 
domain are rather limited in many national parliaments. It shows the potential for national 
parliaments and the European Parliament to enhance cooperation in the area of multilevel 
economic governance through knowledge-sharing in addition to existing initiatives, to ensure a 
better understanding of how the European Semester is evolving, based on joint monitoring at EU 
level and implementation at national level.  

In this context, it may be worth mentioning a recent COSAC letter to the EU institutions (dated 20 
December 2017 and based on a Dutch initiative "Making the EU more transparent for its citizens”), 
which stresses the need to facilitate better public and parliamentary debates before votes take 
place, and afterwards to ensure that citizens know how their governments voted at the EU-level. 
They further argue that the Eurogroup should also start to apply the EU Transparency Regulation 
and to develop rules of procedure that are in line with the standards developed in EU legislation and 
case law. 

Finally, the authors are grateful to all of the representatives of the national parliaments at the 
European Parliament, and the colleagues at national level, for their very good collaboration in 
conducting the survey underlying this document. 
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Annex 1: The Survey 
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Annex 2: The synthetic indicator methodology  
For the purposes of assessing the existence, based upon this survey’s results, of a possible 
correlation between the degree of involvement of the respective national parliaments in the 
European Semester process and the implementation rate of the 2017 country-specific 
recommendations (CSRs) by Member States as assessed by the Commission in its country reports, 
we have built two synthetic indicators providing a quantitative measure for the two following 
aspects:  

1. Involvement of national parliaments in the European Semester; 

2. CSRs’ implementation rate. 

Synthetic indicator assessing the NP’s involvement in the European Semester 

To build this indicator, the survey questions were divided into two sets: questions assessing a 
minimum degree of involvement on the part of national parliaments, and questions assessing a 
more active degree of involvement on the part of national parliaments in the European Semester 
debate. 

a) Passive involvement 

Questions 5, 8, 13, 18 and 21 were aimed at assessing the existence of minimal requirements in the 
European Semester’s timeline or the agenda of national parliaments, according to the principle that, 
if a national parliament wants to be involved in a debate, the government, by way of a minimum, 
has to present it with each Semester’s topic before any final decision is adopted. These questions 
dealt mainly with the timeline of the presentation of the various aspects of the Semester 
(priorities, SCPs, CSRs and DBPs) which might have taken place:  

• Before their adoption by the government;  

• After their adoption, but before their submission to the relevant EU Institution; 

• After their submission to the EU Institution.  

To each of the above questions we attributed an equally-spaced score between 0 and 1.  

Table 2: Example of scores given to questions 5 and 8 on the Semester’s timeline 

5. When were the priorities of the forthcoming Semester Cycle presented to you by the government? 

Before adoption by the Council 1.0 

After adoption by the Council 1/2 

No answer 0 

8. Was the NRP-programme presented to you by the government? 

Before adoption by the government  1 

After adoption by the government, but before submission to the EU institution 2/3 

After submission to the EU institution 1/3 

No answer 0 

b) Active involvement 

Questions 6, 7, 9-12, 14-17, 19-20 and 22-25 were aimed at assessing the evidence of an active 
degree of involvement on the part of national parliaments in the European Semester debate shown 
by the active submission of opinions, mandates and/or the organisation of hearings and debates 
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together with representatives of institutions or social partners. To each of these questions we 
attributed a binary score of 0 and 1/2. 

6. Did you provide an opinion/mandate to the governments on the annual properties of the forthcoming Semester Cycle? 

Yes 1/2 

No 0 

The weighted average level of NP’s involvement in the European Semester of each Member State 
was then computed summing all question’s scores normalized to the sum of all maximum scores. It 
should be noted that questions 21-25, applicable to euro area Member States only, have been 
excluded from the average NP’s involvement of non-euro area Member States. 

Synthetic indicator assessing the CSR’s implementation rate 

Following a simplified version of Deroose and Griesse (2014), we assumed that the 2017 country-
specific recommendation assessments of no progress, limited progress, some progress, substantial 
progress, full progress had equally-spaced assessment scores of 0.0, 0.25, 0.50, 0.75, and 1.0. 

  

http://ec.europa.eu/economy_finance/publications/economic_briefs/2014/pdf/eb37_en.pdf
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Further Background Reading 

European Semester and the country-specific recommendations 

 
Data Publication 

PE 614.500 Implementation of the 2017 Country-Specific Recommendations 

Author Martin HRADISKY 

Unit Economic Governance Support Unit 

Committee Economic and Monetary Affairs (ECON) 

Published 19.03.2018 - 2 pages 

Summary Country-Specific Recommendations (CSRs) provide guidance to EU Member States on macro-
economic, budgetary and structural policies in accordance with Articles 121 and 148 of the 
Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU). These recommendations, issued within 
the framework of the European Semester since 2011, are aimed at boosting economic growth 
and job creation, while maintaining sound public finances and preventing excessive 
macroeconomic imbalances. After being endorsed by the European Council and formally 
adopted by the ECOFIN Council, CSRs are to be taken into account by Member States in the 
process of national decision making. The Commission also proposes policy recommendations 
to the euro area based on Article 136 of the TFEU. The Council and the Commission closely 
monitor the implementation of CSRs and take further actions as appropriate. 

  

PE 614.522 Country-Specific Recommendations for 2017 and 2018 - A tabular comparison and an 
overview of implementation 

Author Michal Axel MINKINA, Siiri Aurora VALKAMA, Martin HRADISKY, Alessandro GASPAROTTI 

Unit Economic Governance Support Unit 

Committee Economic and Monetary Affairs (ECON) 

Published 31.05.2018 - 117 pages 

Summary This study presents the 2017 Country-Specific Recommendations generally endorsed by the 
European Council of 22/23 June 2017 and adopted by the Council of 11 July 2017; the 
assessment of the implementation of 2017 Country-Specific Recommendations based on the 
Commission Country Reports published on 7 March 2018; the 2018 Country-Specific 
Recommendations proposed by the European Commission on 23 May 2018; and the Council 
Recommendation on the economic policy of the euro area approved by the Council of 23 
January 2018. 

  

PE 542.682 Recommendations on the economic policy of the euro area under the European Semester 

Author Martin HRADISKY 

Unit Economic Governance Support Unit 

Committee Economic and Monetary Affairs (ECON) 

Published 16.02.2018 - 15 pages 

Summary This briefing provides an overview of the Council recommendations addressed to the euro area 
as a whole under the European Semester, and presents information on the related Eurogroup’s 
policy actions. The briefing is regularly updated. 

 

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/ATAG/2018/614500/IPOL_ATA(2018)614500_EN.pdf
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/STUD/2018/614522/IPOL_STU(2018)614522_EN.pdf
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/STUD/2018/614522/IPOL_STU(2018)614522_EN.pdf
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/IDAN/2018/542682/IPOL_IDA(2018)542682_EN.pdf
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Data Publication 

PE 614.490 Country Specific Recommendations for 2016 and 2017 - A comparison and an overview of 
implementation 

Author Michal Axel MINKINA, Siiri Aurora VALKAMA, Martin HRADISKY, Alessandro GASPAROTTI 

Unit Economic Governance Support Unit 

Committee Economic and Monetary Affairs (ECON) 

Published 12.03.2018 - 173 pages 

Summary This document presents the Country Specific Recommendations for 2016 and 2017 as well as 
the assessment of the implementation of 2016 Country Specific Recommendations. 

See European Commission homepage  

See Council homepage 

Bruegel on the Semester: Policy contribution 09 June 2018 

 

EU fiscal governance 

 
Data Publication 

PE 497.746 Implementation of the Stability and Growth Pact (June 2018) 

Author Jost ANGERER, Siiri Aurora VALKAMA 

Unit Economic Governance Support Unit 

Committee Economic and Monetary Affairs (ECON) 

Published 11.06.2018 - 11 pages 

Summary This document gives an overview of key developments under the preventive and corrective 
arms of the Stability and Growth Pact (SGP) on the basis of (1) the latest Council decisions and 
recommendations in the framework of the SGP; (2) the latest European Commission (COM) 
economic forecast; and (3) the latest COM opinions on compliance of the Draft Budgetary Plans 
(DBPs) of euro area Member States with the SGP. The document is regularly updated. 

  

PE 587.388 Structural Budget Balances in EU Member States 

Author Michal Axel MINKINA, Jost ANGERER, Kajus HAGELSTAM 

Unit Economic Governance Support Unit 

Committee Economic and Monetary Affairs (ECON) 

Published 31.05.2018 - 8 pages 

Summary Structural budget balances play an important role in the fiscal policy frameworks of the EU both 
as part of the application of the Stability and Growth Pact (SGP) and in the implementation of 
the balanced budget rule by the contracting parties of the intergovernmental Treaty on 
Stability, Coordination and Governance in the EMU (the fiscal section of the Treaty is called 
“Fiscal Compact”). This document provides a short overview of the concept and application of 
the structural balance rule(s) in the EU. It will be regularly updated, in particular, the Annex that 
shows progress made (based on the latest Commission forecast) by Member States in reaching 
their structural budget commitments under the preventive arm of the SGP. 

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/STUD/2018/614490/IPOL_STU(2018)614490_EN.pdf
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/STUD/2018/614490/IPOL_STU(2018)614490_EN.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/economic-and-fiscal-policy-coordination/eu-economic-governance-monitoring-prevention-correction/european-semester_en
http://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/policies/european-semester/
http://bruegel.org/2018/06/is-the-european-semester-effective-and-useful/
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/IDAN/2018/497746/IPOL_IDA(2018)497746_EN.pdf
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/BRIE/2017/587388/IPOL_BRI(2017)587388_EN.pdf
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Data Publication 

PE 614.510 Comparison of key figures in the 2018 Stability Programmes and European Commission spring 
2018 forecast 

Author Jost ANGERER, Siiri Aurora VALKAMA 

Unit Economic Governance Support Unit 

Committee Economic and Monetary Affairs (ECON) 

Published 08.06.2018 - 2 pages 

Summary The purpose of this document is to show the differences between some key indicators of the 
2018 Stability Programmes (SP) of the Euro Area Member States and the spring 2018 forecast of 
the European Commission (EC) . In accordance with Article 4 of Council Directive 2011/85/EU, 
the budgetary planning of the Member States “shall be based on the most likely macrofiscal 
scenario or on a more prudent scenario. (…). Significant dif¬fe¬ren¬ces between the chosen 
macrofiscal scenario and the (most recent) Commission’s forecast shall be described with reasoning 
(…).” 

  

PE 614.498 How could the Stability and Growth Pact be simplified? 

Author Jost ANGERER, Alice ZOPPÉ, Martin HRADISKY 

Unit Economic Governance Support Unit 

Committee Economic and Monetary Affairs (ECON) 

Published 25.04.2018 - 2 pages 

Summary This note provides a summary of three external papers requested by the ECON Committee in 
the context of the Parliament scrutiny activities of the Euro area. The main objective of these 
papers is to advance proposals on how the fiscal rules of the Stability and Growth Pact could be 
simplified, in order to enhance its credibility, transparency and enforceability, while allowing 
some room for flexibility. Several EU insitutions have recognised the complexity of the SGP and 
the consequent need for simplification: some relevant positions are reported in this note as well. 

  

PE 574.407 Potential Output Estimates and their Role in the EU Fiscal Policy Surveillance 

Author Alice ZOPPÉ, Matteo CIUCCI 

Unit Economic Governance Support Unit 

Committee Economic and Monetary Affairs (ECON) 

Published 17.01.2017 - 10 pages 

Summary The surveillance of fiscal policies of EU Members States makes extensive use of estimates of the 
potential output and related concepts, including output gap and structural balance. This note 
provides an overview of these concepts, of their use and of the main issues related to them. 

See European Commission homepage  

See Council homepage 
  

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/ATAG/2018/614510/IPOL_ATA(2018)614510_EN.pdf
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/ATAG/2018/614510/IPOL_ATA(2018)614510_EN.pdf
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/ATAG/2018/614498/IPOL_ATA(2018)614498_EN.pdf
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/BRIE/2016/574407/IPOL_BRI(2016)574407_EN.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/economic-and-fiscal-policy-coordination/eu-economic-governance-monitoring-prevention-correction/stability-and-growth-pact_en
http://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/policies/european-semester/
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Macroeconomic Imbalances 

 
Data Publication 

PE  497.739 Implementation of Macroeconomic Imbalance Procedure - State-of-Play (June 2018) 

Author Alice ZOPPÉ 

Unit Economic Governance Support Unit 

Committee Economic and Monetary Affairs (ECON) 

Published 21.06.2018 - 28 pages 

Summary This note presents the Member States' situation with respect to the Macroeconomic Imbalance 
Procedure, taking into account recent assessments and decisions by the European Commission 
and the Council. It also gives an overview of relevant comments on the MIP published by other 
institutions. A separate EGOV note describes the MIP procedure. This document is regularly 
updated. 

  

PE 542.650 Implementation of Country Specific Recommendations under the MIP 

Author Jost ANGERER, Alice ZOPPÉ, Martin HRADISKY 

Unit Economic Governance Support Unit 

Committee Economic and Monetary Affairs (ECON) 

Published 23.05.2018 - 2 pages 

Summary This note provides an updated overview of some elements related to the implementation of 
Country-Specific Recommendations (CSRs) issued under the Macroeconomic Imbalance 
Procedure (see a separate EGOV note for details on the MIP procedure). Figures refer only to 
Member States experiencing macroeconomic imbalances, and are based on the 
implementation assessments performed by the Commission. 

  

PE 602.083 Member States with Excessive Macroeconomic Imbalances 

Author Alice ZOPPÉ 

Unit Economic Governance Support Unit 

Committee Economic and Monetary Affairs (ECON) 

Published 08.02.2018 - 18 pages 

Summary This note provides some information on the six Member States that are experiencing excessive 
macroeconomic imbalances in the context of the Macroeconomic Imbalance Procedure. 
Separate notes describe the state of play of the MIP implementation and the MIP procedure. 

See European Commission homepage  

See Council homepage 

 

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/IDAN/2016/497739/IPOL_IDA(2016)497739_EN.pdf
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/ATAG/2015/542650/IPOL_ATA(2015)542650_EN.pdf
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/IDAN/2017/602083/IPOL_IDA(2017)602083_EN.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/economic-and-fiscal-policy-coordination/eu-economic-governance-monitoring-prevention-correction/european-semester/framework/macroeconomic-imbalance-procedure_en
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The EGOV team provides expertise in the area of economic governance and 
banking union to support the European Parliament and its relevant committees 
and bodies, notably in their scrutiny-related roles and contributes to the on-
going discussion about strengthening EMU governance.  

EGOV prepares background information in advance of the economic dialogues 
and public hearings and meetings among other with: 

> EU institutions (Commission, Council, Eurogroup); 

> Member States;  

> SSM; 

> SRM; 

> National Parliaments. 

To complement the expertise, the team commissions external briefings upon request of the competent 
committee. Briefings and other information are available on ECON homepage - see following tags: 

> Economic Governance 

> Banking Union 

 

 

 

 

Economic Governance  

> European Semester;  

> Economic Developments in the Euro Area; 

> Economic Governance instruments, such as: 

• Country-Specific Recommendations (CSRs);  

• Macroeconomic Imbalance Procedure (MIP);  

• Stability and Growth Pact (SGP); 

• Financial Assistance programmes. 

 

Banking Union 

> Single Supervisory Mechanism (SSM); 

> Single Resolution Mechanism (SRM); 

> European Systemic Risk Board (ESRB); 

> Single Rule book; 

> Financial stability; 

> Banking developments. 
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